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Abstract 
 
Solid-state batteries (SSBs) using a solid electrolyte (SE) and Li-metal anode are promising 
technologies that can increase energy density and minimize safety concerns for applications such 
as electric vehicles. Although the recent discovery of SEs with high ionic conductivity has 
advanced the prospects for realizing SSBs, additional study of these materials has unearthed 
several shortcomings (e.g., interfacial degradation). Thus, the discovery of alternative SE remains 
an important pursuit. This search has been slowed, however, by incomplete understanding of the 
elementary features that give rise to high ionic mobility and promote interfacial stability. 
In response, this dissertation focuses on several topics that are relevant for the advancement 
of SSBs: (1) stability and wettability at interfaces between a SE and metal anode, (2) fundamental 
understanding of ionic transport mechanisms in solids, and (3) the discovery of new SEs. These 
topics are investigated using first-principles calculations. Anti-perovskites (AP) are adopted as 
model SEs because they have shown promise for achieving high ionic conductivities while 
possessing simple structures that enable a comprehensive characterization of their properties. In 
addition, machine learning (ML) is employed to analyze trends in the computed data. 
Investigation of the Li3OCl/Li interface shows that an oxygen-terminated interface is the 
most stable. This interface exhibits strong interfacial bonds, suggesting good wettability by Li, low 
interfacial resistance, and potential for Li dendrite prevention. However, this strong interaction 
also locally shifts the electronic band edge positions, narrowing the bandgap by 30%. 
Nevertheless, the conduction band minimum remains more negative than the Li/Li+ potential, 
implying stability against charge injection from the anode. These calculations indicate a tradeoff 
between strong interfacial bonding/wettability and electrochemical stability. 
Next, the connections between ion mobility, thermodynamic stability, and symmetry-
lowering lattice distortions are characterized across 36 model APs. Compounds with larger lattice 
distortions exhibit smaller percolating migration barriers because these distortions speed up 
 xiv 
migration along a subset of pathways. As larger distortions also correlate with reduced stability, 
realizing high ionic mobility requires balancing a mobility/stability tradeoff. Li3SeF, Na3SeF, 
Na3SBr, Na3SF, K3SeF, and K3SBr are identified as new compositions that balance this tradeoff. 
Differences in ion mobilities across Li, Na, and K based APs is rationalized in terms of differences 
in ion packing, vibrational frequency, polarizability, and ionic charge. 
Next, using data generated for alkali metal-based APs, ML is used to identify elementary 
features that correlate with ionic mobility. Lattice structure was found to have a greater influence 
in ion transport than do features based on chemical or electronic properties. For vacancy migration, 
the migration distance and bottleneck-size are the most important features: migration barriers 
decrease with shorter hops and with wider migration channels. Therefore, tuning the structure of 
a SE is the most effective scheme to improve ion mobility in these compounds. 
Finally, potential multivalent MV-ion SEs based on the AP structure are examined. SEs 
with compositions Mg3NAs, Ca3NAs, and Ca3PSb are identified as the most promising. These 
compounds are predicted to be thermodynamically stable, electronically insulating, stable in 
contact with metal anodes, and to have relatively low percolating barriers for ion migration. Due 
to their high formation energies, ionic defects should be introduced artificially. 
In total, this study enhances understanding of interfacial phenomena and ion transport in 
solid electrolytes, while also suggesting new materials. The ultimate goal is to accelerate the 
introduction of SSBs with improved safety and energy density. 
 
 
 1 
Chapter 1 Introduction 
 
1.1 Motivation 
Since the Industrial Revolution, the dramatic increase in the use of fossil fuels has been 
significantly increasing the CO2 emission, resulting in the global warming and climate change.1 
The high demand for environmentally friendly renewable energy sources leads to the increasing 
interest in technologies like wind, solar, tidal, and geothermal energies.2 However, these 
technologies have limitations associated with their variable output in time as well as location; thus, 
energy storage has emerged as a technology that can enable their widespread adoption.3 
Batteries are one of the most promising energy storage technologies due to their high 
conversion efficiency and essentially zero emissions.3 Li-ion batteries (LIBs) have high energy 
densities and voltages, which lead to their wide use in portable electronic devices.3,4 Na and K-ion 
batteries (NIBs and KIBs) are being explored for grid energy storage due to the abundance and 
low price of Na and K.4–6 Although at the very early stage of development, multivalent (MV) ions 
Be, Mg, Ca, Zn, and Al have potential to increase the volumetric capacity of batteries.7 
Nevertheless, additional improvements in battery technologies are highly desirable – 
especially related to cost, safety, energy density, and life cycle – to enable widespread application 
to emerging applications such as electric vehicles.3 The increase in energy density is required for 
longer-lasting batteries. The longest driving range among commercial electric vehicles is 390 miles 
of Tesla Model S with the starting price of $80,000 in early 2020, but Jaguar XF (2.0L diesel 
engine) can drive up to 731 miles with the price of $52,500 in 2019.8,9 Comparing different models 
of Ford 2018 Focus, the driving range and price of an electric version is 115 miles and $29,120, 
whereas cheaper ‘SE Hatch’ model ($20,540) can drive up to 471 miles.10 Enhanced safety is also 
one of the most sought-after performance improvements LIBs for reliable operations. There have 
been several explosion and fires from batteries of electric devices and vehicles, including a case 
of Tesla Model X that caught fire after a crash in 2018.11 
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1.2 Solid Electrolytes for Performance Improvements 
Safety concerns in commercial LIBs can originate from the use of liquid electrolytes. These 
electrolytes have high ionic conductivity, yet are volatile and flammable; moreover, they are 
amenable to dendrite formation, resulting in internal short-circuiting.3,12,13 Thus, improvements in 
cell designs and/or materials that address these safety concerns are desirable. In principle, the use 
of a solid electrolyte (SE) can circumvent these problems.3,14–16 SEs are less flammable, non-
volatile, and less-sensitive to changes in temperature.3,16,17 Also, the high stiffness exhibited by 
some SEs has been projected to suppress dendrite formation.14 This latter benefit presents the 
possibility to significantly increase the capacity of the negative electrode by substituting metallic 
lithium for lithiated carbon.18 The advantages of SEs may lead to the realization of solid-state Li-
metal batteries that are longer-lasting and safer than existing LIBs. 
1.3 Challenges in Solid Electrolytes 
Electrolytes for batteries are required to have high ionic conductivities at least 10-4 S/cm.3 
Historically, the ionic conductivity of solids has been insufficient to supplant liquid electrolytes. 
Very recently, however, a small-but-growing number of solids with ionic conductivities 
comparable to that of liquids have been identified, including garnet Li7La3Zr2O12,19 argyrodite 
Li6PS5Br,20 LISICON-like Li10GeP2S12 and Li9.54Si1.74P1.44S11.7Cl0.3,21,22 LiPON Li2.9PO3.3N0.46,23 
LPS glass 75Li2S•25P2S5,24 NASICON-like Li1.3Al0.3Ti1.7(PO4)3,25 perovskite Li0.34La0.51TiO2.94,26 
NASICON Na3Zr2Si2PO12,27 glass-ceramic Na3PS4,28 Na sulfides Na10SnP2S12 
and Na11Sn2PS12,29,30 complex hydrides Na2(BH4)(NH2), LiCB11H12, and NaCB11H12,31,32 and beta 
alumina (𝛽"-Al2O3) conducting numerous cations like Na, Ag, K, Li, and Rb. The discovery of 
these fast ion conductors has advanced the prospects for realizing solid-state batteries (SSBs).13,33 
Nevertheless, subsequent investigations on these SE have shown that a high ionic conductivity 
alone is insufficient for realizing a viable solid-state cell. These materials, in essentially all cases, 
are not stable with electrode materials, have very low viable voltages, and/or show dendrite 
penetrations.34–37 Therefore, the discovery of alternative SE remains an important pursuit. The 
discovery of new SEs, however, has been slowed due to a lack of fundamental understanding of 
fast ion transport in solids. Current SEs have mostly been discovered by trial-and-error Edisonian 
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approaches. Thus, it is desirable to understand important features that describe a high ion mobility 
in solids for the systematic design of SEs. 
1.3.1 Ion Mobility in Solids 
A fundamental question in the identification of new SEs is ‘what chemical, mechanical, 
and/or structural features promote high ion mobility?’38–41 Recent studies suggested several 
features that may have effects on the ion transport.38,40,42–46 Lower phonon frequencies enhances 
the phonon amplitude and assist the jump of mobile ions.42 Also, fast Li conductors have low Li 
vibration frequencies.43 Increasing polarizability of halide anion (from Cl to I in Group 17) softens 
the lattice, resulting in lower activation energy of ion migration (argyrodite system as an 
example).44 The migration barrier is influenced by the preferred insertion site and the anion 
coordination preference of cations in intercalation host structures; for example, barriers can 
increase when a cation has a preferred anion coordination at a preferred insertion site.45 Low 
energy barriers can be achieved by adopting the bcc framework because it allows a direct hopping 
between tetrahedral sites.38 Also, larger volume per anion can decrease the energy barrier.38,40,46 
Although previous literature has been improving our understanding of ion transport in 
solids, individual studies do not explicitly explain the relative importance between features. It is 
also probable that some important properties might be veiled so far. Therefore, a comprehensive 
analysis is required to establish the design principles for fast ion-conducting solids. This is a 
challenging goal because it is believed that several features are entangled and affect to ionic 
motions simultaneously.47 
1.3.2 Interfacial Properties 
Interfacial interactions of SEs with electrodes are critical for battery performance and life 
time.47 Two examples of important interfacial properties involving SE are stability3,34,48–50 and 
wettability.51–53 Insufficient interfacial stability manifests though the formation of new phases 
(from reactions between the SE and electrode, or through decomposition of the SE itself) or 
through electron transfer between the electrode and SE. Both processes can yield undesirable 
outcomes. In the former case, the product phases can limit Li-ion mobility and thus increase 
interfacial resistance.48,49 In the latter mechanism, electron transfer to/from the SE can precipitate 
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additional chemical reactions or impart undesirable electrical conductivity to the SE: for example, 
reduction of a SE by the negative electrode can inject electrons into the conduction band.54,55  
Figure 1.1 presents an energy level diagram for a SE and the electrodes in a battery.3,54 To 
minimize electron transfer to/from a SE, the anode electrochemical potential, 𝜇A, should be located 
below (i.e., at a lower energy than) the conduction band minimum (CBM) of the SE, while the 
electrochemical potential of the cathode, 𝜇C, should be at a higher energy than the SE’s valence 
band maximum (VBM). Prior studies have demonstrated that these levels can be predicted 
computationally for an interface-free (i.e., bulk) SE, providing an estimate of a SE’s susceptibility 
to undesirable electron transfer.46,55,56 Nevertheless, the electrochemical window of an electrolyte 
can be influenced by interfacial interactions with the electrodes. For example, a previous report 
revealed that the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular 
orbital (LUMO) levels of electrolyte solvent molecules shift due to interactions with electrode 
surfaces, narrowing the electrochemical window relative to that of the isolated molecules.54 To the 
best of our knowledge, the impact of interface interactions on the CBM/VBM positions of a SE 
have not been reported.  
 
Figure 1.1 Energy levels of a SE with respect to the density of states, N(E), of the electrodes.  Red and blue bands 
represent the conduction and valence bands of the SE, respectively. The electrolyte is susceptible to reduction by the 
anode when the electrochemical potential of the anode, µA, is located at a higher energy than the conduction band 
minimum, CBM, of the SE. Similarly, oxidation of the SE can occur when the energy of the valence band maximum, 
VBM, is higher than the electrochemical potential of the cathode, µC. The open circuit voltage (VOC), ionization 
potential (IP), and electron affinity (EA) are also shown.  
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Regarding interfacial bonding, recent studies have identified the wettability of a SE by Li 
metal as a key factor in predicting performance.57,58  Low wettability results in poor contact 
between Li and a SE, resulting in current focusing, high interfacial resistance, and/or dendrite 
formation.51,52,59–61 For Li7La3Zr2O12, improved wetting by Li can be achieved through interface 
coatings51,59,62,63 or surface cleaning treatments.53,60 Despite the importance of wettability to SE 
performance, few computational studies of wettability have been reported.53 
1.4 Anti-perovskite Compounds 
The anti-perovskite (AP) system was recently suggested as SE.64,65 APs adopt the well-
known structure of the perovskites, but interchange the positions of the anions and cations. APs of 
interest for SEs adopt the formula X3AB, where X is a monovalent cation and A and B are anions 
with respective charges of 2- and 1-. The AP crystal structure consists of vertex-sharing X6A 
octahedra (A anion at the octahedron center) enclosed by a cubic framework with B anions at 
vertices of cubic (space group 221; Pm-3m), so A and B form a bcc framework and X are at the 
center of the cubic face. APs have high alkali-ion contents and large band gaps as well as high 
ionic conductivities. Included in these candidates is the so-called ‘Li-rich’ AP, Li3OCl (LOC, 
Figure 1.2), which exhibits a high ionic conductivity of ~10-3 S/cm at room temperature and was 
predicted to have a very large band gap over 6 eV.64,66 A LOC-based cell with a graphitic anode 
and LiCoO2-based cathode operates at voltages up to 4.2 V.67 Also, a Li/LOC/Li symmetric cell 
and SEM images show that LOC is stable and compatible with a Li-metal anode.67,68 
 
Figure 1.2 Unit cell of anti-perovskite Li3OCl in the cubic Pm-3m structure. Cl ions form the cubic framework and 
enclose Li6O octahedron.  
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Previous studies have described two mechanisms for Li-ion transport in LOC.56,66,69–72 
These include a vacancy mechanism involving Li-ion hop ing along the edges of the Li-octahedra, 
Figure 1.3(a),56 and hopping of a Li interstitial dumbbell, Figure 1.3(b).66 The interstitial process 
has a barrier that is roughly half that of the vacancy mechanism.66 The relative importance of these 
mechanisms remains a matter of debate. Mouta et al. suggested that Li vacancies are responsible 
for the high conductivity in pristine and divalent-metal doped LOC, owing to their higher vacancy 
concentration compared to Li interstitials.69 On the other hand, interstitials were predicted to 
dominate in samples synthesized under LiCl-deficient conditions,70 where an elevated 
concentration of oxygen substitutional defects on Cl-sites (O!"# ) is anticipated. Others have argued, 
however, that the high binding energy between Li interstitials and O!"# , will hinder interstitial 
hopping.71 In addition, Stegmaier et al. have proposed that Li vacancies are present in LOC near 
the cathode, whereas Li interstitials dominate near the interface with the anode.72  
Composition variation has been explored as a means to increase the ionic conductivity of 
AP SEs. For example, the mixed-halogen phase, Li3OCl0.5Br0.5, exhibits a conductivity that is 
approximately twice that of LOC at room temperature.56,64 Zhao et al. proposed that this is due to 
a wider channel for Li-ion migration, which was made possible by an enlarged unit cell.64 
Similarly, a computational study reported that Cl–Br substitutional disorder results in a spectrum 
of activation barriers, with some barriers being lower than those in LOC and Li3OBr (LOB).66 
Deng et al. predicted Li3OCl0.75Br0.25 to be the optimal mixed phase, with maximum ionic 
 
Figure 1.3 Migration mechanisms for (a) vacancies and (b) interstitial dumbbells.  
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conductivity.73 The sodium analogues of LOC – Na3OCl (NOC), Na3OBr (NOB), Na3OI (NOI), 
and their respective mixed-halogen phases – have also been synthesized.65 Of these, Na3OBr0.6I0.4 
was reported to have a higher conductivity than either NOC or NOB.65 Several other strategies 
have also been explored to increase the ionic conductivity of the APs.65,74,83–85,75–82 
Previous density functional theory calculations predicted that LOC and LOB are 
thermodynamically unstable at zero Kelvin, i.e., they are prone to decompose into lithium 
chalcogenide and halide.56,66 Following studies revealed that LOC becomes stable at elevated 
temperatures around 500 K.81,86 Chen et al. suggested that vibrational entropies are contributed by 
Li – Cl bonds in LOC that are softer than the bonds in LiCl.86,87 Thus, other AP compounds with 
moderate instabilities might also be stabilized at elevated temperatures. Stabilized metastable 
phases at certain thermodynamic conditions (e.g., high temperatures or pressures) can be 
kinetically retained at metastable conditions.88 
1.5 Goals and Scope of Dissertation 
As discussed in this chapter, additional improvements in battery technologies are driven 
by demanding applications: the increase in energy density and enhanced safety. The development 
of SSBs using a SE with a metal anode will be the key to solve these problems. To address this 
topic, this dissertation focuses on the interfacial phenomena at interfaces between Li metal and 
SEs, fundamental understanding of ion transport in inorganic solid materials, and the discovery of 
potential compounds for monovalent and MV-ion conducting SEs for secondary batteries, using 
the AP lattice system. First-principles calculations and machine learning approaches were used to 
perform atomic-scale simulations and feature engineering. 
Chapter 3 investigates the interfacial interaction at Li metal/SE interfaces using LOC as a 
model SE. The wettability and electrochemical stability at the interfaces were examined. Chapter 
4 reveals the connections between ionic mobility, thermodynamic stability, and symmetry-
lowering lattice distortions across a series of 36 model APs, and suggests potential Li, Na, and K-
ion conducting AP SEs. Descriptors that characterize the difference in mobilities between Li, Na, 
and K ions in solids will also be discussed. Chapter 5 delves deeper into systematic understanding 
of chemical, physical, and structural features that describe the ion transport in solids. Machine 
learning (ML) approaches will be used with a large number of ion-migration data to find effective 
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features, their relative importance, and how they promote a high ion mobility. Finally, Chapter 6 
explores MV-ion containing APs and suggests possible compounds for SEs of MV-ion SSBs. 
In total, this study aims to improve our understanding of interfacial phenomena and ion 
transport in solids, while also suggesting new candidate SEs for SSBs. The ultimate goal is to 
accelerate the design of optimal SEs for use in safe and long-lasting SSBs. 
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Chapter 2 Methodology 
 
2.1 First-principles Calculations 
2.1.1 Many-body Problem 
The Schrödinger equation is the wave equation that describes the quantum-mechanical 
behaviors of quantized particles given by89 
𝑖ℏ 𝑑Ψ𝑑𝑡 = 𝐻-Ψ, (2.1) 
where ℏ  is the reduced Planck constant, Ψ  is the many-body wave function, and 𝐻-  is the 
Hamiltonian operator. In the non-relativistic assumption, the Hamiltonian can be expressed as 
𝐻- = − ℏ$2𝑚∇$ + 𝑉(𝐫, 𝑡), 	(2.2) 
where 𝑚 is the mass of particle. The first and the other terms are the operators for kinetic and 
potential energies, respectively. In the time-independent system with electrons and nuclei, the 
wave function is a function of positions particles as Ψ = Ψ(𝐫%, 𝐫$, ⋯ , 𝐫&; 𝐑%, 𝐑$, ⋯ , 𝐑'), 	(2.3) 
where 𝐫 and 𝐑 are position vectors of electrons and nuclei, respectively. The wave equation can 
be further simplified with the Born-Oppenheimer (BO) approximation which enables the separate 
treatment between electrons and nuclei.90 Proton is about 1800 times heavier than electron (by rest 
mass), thus nuclei will have much slower motions than electrons. In other words, electrons are 
always at the ground state with respect to the potential energy surface arisen by nuclei at fixed 
positions.91 Nuclei will be treated classically and only electrons will behave quantum-
mechanically under this approximation. Consequently, the electron wave equation in the time-
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independent non-relativistic system with electrons and nuclei under the BO approximation 
becomes 𝐻-Ψ = 𝐸Ψ, 	(2.4) 
where 𝐸 is the total energy of the system, and the wave function and Hamiltonian (in atomic unit) 
are Ψ = Ψ(𝐫%, 𝐫$, ⋯ , 𝐫&), 	(2.5) 
𝐻- = −12B∇($&()% +BB −𝑍*D𝐑* − 𝐫(D'*)%&()% +BB 1D𝐫* − 𝐫(D&*+(&()% . 	(2.6) 
The equation is now a function of only electron positions; the kinetic energy of nuclei is neglected 
and the Coulomb interaction energy between nuclei can be treated separately. The terms in the 
Hamiltonian are, in order, the kinetic energy of electrons, the Coulombic interaction between 
nuclei and electrons, and the Coulombic interaction between electrons. 
2.1.2 Non-interacting Electron Approximation 
The exact solution of the wave function can be achievable only for single-particle problems 
like a hydrogen atom.92 It is even impossible to solve it numerically with the increased number of 
particles.93 To solve many-body problems, Hartree assumed the independent electron 
approximation with an ansatz that the wave function can be expressed by the product of 
orthonormal single-electron wave functions (Hartree product) as94–96 Ψ(𝐫%, 𝐫$, ⋯ , 𝐫&) = 𝜓%(𝐫%)𝜓$(𝐫$)⋯𝜓&(𝐫&). (2.7) 
This approximation significantly reduces the complexity that the 3𝑛-dimension wave equation 
becomes 𝑛 number of 3-dimension wave equations for each electron, 𝐻-(𝜓( = 𝐸(𝜓( , 	(2.8) 
where 𝐸( is the energy of electron i. Each electron is assumed to interact with the mean field, i.e., 
electron density 𝜌(𝐫) = ∑ 𝜓(∗(𝐫()𝜓((𝐫()( , which replaces the electron-electron interaction term in 
the Hamiltonian to the Hartree potential expressed as 
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𝑉-(𝐫) = BL𝜓(∗(𝐫#)𝜓((𝐫#)|𝐫 − 𝐫#| 𝑑𝐫#&()% . 	(2.9) 
The single-electron wave equations can be solved by the self-consistent field (SCF) iterative 
method. Initial single-electron wave functions can be used to solve the equations (2.8) and obtain 
new wave functions which will be used as trial inputs in the next iterative step. The iteration will 
be implemented until the wave functions and energies of electrons converge. 
The Hartree method is a very valuable achievement since it is one of the earliest approaches 
to solve many-body problems. However, there are several defects to describe real systems due to 
its oversimplification:93 The non-interacting assumption omits the repulsive Coulomb interaction 
between particles with different spins (i.e., correlation energy). The self-interaction is included in 
the total energy because all electrons contribute to the electron density. Also, this method does not 
obey the Pauli exclusion principle and the antisymmetry principle, thus it fails to include the 
exchange interaction between identical particles with the same spin and does not include the 
exchange energy (the total system energy will be higher than the exact value).97,98 The Hartree-
Fock (HF) method solves this problem by improving the wave function with the Slater determinant 
as99 
Ψ(𝐫%, 𝐫$, ⋯ , 𝐫&) = 1√𝑛! Q𝜓%(𝐫%) 𝜓$(𝐫%)𝜓%(𝐫$) 𝜓$(𝐫𝟐) ⋯ 𝜓&(𝐫%)⋯ 𝜓&(𝐫$)⋮ ⋮𝜓%(𝐫&) 𝜓$(𝐫&) ⋱ ⋮⋯ 𝜓&(𝐫&)Q . 	(2.10) 
For example, Ψ(𝐫%, 𝐫$) = [𝜓%(𝐫%)𝜓$(𝐫𝟐) − 𝜓$(𝐫%)𝜓%(𝐫$)]/√2  and so Ψ(𝐫%, 𝐫$) = −Ψ(𝐫$, 𝐫%) , 
thus it satisfies the antisymmetry principle. Also, the wave function becomes zero when two 
electrons occupy the same spin orbital, i.e., Ψ(𝐫%, 𝐫%) = 0, thus it also satisfies the Pauli exclusion 
principle. Therefore, the HF method includes the exchange energy. Also, the exchange energy 
automatically cancels out the self-interaction energy. However, this improved method still cannot 
include the correlation energy and the calculation is complicated to deal with large systems. 
2.1.3 Density Functional Theory  
The density functional theory (DFT) is a SCF iterative method with the non-interacting 
electron approximation and can simulate many-body systems much larger than the HF limit by 
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virtue of the Hohenberg-Kohn (HK) theorems.100 The first theorem is that the ground-state energy 
of the system is a unique functional of the electron density. In other words, the ground-state electron 
density uniquely determines all properties, including the energy and wave function at the ground 
state.91 Next, the second theorem states that the electron density that minimizes the energy 
functional is the true electron density that corresponds to the solution of the Schrödinger equation. 
Therefore, we can use the variational principle to find the ground state of electrons iteratively. 
Based on the HK theorem, Kohn and Sham suggested the formula for the energy functional 
as101 
𝐸[𝜌(𝐫)] = −12,𝜓!∗(𝐫!)∇#𝜓!(𝐫!)$!%& +0𝑉'()(𝐫)𝜌(𝐫)𝑑𝐫 + 123𝜌(𝐫)𝜌(𝐫*)|𝐫 − 𝐫*| 𝑑𝐫𝑑𝐫* + 𝐸+,[𝜌(𝐫)], (2.11) 
where the first term is the sum of kinetic energies of independent electrons (different from the 
kinetic energy of the real system), the second term is the classical Coulomb interaction energy 
between electron and the external potential 𝑉/01 arisen by stationary nuclei, the third term is the 
classical Coulomb interaction energy between electrons (i.e., Hartree energy 𝐸-), and the last term 
is the exchange-correlation (XC) energy. This last term contains all quantum-mechanical behavior 
of electron, i.e., exchange and correlation energies as well as the kinetic energy error.102 The Kohn-
Shan (KS) equation can be derived from the energy functional, i.e., 
X−12∇$ + 𝑉/01(𝐫) + 𝑉-[𝜌(𝐫)] + 𝑉2![𝜌(𝐫)]Y 𝜓((𝐫) = 𝐸(𝜓((𝐫), 	(2.12) 
where 
𝑉-[𝜌(𝐫)] = 𝛿𝐸-[𝜌(𝐫)]𝛿𝜌(𝐫) = L 𝜌(𝐫#)|𝐫 − 𝐫#| 𝑑𝐫# , (2.13) 
𝑉2![𝜌(𝐫)] = 𝛿𝐸2![𝜌(𝐫)]𝛿𝜌(𝐫) . 	(2.14) 
The SCF iteration can be implemented with trial initial electron density to calculate single-electron 
wave functions using the equation (2.12). The wave functions can be used to calculate the new 
electron density that will be used in the next step. The iteration can be terminated if the electron 
density as well as the total energy converges. 
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2.1.4 Exchange-Correlation Functional 
The difficulty of DFT comes from the XC energy functional, 𝐸2![𝜌(𝐫)], whose exact form 
is unknown. Thus, the accuracy of DFT simulations depends on the validity of the functional form. 
The functional can be expressed as101,102 
𝐸2![𝜌(𝐫)] = {𝑇[𝜌(𝐫)]−𝑇3[𝜌(𝐫)]} + L𝜀2![𝜌(𝐫)]𝜌(𝐫)𝑑𝐫 , (2.15) 
where 𝑇[𝜌(𝐫)]  and 𝑇3[𝜌(𝐫)]  are the exact and non-interacting kinetic-energy functionals and 𝜀2![𝜌(𝐫)] is the XC energy functional per electron. The XC energy can be decomposed as 𝐸2! =𝐸2 + 𝐸! . Note that 𝑇[𝜌(𝐫)] is unknown whereas 𝑇3[𝜌(𝐫)] is already discussed above, and the 
difference between them is the correction to the kinetic energy. The simplest form of the XC 
functional is the local-density approximation (LDA) that uses the analytic solution of the 
homogeneous electron gas (HEG).101 It assumes that the local distribution of electrons is uniform 
with a certain density, like a mosaic art with small pieces of different colors. The exact solutions 
of the kinetic energy and exchange energy (𝜀2456) of HEG are known,103–105 and the correlation 
energy (𝜀!456) can be determined by empirical models (e.g., Vosko-Wilk-Nusair106 and Perdew-
Wang107) parametrized by fitting to the quantum Monte-Carlo simulation result.108 
More sophisticated XC functional is the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) that 
also includes the gradient of electron density to the exchange and correlation energies (i.e., semi-
local model), which leads to higher accuracy than LDA functionals.109 One of the most widely 
used XC functionals is the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) parametrization model.110 The brief 
expression of the GGA-PBE XC functional is 
𝐸2!789[𝜌(𝐫); ∇𝜌(𝐫)	] = L 𝜀2!789[𝜌(𝐫);	∇𝜌(𝐫)]𝜌(𝐫)𝑑𝐫 . 	(2.16) 
One of the drawbacks of the GGA as well as LDA functionals is the weak electron 
localization, which results in less accurate predictions of electron structure and narrower band gaps 
(or even metallic) than actual properties.111 The hybrid functional suggested by Heyd, Scuseria, 
and Ernzerhof (HSE) can improve the accuracy by adopting the exact HF exchange energy:112,113 𝐸2!-:9 = 𝛼𝐸2-;,:=(𝜔) + (1 − 𝛼)𝐸2789,:=(𝜔)+𝐸2789,4=(𝜔) + 𝐸!789, (2.17) 
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where SR and LR stand for ‘short-range’ and ‘long-range’, respectively, 𝛼 is the mixing parameter 
that determines the contribution of the HF exchange energy to the total exchange energy in the 
short range, and 𝜔 is the screening parameter that defines the separation between SR and LR. The 
HSE06 model with 𝛼 = 0.25 and 𝜔 = 0.2 Å have shown to product good results for many cases. 
However, the computational cost increases dramatically since the HF calculations should be 
involved in the computation.  
2.1.5 Quasi-particle GW method 
It is the inherent nature that the standard DFT cannot correctly describe the excited states 
of electrons because the DFT formalism is based on the HK theorem that leads to the KS equation 
with the XC functional designed for the ground-state Hamiltonian and the excited-state functional 
in general may not have the same dependence on the electron density as it has for the ground 
state.114 The higher level of theory than the standard DFT is the quasi-particle GW method based 
on the many-body perturbation theory with the GW approximation by virtue of Hedin’s rigorous 
theoretical framework.115 Prior studies have shown that GW calculations yield ionization 
potentials (IP), electron affinities (EA), and band gaps in good agreement with (inverse) 
photoemission experiments.116–120 The quasi-particle energies (i.e., single-particle excitation 
energies) can be calculated by111,121 
X−12∇$ + 𝑉/01(𝐫) + 𝑉-[𝜌(𝐫)]Y 𝜓((𝐫) + L∑(𝐫, 𝐫#; 𝐸()𝜓((𝐫#)𝒅𝐫# = 𝐸(𝜓((𝐫), (2.18) 
where the non-local and energy-dependent potential ∑(𝐫, 𝐫#; 𝐸() is the self-energy containing the 
effects of exchange and correlations. Within the GW approximation, the self-energy operator can 
be expressed by111,115 	∑ ≈ 𝑖𝐺𝑊, (2.19) 
where 𝑊  is the screened coulomb interaction and 𝐺  is Green’s function that describes the 
propagations of an extra/missing electron. Detail descriptions of the self-energy operator can be 
found in the literature.111,121 The operator is expressed by the wave function and quasi-particle 
energies, thus the SCF iteration can be implemented for the GW method. The standard DFT is 
used to obtain the single-particle wave functions and energies, which can be used as initial guesses 
of quasi-particle wave-functions and energies to solve the equation (2.18) iteratively. There are 
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many types of GW methods based on the iteration scheme: non-self-consistent G0W0 and 
(partially) self-consistent GW0 and GW calculations, where the subscription 0 means that the 
designated term is not updated but fixed on the KS DFT level of theory. In this study, the 
eigenvalues are updated while the wave functions are kept fixed.116 
2.2 Phonons and Thermodynamics 
2.2.1 Harmonic Approximation 
Phonon is the elastic wave that propagates through solid lattices due to vibrational thermal 
excitations of atoms.122,123 The vibrations can be described by atoms connected by springs with 
force constants. The potential energy can be expressed by the Taylor expansion around the 
equilibrium with small displacements as87,123 
Φ = Φ3 +B 𝜕Φ𝜕𝑑(>? g3 𝑑(>??(> + 12BB 𝜕$Φ𝜕𝑑(>? 𝜕𝑑*@?! h3 𝑑(>? 𝑑*@?!?!*@?(> +⋯ , (2.20) 
where Φ3  is the equilibrium potential energy and 𝑑(>?  is the displacement along direction 𝛼 of 
atom 𝑖 in the unit cell 𝑙. The second term is zero at the equilibrium since it is the first-order 
derivative of the total energy. The truncation of the series above the second-order term leads to the 
harmonic approximation (HA), assuming that atomic vibrations are on the parabolic potential-
energy surface within small perturbations near its equilibrium position. The second-order 
derivative in the equation (2.20) is the force constant matrix 
Γ>@ k𝑗𝑙		𝑗#𝑙#m = 𝜕$Φ𝜕𝑑(>? 𝜕𝑑*@?! h3 , (2.21) 
which describes a set of the force constants between an atom 𝑗 in the unit cell 𝑙 the other atom 𝑗′ 
in the unit cell 𝑙′ within HA. This matrix can be converted to the dynamical matrix by the Fourier 
transform as123,124 
𝐷>@(𝑗𝑗#, 𝐪) = 1q𝑀*𝑀*! BΓ>@ k𝑗𝑙		𝑗#𝑙#m exp{−𝑖𝐪 ∙ [𝒙(𝑗𝑙) − 𝒙(𝑗𝑙)]}?	?! , 	(2.22) 
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where 𝑀* is the mass of the atom 𝑗 and 𝐪 is the phonon wave vector. The phonon modes can be 
obtained by solving the eigenvalue problem for the dynamical matrix by diagonalization, i.e., the 
eigenvalues are the vibrational frequencies of phonon modes. 
For insulators with a long-range Coulomb interaction by dipole-dipole contribution 
(especially ionic solids), the dynamical matrix is non-analytical. Thus, the non-analytic term 
should also be added in the analytic expression of dynamical matrix (i.e., the form that does not 
include Coulomb interaction) to account for the splitting between transverse and optical phonons 
at the Γ-point.125–127 the dynamical matrix at the Γ-point can be expressed as124 𝐷>@(𝑗𝑗#, 𝐪 → 𝟎) = 𝐷>@(𝑗𝑗#, 𝐪 = 𝟎) + 𝐷>@B6(𝑗𝑗#, 𝐪 → 𝟎), (2.23) 
𝐷>@B6(𝑗𝑗#, 𝐪 → 𝟎) = 1q𝑀*𝑀*! 4𝜋𝑉 {∑ 𝑞C𝑍*,C>∗C } k∑ 𝑞C!𝑍*!,C!@∗C! m∑ 𝑞>𝜀>@D 𝑞@>@ , (2.24) 
where the second term in the right-hand side in the equation 2.23 is the non-analytic (NA) term, 𝑉 
is the unit cell volume, 𝜀>@D  is the electronic dielectric constant tensor, and 𝑍*,C>∗  is the Born 
effective charge tensor of the atom 𝑗. The NA term is treated by the approach that Parlinski et al. 
suggested.127 
2.2.2 Vibrational Free Energy 
Using the partition function with discrete phonon microstates, the statistical mechanics 
leads to the vibrational contribution (including zero-point energy) of a harmonic system to the free 
energy as128 
𝐹-(𝑇, 𝑉) = 𝑘E𝑇L 𝑑𝜔	𝑔(𝜔)	ln 2 sinh  ℏ𝜔2𝑘E𝑇D3 , (2.25) 
where kB is the Boltzmann constant, ℏ is the Planck constant, and the integral is over all phonon 
frequencies 𝜔 using the phonon density of states (PDOS) 𝑔(𝜔) at a certain volume V. A small 
amount of negative frequencies in PDOS, if any, was neglected following a previous analysis.86 
This is due to the well-known dynamical instability in the AP lattice system, due to rotational 
vibrations of octahedra.129 The phonon analysis is implemented by the PHONON software130 using 
forces and properties obtained by DFT calculations. 
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2.2.3 Quasi-harmonic Approximation 
The quasi-harmonic approximation (QHA) is an extension of the harmonic approximation, 
which accounts for the thermal expansion of lattice (i.e., the dependence of the phonon modes on 
the cell volume is explicitly accounted for).87 The Gibbs free energy within QHA is expressed 
as:87,131 𝐺(𝑇, 𝑝) = minF [𝐹(𝑇, 𝑉) + 𝑝𝑉] , 	(2.26) 𝐹(𝑇, 𝑉) = 𝐸3(𝑉) + 𝐹G(𝑇, 𝑉), 	(2.27) 
where 𝐸3 is the electronic energy at zero Kelvin (without vibrational contributions) and minF [⋯ ] 
indicates that G is a minimum with respect to variations in volume V at a specified temperature, T, 
and pressure, p. The equilibrium volume was found by fitting free energy data as a function of 
volume to the Murnaghan equation of states (EOS).132 The 𝑝𝑉  term is negligible for solid 
phases;133 in this case the free energy can be expressed as a function of T and V only. 
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Chapter 3 Predicting Wettability and the Electrochemical Window of Lithium-Metal/Solid 
Electrolyte Interfaces 
 
3.1 Introduction 
The present chapter investigates stability and wettability at a Li metal/SE interface. The 
AP LOC is adopted as a model SE.64 LOC is one example of several AP compositions that have 
been reported as potential SEs; others include LOB, NOC, NOB, and NOI.64,65 LOC has a simple 
crystal structure, making it attractive for computationally-expensive electronic-structure 
calculations. Furthermore, LOC has been reported to have a high ionic conductivity (~103 S/cm), 
a large band gap implying a wide electrochemical window, and the compatibility with a Li-metal 
anode.56,66–68 Nevertheless, there is a lack of  fundamental understanding of interface phenomena, 
especially for stability and wettability, at Li metal/LOC interfaces. 
First-principles calculations were used to assess the electronic and thermodynamic 
properties of Li and LOC surfaces/interfaces. Vibrational contributions to the enthalpy and entropy 
were evaluated to estimate surface/interface energies at near-ambient temperatures. Interface 
wettability was characterized according to the Li contact angle on LOC, derived from the Young-
Dupré equation and the calculated interfacial work of adhesion. Stability against reduction by the 
Li electrode was predicted by determining the absolute positions of the band edges of LOC (via 
GW calculations) in relation to the Li/Li+ level.  
These calculations suggest that the oxygen-terminated Li/LOC interface is the most 
thermodynamically stable. The calculated work of adhesion implies that Li will wet LOC with a 
low contact angle, suggesting the possibility for strong interfacial bonding and low interfacial 
resistance. On the other hand, this strong interfacial interaction significantly narrows the bandgap 
of LOC in the interfacial region by shifting both the CBM and VBM: in the vicinity of the interface 
the bulk bandgap of ~8 eV is reduced to ~5.6 eV, implying a tradeoff between strong interfacial 
bonding/wettability and electrochemical stability. Despite this interface-induced reduction in 
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electrochemical window, the CBM in LOC remains ~1 V more negative than the Li/Li+ redox 
potential, denoting stability against reduction by the anode.  In total, the present study demonstrates 
how first-principles computational methods can be used to comprehensively characterize 
interfacial properties that are relevant to the operation of SSBs. 
3.2 Methodology 
3.2.1 First-principles Calculations 
DFT calculations were performed using the Vienna ab initio Simulation Package 
(VASP).134 Exchange-correlation effects were treated within the generalized gradient 
approximation (GGA), as parameterized by Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE).110 Interactions 
between core and valence electrons were treated using the projector augmented wave (PAW) 
method.135,136 The valence electron configurations were 1s22s for Li, 2s22p4 for O, and 3s23p5 for 
Cl. A plane-wave basis set with cutoff energy of 550 eV was used for calculations involving ionic 
relaxations and total-energy evaluations. More computationally-expensive GW calculations 
(described below) used a 2s valence configuration for Li and a lower cutoff energy of 475 eV. The 
energy of the electronic ground state was converged to within 10-5 eV, and the force criterion for 
atomic relaxations was set to 0.01 eV/Å. At least a 17 × 17 × 17 k-point sampling is required for 
BCC Li metal for total energy convergence to within 1 meV at the equilibrium volume, whereas 
only a 4 × 4 × 4 k-point sampling is needed for bulk Li3OCl, Li2O, and LiCl. 
Surface energies for LOC were calculated for fully relaxed slab models with 11 layers and 
within a supercell containing a 12 Å vacuum region. A Γ-centered 4 × 4 × 1 k-point mesh was 
used for all surface calculations. The effects of number of slab layers (7 – 15 layers) and vacuum 
thicknesses (6 – 24 Å) were tested; it was determined that the surface energy was well converged 
using the parameters described above. The work of adhesion was calculated for fully relaxed 
interface models with 7 layers of LOC and 7 layers of Li. Convergence testing revealed that the 
work of adhesion did not change significantly upon increasing the number of Li and LOC layers 
(tests were done with 5 – 13 Li layers and 7 – 23 LOC layers). A Γ-centered 4 × 4 × 1 k-point 
mesh was also used for interface calculations; this sampling converged the total energy of the 
interface to within 1 meV/atom. Spin-polarized calculations were used for gas-phase molecules 
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and for atoms; these systems used a simulation cell of dimensions 10 Å × 11 Å × 12 Å, with 
reciprocal space sampled at the Γ point.   
Free energies were evaluated within the harmonic approximation using the direct 
method.137 Atomic displacements of ±0.02 Å and ±0.04 Å were used in conjunction with 3 × 3 
× 3 expansions of the conventional unit cells, corresponding to supercells containing 135 atoms 
for LOC, 54 atoms for BCC Li, 324 atoms for Li2O,  and 216 atoms for LiCl. A Γ-centered 4 × 4 
× 4 k-point mesh was used for the Li supercell, whereas a single k-point was used for the other 
systems. Phonon calculations on slab models of LOC employed a 3 × 3 expansion within the 
surface plane for (100) surfaces, a 3 × 2 expansion for (110) surfaces, and a 2 × 1 expansion for 
(111) surfaces. A single k-point was used for these slab models. Interface models used a 2 × 2 
expansion within the interfacial plane (dimensions of 15.6 Å × 15.6 Å) and a Γ-centered 2 × 2 × 1 
k-point mesh. Convergence testing revealed that increases to system size or the number of k-points 
did not significantly alter the vibrational properties.  
3.2.2 Band Edge Positions 
The absolute positions of the VBM and CBM (relative to vacuum) in bulk LOC were obtained 
following the procedure described in Ref.138 Figure 3.1 summarizes this approach, which involves 
aligning the planar averaged electrostatic potential (Vref) in the bulk region of an LOC surface slab 
 
Figure 3.1 Determination of the absolute band edge positions of a solid electrolyte. The method is based on aligning 
the reference potentials Vref of the slab (s), bulk (b), and interface (i) systems. 
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with that from a bulk cell.55,119,120 VBM and CBM positions in the bulk cell (given by 𝜀VBM and 𝜀CBM ) are evaluated using GW calculations, while the position of the vacuum level (Vvac) is 
determined from the slab system at a lower level of theory (GGA or HSE06). Aligning the 
electrostatic potentials in these two systems provides a common reference from which the absolute 
VBM/CBM positions can be inferred. Following this procedure, the IP of bulk LOC is expressed 
as:  𝐼𝑃b,GW = (𝑉vacs − 𝑉refs ) − {𝜀VBMb,GW − 𝑉refb,GW}, (3.1) 
where 𝑉vacs  and 𝑉refs  are the planar-averaged electrostatic potentials in the vacuum region and at the 
center of the LOC slab, respectively, and 𝜀VBMb,GW and 𝑉refb,GW are the VBM energy and reference 
electrostatic potential of bulk LOC evaluated with the GW method, respectively. 𝑉refb,GW for the 
bulk cell should be evaluated at an atomic plane similar to that found in the center of the LOC slab. 
The absolute CBM position (i.e., 𝐸𝐴H,IJ) can be determined by combining 𝐼𝑃b,GW with the bulk 
band gap (i.e., 𝐸KH,IJ). Since the wavefunctions input to a GW calculation (from a preceding GGA 
or HSE06 calculation) are unchanged during the GW calculation, the Hartree potential is also 
unchanged. Thus, the reference potential from the slab supercell (evaluated using the GGA or 
HSE06 functional) and the bulk (evaluated using GW) can be aligned without difficulty.119,120 
In a similar fashion, the absolute positions of the LOC band edges can be determined when 
LOC is interfaced with a Li anode.  In this case the electrostatic potential at the center of LOC slab 
(now a sub-component of the interface supercell) is used as the reference potential (i.e., 𝑉refi,GW). 
Band edge shifts are obtained as the difference in VBM or CBM positions between the bulk and 
interface systems as Δ𝜀VBM/CBMb-i,GW = D𝜀VBM/CBMi,GW − 𝜀VBM/CBMb,GW D. (3.2) 
3.2.3 Gibbs Free Energy 
The Gibbs free energy, G, for several phases relevant for the Li-O-Cl system was evaluated 
using the following expression:139–141 𝐺(𝑇, 𝑃) = 𝐸(0	K) + 𝐸vib(𝑇) + 𝐸rot(𝑇) + 𝐸trans(𝑇) + 𝑝𝑉 − 𝑇𝑆vib(𝑇) + 𝑆conf(𝑇). (3.3) 
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Here 𝐸(0	K) is the static energy at 0 K (i.e., the DFT total energy) and 𝐸vib(𝑇) is the vibrational 
energy, including the zero-point energy.  For molecular systems, the rotational energy, 𝐸rot(𝑇), 
translational energy, 𝐸trans(𝑇),  and the 𝑝𝑉  term sum to L$ 𝑘B𝑇	(4𝑘B𝑇)  for linear (non-linear) 
molecules, where 𝑘B is the Boltzmann constant.  These three terms do not significantly contribute 
to the free energy of solids under the conditions examined here.  𝑆vib(𝑇) and 𝑆conf(𝑇) are the 
vibrational and configurational entropy; the latter term can be neglected for the ordered solid 
systems examined here.133,141 For gas-phase molecules the total entropy 𝑆vib(𝑇) + 𝑆conf(𝑇) was 
obtained from experimental data.142 Vibrational contributions to the energy and entropy within the 
harmonic approximation can be expressed as:139 
𝐸vib(𝑇) = B 12ℏ𝜔(( + ℏ𝜔( 𝑒ℏN"OBP − 1Q% , (3.4) 
𝑆vib(𝑇) = 𝑘B B ℏ𝜔(𝑘B𝑇𝑒ℏN"OBP − 1( − ln 1 − 𝑒Qℏ N"OBP , (3.5) 
where the sums are over vibrational modes	𝜔( and ℏ is the reduced Planck constant.  
The dependence of the chemical potentials of the gas-phase species upon temperature and 
pressure were evaluated assuming ideal gas behavior:  
𝜇(𝑇, 𝑝) = 12 𝐺(𝑇, 𝑝°) + 𝑘B𝑇 ln 𝑝𝑝° , (3.6) 
where 𝑝°  is the standard pressure. The calculated vibrational modes for the various molecular 
species are 1572 cm-1 for O2, 538 cm-1 for Cl2, 1062, 916, and 424 cm-1 for ClO2 and 642, 577 and 
278 cm-1 for Cl2O, are in reasonable agreement with experimental data.142 Corrections to the 
chemical potentials of oxygen and chlorine, due to the overbinding tendency of DFT,143 were done 
by using empirical binding energy as144 𝐸O2 or Cl2(0	K) = 2𝐸O or Cl(0	K) + 𝐸Binding, (3.7) 
where 𝐸((0	K) on the right side is the DFT energy of species 𝑖 and 𝐸Binding is 5.12 and 2.48 eV at 
0 K per O2 and Cl2 molecules, respectively.142 The free energies of compounds and other molecules 
can be corrected by 
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𝐺c, X = 𝐺X − ∆𝐺c, X, (3.8) ∆𝐺c, X = 𝐺X −B 𝑛(X𝜇(ref(  − ∆𝐺f, X/0S1, (3.9) 
where 𝐺X  is the predicted Gibbs free energy of a compound or molecule X predicted by DFT 
calculations, 𝐺c, X is the corrected Gibbs free energy, and ∆𝐺c, X is the correction value, i.e., the 
difference in formation energies between the prediction {𝐺X −∑ 𝑛(X𝜇(ref( } and experiment ∆𝐺f, X/0S1 
(-5.82/-5.49 eV for Li2O, -3.98/-3.77 eV for LiCl, 1.09/1.24 eV for Cl2O and 1.27/1.43 eV for 
ClO2, per formula unit at 300/550 K)142. 
3.3 Results and Discussion 
3.3.1 Bulk Li3OCl 
Bulk properties. The low-energy structures of LOC, BCC Li, Li2O, and LiCl were 
determined at zero Kelvin using the Murnaghan EOS: 
𝐸(𝑉) = 𝐵3𝑉𝐵3#(𝐵3# − 1) 𝐵3# 1 − 𝑉3𝑉  + 𝑉3𝑉 E#! − 1 + 𝐸3, (3.10) 
where 𝐵3  is the bulk modulus, 𝐵3#  is the pressure derivative of the bulk modulus, 𝑉3  is the 
equilibrium volume, and 𝐸3 is a constant. 
Table 3.1 summarizes the band gap predictions as a function of the calculation method and 
input wavefunction flavor (based on either a self-consistent GGA or hybrid-functional 
calculation). Note that GW calculations were preceded by extensive convergence tests by 
increasing the number of bands, frequency points, and GW steps up to 2024, 256, and 8, 
Table 3.1 Calculated band gaps (in eV) for LOC as a function of the calculation method. Two different exchange-
correlation functionals – GGA-PBE and HSE06 – were used to generate the input wavefunctions used in the GW 
calculations. 
Wavefunction type Non-GW G0W0 GW0 GW 
GGA-PBE 4.84 7.29 7.84 8.65 
HSE06 6.41 8.04 8.32 8.80 
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respectively. Of the GW methods reported in Table 3.1, prior studies have shown that the 
HSE06+G0W0 method and the GGA+GW0 method yield band gaps that are in very good 
agreement with experiments.116,117,145 In the case of LOC, these two methods suggest that the band 
gap lies within the range 7.8 to 8.1 eV. This large bandgap compares favorably with those reported 
for other solid electrolytes, which are typically smaller: for example, 6.4 eV for Li7La3Zr2O12 
(HSE06+G0W0),55 2.1 eV for Li6PS5Br (GGA),146 and 3.7 eV for Li10GeP2S12 (HSE).46 
Bulk stability. Figure 3.2(a) illustrates the stability range for bulk LOC at 300 K as a 
function of the chemical potentials for oxygen, 𝜇OLOC, and chlorine, 𝜇ClLOC, in LOC. This stability 
plot was generated by expressing the Gibbs free energy of LOC in terms of the chemical potentials 
of its constituents, as: 𝐺Li3OClbulk = 3𝜇LiLOC + 𝜇OLOC + 𝜇ClLOC. (3.11) 
To avoid decomposition of LOC into the elements or binary compounds, the range of allowable 
values for its chemical potentials must satisfy the following constraints:147 𝜇LiLOC ≤ 𝐺LiBCC	bulk = 𝜇Liref	𝜇OLOC ≤ 0.5𝐺O2gas = 𝜇Oref	𝜇ClLOC ≤ 0.5𝐺Cl2gas = 𝜇Clref	2𝜇LiLOC + 𝜇OLOC ≤ 𝐺Li2Obulk	𝜇LiLOC + 𝜇ClLOC ≤ 𝐺LiClbulk	𝑥𝜇ClLOC + 𝑦𝜇OLOC ≤ 𝐺Cl%O&gas , 
(3.12)	
where the superscript “ref” refers to standard conditions, and ClxOy refers to Cl2O and ClO2 gases 
at STP.142 𝜇LiLOC can be eliminated in the equation (3.12) using the equation (3.11), allowing the 
constraints to be expressed only as functions of 𝜇c4c! and 𝜇!"4c!. 
The narrow blue region in Figure 3.2(a) identifies the range of chemical potentials 
(satisfying the above constraints) for which LOC is stable at 300 K and 1 atm. Four constraints 
define the region’s boundaries: at the left and right edges two parallel lines demark decomposition 
into Li2O and LiCl, while boundaries above and below mark the chemical potentials at which 
decomposition into O2 gas or to Li metal is expected. Red lines and arrows in Figure 3.2(a) indicate 
the chemical potential values at which other decomposition products are predicted to form. 
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Although not shown, the stability range for LOC at 550 K and 10-8 atm, conditions typical for its 
synthesis,64 is very similar to that shown in Figure 3a at 300 K and 1 atm.  
 The combination of chemical potential values [parallel lines in Figure 3.2(a)] that bound 
the stability regime of LOC can be expressed generally as 𝜇OLOC − 2𝜇ClLOC = 𝐶 , where C is a 
constant. At 300 K and 1 atm LOC is stable for 1.39 ≤ 𝜇OLOC − 2𝜇ClLOC ≤ 1.42. Since the stability 
region is very narrow, 𝜇OLOC  and 𝜇ClLOC  can be related by assuming C = 1.4, e.g., 𝜇ClLOC =0.5{𝜇OLOC − 1.4}. With this approximation, the constraints in the equation (3.12) can be expressed 
only in terms of 𝜇OLOC. 
3.3.2 Li3OCl Surface Modeling 
The stability of 6 low-index surfaces of LOC were examined (Figure 3.3): two (100) 
surfaces, one with Li-Cl termination and one with Li-O termination; two (110) surfaces, one 
terminated by Li, and one terminated by a plane containing all of Li, O, and Cl; and two (111) 
surfaces, one with Li-Cl termination and one O-termination. To ensure both surfaces of each LOC 
slab were identical, it was necessary to construct non-stoichiometric slabs. The surface energy was 
evaluated as  
 
Figure 3.2 (a) Stability of bulk LOC at 300 K and 1 atm as a function of the chemical potentials of oxygen (µOLOC) 
and chlorine (µClLOC) in LOC. The thin blue region indicates the combination of chemical potentials that satisfy the 
thermodynamic constraints in the equation (3.12), resulting in the stability of LOC. Outside of this region LOC is 
expected to decompose into other phases; red lines and arrows indicate boundaries in chemical potential space where 
other phases are predicted to form. (b-c) Calculated surface energies of LOC as a function of chemical potential of 
oxygen at 300 K and 1 atm [panel (b), STP] and at 550 K and 10-8 atm [panel (c), comparable to the synthesis 
conditions of LOC]. In the surface energy plots the chemical potentials µClLOC and µOLOC are related by the equation 
(3.12), and are restricted to the range determined in panel (a) for which LOC is stable with respect to decomposition. 
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𝜎 = 1𝐴𝐺Slab −B𝑛(slab𝜇(LOC(   , (3.13) 
where 𝐴 is the surface area, 𝐺Slab is the Gibbs free energy of the slab supercell, 𝑛(slab is the number 
of atoms of type 𝑖 in the slab, and 𝜇(LOC is the chemical potential of species 𝑖 in bulk LOC. The 
chemical potential of Li (𝜇LiLOC) in the above expression for 𝜎 can be eliminated using the Gibbs 
 
Figure 3.3 (Top) Cleavage planes used to construct Li3OCl surfaces. Each plane has two possible surface terminations. 
(Bottom) Configurations of the elementary surface slab models. The name of surface consists of its cleavage plane 
and terminating species, e.g., the surface (100) Li-Cl is cleaved along the (100) plane and is terminated by a plane 
containing Li and Cl ions. Surface area is also shown. Truncation of the Li6O octahedra occurs when O ions are 
exposed on the surface (bottom three slabs). 
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free energy of LOC [the equation (3.11)]; furthermore, the chemical potential of Cl (𝜇ClLOC) can 
also be eliminated using the relation 𝜇ClLOC = 0.5{𝜇OLOC − 𝐶}, so that the surface energy can be 
expressed as a function of 𝜇c4c!:  𝜎 = 1𝐴 %𝐺Slab − (13𝑛-./012𝐺Li3OCl2304 − 12 ,𝑛,0/012 − 13𝑛-./012- 𝐶 + ,𝑛5/012 + 12𝑛,0/012 − 12𝑛-./012- 𝜇5-5,12 , (3.14) 
where C = 1.4 at 300 K and 1 atm.  
Figures 3.2(b) and (c) compare the energies of the six examined surfaces of LOC as a 
function of oxygen chemical potential at STP [Figure 3.2(b)] and at conditions typical of LOC 
synthesis [550 K, low pressure, Figure 3.2(c)]. Compared to the (111) and (110) surfaces, the (100) 
planes have the lowest surface energies regardless of their chemical termination. Calculated 
surface energies for the (100) surfaces are 0.19 and 0.75 J/m2 at 300 K, and 0.11 and 0.62 J/m2 at 
500 K, for the Li-Cl and Li-O terminations, respectively. Assuming thermodynamic equilibrium 
holds, this implies that the (100) surfaces are the most plausible; indeed, the equilibrium crystallite 
shapes predicted by the Wulff construction and the calculated surface energies exhibit only (100) 
planes.148 Given their low energies, the (100) surfaces were adopted for additional interfacial 
analyses, as described below. Note that surface energies of (100) planes are independent of 𝜇OLOC. 
3.3.3 Li/Li3OCl Interfaces 
Interface modeling. LOC/Li interfaces were constructed by joining either Li-Cl-
terminated (100) or Li-O-terminated (100) surfaces of LOC with the (100) surface of Li metal. 
The minimum-energy interface geometry was determined by searching over a series of rigid 
displacements of the adjoining slabs in directions within, and normal to, the interface plane. The 
equilibrium interfacial distance (assuming rigid slabs) was determined by fitting energy vs. 
interface distance data to the universal binding energy relation (UBER).149 Starting from this 
interface distance, all atoms were subsequently fully relaxed to generate the final interface 
geometry. 
Hereafter we refer to the (100) LOC surface or interface with either Li-Cl or Li-O 
termination as the ‘Cl-terminated’ or ‘O-terminated’ surface, respectively. Interfaces involving 
each of these two LOC surfaces and the (100) surface of BCC Li were modeled to predict the 
interfacial thermodynamics, wettability, and electrochemical stability of LOC in contact with a Li-
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metal anode. The (100) surface of Li has the lowest energy among low-index facets of BCC Li: 
29.1, 30.5 and 31.2 meV/Å2 for (100), (110) and (111) planes similar to previous reports.150–152 
Interfaces were constructed by matching the 2 × 2 Cl- or O-terminated LOC (100) surface to a √5 
× √5  (100) BCC Li surface containing 5 Li atoms per layer. This interfacial orientation 
relationship minimizes the interfacial strain while allowing for moderate supercell sizes. The Li 
surface was strained by 1.1% in its in-plane directions to match the dimensions of the LOC slab. 
The interface models contained 103 and 107 atoms, respectively, for supercells based on Cl- and 
O-terminated LOC. 
To identify the minimum-energy interface geometry, the total energy of the interface was 
evaluated as a function of displacements within, and normal to, the interface plane. One hundred 
interfacial displacements in the interfacial plane were sampled using a uniform grid with a 10 × 
10 mesh. This grid search was performed at several interlayer distances. In all cases the atom 
positions were fixed. The interfacial work of adhesion 𝑊ad at each interfacial separation, d, was 
calculated for this ‘rigid’ interface according to: 
𝑊ad(𝑑) = 1𝐴 𝐸interface(𝑑) − {𝐸Li3OCl + 𝐸BCC-Li}, (3.15) 
where 𝐴 is the interface area and 𝐸interface, 𝐸LOC and 𝐸BCC-Li are the total energies of the interface, 
the isolated LOC slab, and the isolated BCC Li slab, respectively. (The dimensions and the number 
of layers contained in the isolated slabs were identical to those in the interface system.) The 𝑊ad 
values obtained at different interfacial separations were fit using the UBER:149 
𝑊ad(𝑑) = −𝑊ad3 1 + 𝑑 − 𝑑3𝑙  𝑒Q(eQe#) ?⁄ , (3.16) 
where 𝑊ad3  is the work of adhesion for the rigid interface at the equilibrium separation, 𝑑3, and 𝑙 is 
a scaling length. The equilibrium separations for the Cl- and O-terminated interfaces were 3.11 
and 2.61 Å, respectively. 
Subsequently, all atoms in the interface cells were relaxed starting from interface models 
positioned at their rigid-body equilibrium interface distances, d0. These relaxations yield the 
minimum-energy interface structures. Figure 3.4 shows the interface models that result from this 
process. The Cl-terminated interface has a relatively undisturbed interfacial structure, which 
resembles that of bulk Li and LOC. Li6O octahedra in LOC at this interface remain intact. On the 
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other hand, large interfacial atomic rearrangements are observed for the O-terminated system. In 
this case truncated Li6O octahedra at the interface (these octahedra are missing a Li atom at the 
octahedron vertex closest to the Li slab) are re-formed by attracting Li atoms from the Li slab. 
These models were used to calculate thermodynamic properties and the work of adhesion, as 
described below.  
Interface thermodynamics. We first consider the thermodynamic properties of the LOC/Li 
interface. These are summarized in Table 3.2, and include the interface formation energy, the strain 
energy, and the interface energy. The interface formation energy, Gf,  was calculated as:153 
𝐺h = 𝐺Interface − 𝑛4iLi slab𝜇Liref − ¡13𝑛4iLOC slab𝐺Li3OClHj"k + 𝑛cLOC slab − 13𝑛4iLOC slab 𝜇c4c!+𝑛!"LOC slab − 13𝑛4iLOC slab 𝜇!"4c! ¢ , (3.17) 
 
Figure 3.4 Relaxed structure of Cl- and O-terminated interfaces, which consist of 7 layers of LOC (100) and BCC-Li 
(100) planes (103 and 107 atoms, respectively). The O-terminated interface is shorter in height than the Cl-terminated 
interface due to shorter interlayer distance. A weak interaction is found at the Cl-terminated interface, whereas O ions 
strongly attract Li-metal atoms and form octahedron to make up for the missing part at the O-terminated interface. 
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where the allowable range of chemical potentials, 𝜇c4c! and 𝜇!"4c!, are the same as in the surface 
energy calculations.  Here, the 2nd and 3rd terms on the right of the above expression [equation 
(3.17)] refer to the bulk free energies per atom (Li) or per formula unit (LOC) under zero-strain 
conditions. Thus, the interface formation energy reflects the energetic cost to form the Li/LOC 
interface from (unstrained) bulk Li and bulk LOC. 
At STP, the calculated formation energies of the Cl- and O-terminated interfaces are 3.80 
and 3.21 eV, respectively. (To place these values in context, we note that the formation energies 
of 𝛽"-Mg5Si6/𝛼-Al interfaces were reported to fall within that range 0.7 – 4.5 eV.153) These data 
indicate that the O-termination is energetically favored compared to the Cl-termination. The 
relative ordering of the formation energies is the same under conditions that mimic LOC synthesis 
(2.84 vs. 2.12 eV for Cl- and O-terminations, respectively, Table 3.2). Similar to the surface 
energies, the interfacial formation energies are constant values, i.e., they are independent of the 
oxygen chemical potential.  
The interface formation energy can be expressed as a sum of two terms. These include a 
strain energy incurred to form a coherent interface (in this case applied only to Li metal), and the 
interfacial energy:153  𝐺h = 𝐴𝛾 + 𝜁. (3.18) 
Here 𝛾 is the interface energy evaluated for the coherent LOC/Li junction, assuming strained Li 
metal. The interface energy is a measure of the interfacial bonding strength. 𝜁 is the strain energy 
associated with matching the Li in-plane surface lattice constants to that of LOC. The calculated 
interface energies of Cl- and O-terminated interfaces are 0.50 and 0.42 J/m2 at STP and 0.37 and 
0.28 J/m2 at the LOC synthesis conditions, respectively. As the interface energy is measured 
Table 3.2 Calculated Li/LOC interface formation energy, strain energy, and interface energy as a function of interface 
composition at ambient conditions and at conditions that mimic the temperature and pressure used during synthesis of 
LOC.  
Interface 
300 K at 1 atm 550K at 10-8 atm 
Formation 
energy (eV) 
Strain 
energy (eV) 
Interface 
energy (J/m2) 
Formation 
energy (eV) 
Strain 
energy (eV) 
Interface 
energy (J/m2) 
Cl-termination 3.80 0.03 0.50 2.84 0.03 0.37 
O-termination 3.21 0.03 0.42 2.12 0.03 0.28 
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relative to the average bonding in LOC and Li metal, the positive values predicted for 𝛾 imply that 
bonding at both interfaces is slightly weaker than on average in the bulk materials. Although the 
Cl-terminated surface is more stable than the O-terminated variant, the smaller magnitude of the 
interface energy obtained for the O-terminated interface suggests that the O-terminated interface 
is preferred relative to the Cl-terminated variant. It is possible that O-terminated interfaces may be 
formed from Cl-terminated LOC surfaces through segregation of oxygen to the interface. 
Regarding the strain energy, the computed value is small, only 0.03 eV. This follows from the 
small size of the strain and the softness of Li metal. Given that the interface energies of both 
terminations are comparable, we extend our characterization of their properties to both variants. 
Interface adhesion and wettability. Using the relaxed interface geometries shown in 
Figure 3.4, Table 3.3 summarizes the interfacial work of adhesion, 𝑊ad, and the contact angle, 𝜃c, 
for Li wetting of LOC. A large difference is observed in the 𝑊ad values for the two interface 
terminations. First, adhesion at the Cl-terminated interface is relatively weak, 𝑊ad = 0.09 J/m2. 
This weak interaction is consistent with this interface’s relatively undistorted atomic structure 
(Figure 3.4), and likely reflects the low reactivity (with Li metal) of the intact Li6O octahedra 
present at the interface. In contrast, adhesion at the O-terminated interface is much stronger, 𝑊ad 
= 0.75 J/m2. In this case the stronger adhesion arises from stronger interactions between the Li 
metal slab and the truncated Li6O octahedra at the LOC surface, Figure 3.4. Re-forming the Li6O 
octahedra and extending the LOC crystal structure by scavenging Li from the metal slab provides 
a driving force for stronger interfacial adhesion.  
Prior studies have argued that the wettability of a SE by Li metal is desirable for achieving 
low interfacial resistance and for suppressing the formation of dendrites.51–53 Wettability is 
typically evaluated using sessile drop experiments wherein the contact angle, 𝜃c, of molten Li on 
a SE substrate is measured.53,154 𝜃c  > 90° is associated with weak, non-wetting interfacial 
Table 3.3 Calculated work of adhesion and contact angle as a function of interface composition for the Li/LOC 
interface.  
Interface Work of adhesion (J/m2) Contact angle (°) 
Cl-termination 0.09 143.4 
O-termination 0.75 52.6 
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interactions, while 𝜃c  < 90° implies strong interfacial adhesion.154 The contact angle can be 
calculated from 𝑊ad and the surface energy of Li, 𝜎Li, via the Young-Dupré equation:155 𝑊ad = 𝜎Li(1 + cos 𝜃c). (3.19) 
Table 3 shows the calculated contact angles for Li metal on the Cl- and O-terminated 
surfaces of LOC. Consistent with their relative 𝑊ad  values, Li is predicted to not wet the Cl-
terminated surface, 𝜃c = 143.4°, but is expected to wet the O-terminated surface, 𝜃c= 52.6°. The 
possibility for achieving good Li wettability for the most stable (O-terminated) Li/LOC interface 
may underlie the good cyclability reported for this system in previous experiments.67,68 
Nevertheless, since the O-terminated surface of LOC has a higher surface energy (compared to the 
Cl-terminated version, Figure 3.4), it will be more reactive, for example, toward gas phase species 
potentially encountered during its synthesis and handling. New surface compounds formed by 
these reactions could reduce its wettability by Li, as shown recently for LLZO.53 Thus, realizing 
the benefits of the O-terminated interface may require additional care in materials handling.  
Interfacial electronic structure and electrochemical window. Stability against undesirable 
electron transfer to or from a SE depends upon the positions of the SE’s band edges (CBM and 
VBM) in relation to the electrochemical potentials of the electrodes. Toward predicting this 
stability, the spatial distribution of the VBM and CBM of LOC in contact with a Li metal electrode 
were identified. Figure 3.5 shows charge density isosurfaces for the VBM and CBM of the O-
terminated LOC/Li interface. These distributions were determined by analyzing the band- and k-
point-decomposed partial charge density. Specifically, the VBM was identified as the highest 
occupied electronic state having the majority of its density located on the LOC slab; similarly, the 
CBM was identified by searching for the lowest energy unoccupied state with majority weight on 
the SE.  
Figure 3.6 illustrates the predicted band edge positions and the corresponding 
electrochemical window for bulk LOC and for Li/LOC interfaces terminated with Cl or O. Band 
edge positions for bulk LOC were determined with the aid of a vacuum/slab supercell of LOC; 
this procedure predicts the behavior of bulk LOC far from surfaces/interfaces, and thus does not 
account for possible changes to the positions of the VBM or CBM due to interfacial interactions 
near electrodes (in this case a Li-metal anode). (Bulk band edge positions for a different SE, LLZO, 
were reported in a prior study.)55 Importantly, the present study also quantifies the extent to which 
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band edge positions change near interfaces (described below). This is done for the two explicit 
interface models shown in Figure 3.4.  
Assuming a Cl-terminated (100) surface, Figure 3.6 shows that ‘isolated’ bulk LOC has 
band edge positions that are well outside of the operating window of a hypothetical Li metal/4.5 
V battery. The CBM is located 0.4 eV above the vacuum level, and is separated by the bulk 
bandgap (8.04 eV) from the VBM, the latter 7.6 eV below the vacuum level. These band edge 
positions suggest that, in the limit of isolated/bulk LOC where all interfacial effects are ignored, 
there is negligible driving force for electron transfer to/from LOC from either an anode operating 
at the Li/Li+ potential,156 or to a cathode operating at 4.5 V.  
Assuming the surface of LOC remains Cl-terminated, Figure 3.6 also shows that 
interfacing LOC with Li has little effect on the band edge positions. In this case only minor shifts 
in the VBM (+0.43 eV) and CBM (+0.04 eV) are predicted; these shifts reduce the band gap 
 
Figure 3.5 Charge density isosurfaces for the VBM (left) and CBM (right) of the O-terminated Li/LOC interface. Li 
atoms are blue, oxygen is red, and chlorine is yellow. 
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slightly, to 7.65 eV. The relatively small shifts introduced by interfacial interactions at the Cl-
terminated interface may be explained by the weak interactions present there. As mentioned above, 
the work of adhesion for this interface is small, only 0.09 J/m2. Such weak interactions do not 
strongly perturb the electronic structure of LOC, leaving the band edge positions relatively 
unchanged from their positions in the bulk.  
Turning to the O-terminated model of LOC, Figure 3.6 shows that the band edges for the 
bulk system do not differ significantly from those obtained for the Cl-terminated case: the band 
edges undergo only a small, 0.3 eV rigid shift to higher energies. Nevertheless, large differences 
are predicted for the explicit interface model. In contrast to the limited shifts observed for the Cl-
terminated interface, the VBM and CBM of LOC at the O-terminated interface shift by +1.29 eV 
and -1.15 eV, respectively. These shifts narrow the LOC band gap by 2.4 eV, resulting in a smaller 
near-interface bandgap of 5.60 eV.  
 
Figure 3.6 Electrochemical window bulk LOC and for Li/LOC interfaces. Both Cl- and O-terminated interfaces are 
investigated. Red and blue bands indicate the positions of the CBM and VBM, respectively. Numbers in parenthesis 
indicate the amount (in eV) by which the band edges shift (with respect to the bulk positions) at an interface with Li 
metal. The Li/Li+ level and corresponding presumed 4.5 V cathode level are also shown (fading area). An energy of 
zero is assigned to the vacuum level, and the Li/Li+ level is located 1.4 eV below the vacuum level.156 The 
electrochemical potential for a hypothetical 4.5 V (relative to Li/Li+) cathode is also plotted. 
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The relatively larger changes to the CBM & VBM that occur at the O-terminated interface 
are a consequence of the stronger bonding present there. Recalling the adhesion and contact angle 
data from Table 3.3, this interface is predicted to have a work of adhesion that is 8 times larger 
than the Cl-terminated case. Consequently, Li metal is expected to wet the O-terminated surface 
of LOC, but not the Cl-terminated one. It is likely that these stronger interfacial interactions induce 
significant perturbations to the LOC interfacial electronic structure (i.e., formation of new bonds), 
which in turn shift the band edges more substantially.   
Despite the strong interactions present at the O-terminated interface, Figure 6 shows that 
the CBM for this system remains approximately 1 eV higher in energy (~ 1 V more negative) than 
the Li/Li+ level. This positioning implies that electron transfer to LOC from a Li metal electrode 
is energetically unfavorable for the O-terminated interface (as well as for the Cl-terminated case, 
as discussed above) – a situation which is desirable from the standpoint of electrochemical 
stability. A previous study of the chemical stability of LOC using the grand potential phase 
diagram approach concluded that LOC will not decompose into other compounds when in contact 
with Li metal.34 In total, the present and prior calculations suggest that LOC is both chemically 
and electrochemically stable against Li metal. This conclusion is in agreement with prior 
experiments showing that a Li/LOC/Li symmetric cell exhibited stable operation over many 
cycles, while SEM imaging of the Li/LOC interface found no evidence of new phase formation.67 
Regarding oxidative stability, the resistance of LOC to electron withdrawing reactions 
depends upon the position of its VBM relative to the electrochemical potential of the cathode. An 
initial estimate of this stability can be gleaned from the position of the VBM for isolated/bulk 
LOC, as shown in Figure 3.6. In this approximation LOC appears to be stable for voltages 
exceeding 5.5 V. However, this stability limit is very likely overestimated; an explicit calculation 
of the LOC/cathode interface is needed – as done here for the Li/LOC interface – to position the 
VBM accurately. (In the limit of isolated/bulk LLZO, accounting for changes to the 
electrochemical potential of Li at the cathode was shown to shift the VBM to higher energies.157) 
Regarding chemical reactivity, a previous DFT calculation suggested that LOC will decompose 
into LiClO3 and LiCl when in contact with an LiCoO2 cathode.34 In contrast, earlier full-cell 
experiments using the same cathode reported stable operating voltages up to 4.2 V.67 Nevertheless, 
capacity fade observed in these experiments for the early stages of cycling could imply the 
formation of a solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) that prevents further reactions and preserves high 
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voltage operation. Under this scenario, which is commonly observed at the anode of conventional 
liquid electrolytes, there would be no inconsistency between the calculations and the experiments. 
Nevertheless, the possibility for SEI formation highlights the need to go beyond stability 
assessments that are based on thermodynamics alone: kinetic passivation should also be 
considered. 
Examining the data from Tables 3.2 and 3.3 and Figure 3.6 more broadly, it appears that a 
tradeoff exists between the ‘interfacial compatibility’ of LOC with Li and its electrochemical 
window (as determined by the position of the LOC CBM). Specifically, Tables 3.2 and 3.3 show 
that the O-terminated interface is the most favorable system based on thermodynamics, adhesion, 
and Li wettability. On the other hand, Figure 3.6 shows that these favorable interfacial properties 
come at a cost to expected electrochemical performance; a more substantial shift of the CBM is 
observed for the O-terminated interface, resulting in reduced resistance to electron transfer with 
the negative electrode. Fortunately, for the present LOC-based system this tradeoff appears to be 
insufficient in magnitude to impact battery performance, as the bulk CBM starts several eV above 
the Li/Li+ level, and interfacial effects do not push the CBM below that level. Nevertheless, it is 
reasonable to speculate that this trend should apply generally, as the formation of relatively 
stronger (interfacial) bonds generally coincides with larger perturbations to the electronic structure 
of a bonding couple.158 Thus, other SEs whose bulk band edges lie closer to the electrochemical 
potentials of the electrodes may be more susceptible to electrochemical instability that is induced 
by strong interfacial bonding. Stated differently, solid electrolytes having excellent wettability by 
Li may not be optimal choices for minimizing undesirable electron transfer. 
It is important to recognize that defects at the interface could influence interfacial 
properties. However, since neither the identities (interstitials, vacancies, anti-site defects, voids, 
etc.) nor the concentrations of these defects are known, it is not possible to speculate about even 
the qualitative nature of their impact – for example, do defects increase or decrease adhesion? As 
a first step in modeling any complex system (such as a realistic interface) it is helpful to have a 
clear understanding of an appropriate baseline. By examining the defect-free Li/LOC interface the 
present study provides such a baseline. 
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3.4 Conclusions 
The present study has probed several properties of a model SE/Li metal interface at the 
atomic scale. In particular, the interfacial energy, work of adhesion, wettability, band edge shifts, 
and the electrochemical window were predicted computationally for a system based on the AP SE 
LOC. Vibrational contributions to the enthalpy and entropy were evaluated to estimate 
surface/interface energies at near-ambient temperatures. Interface wettability was characterized 
according to the Li contact angle on LOC, derived from the Young-Dupré equation and the 
calculated interfacial work of adhesion. Stability against reduction by the Li electrode was 
predicted by determining the positions of the band edges of LOC via GW calculations relative to 
the Li/Li+ level.  
These calculations suggest that the oxygen-terminated Li/LOC interface is the most 
thermodynamically stable. The calculated work of adhesion implies that Li will wet LOC with a 
low contact angle of ~53°, reflecting strong interfacial bonding and the possibility for low 
interfacial resistance. On the other hand, this strong interfacial interaction significantly narrows 
the bandgap of LOC in the interfacial region by shifting both the CBM and VBM: in the vicinity 
of the interface the size of the bulk bandgap, ~8 eV, is reduced to ~5.6 eV, implying a tradeoff 
between strong interfacial bonding/wettability and electrochemical stability. Despite this interface-
induced reduction in electrochemical window, the CBM in LOC remains ~1 V more negative than 
the Li/Li+ redox potential, denoting stability against reduction by the anode.  
 In total, the present study demonstrates how first-principles computational methods can 
be used to comprehensively characterize interfacial properties that are relevant to the operation of 
solid-state batteries. 
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Chapter 4 Correlating Lattice Distortions, Ion Migration Barriers, and Stability in Solid 
Electrolytes 
 
4.1 Introduction 
Building materials ‘from the bottom up’ is the most efficient and target-aiming way to 
explore new materials. This approach is in principle applicable for all research fields, including 
energy technologies, photonics, biosciences, pharmaceuticals, solid-state electronics, nanoscience, 
etc., where developing novel materials for desirable properties is important. The bottom-up method 
can be realized when we fully understand chemical, mechanical, and/or structural features that 
govern target properties to build materials atom by atom and molecule by molecule. 
Fast ion-conducting solids have been studied for more than a half century, but still the 
prediction of ionic conductivity is not easy due to a lack of fundamental understanding of ionic 
mobility in solids. This is one of the key factors that limits our ability to build functional materials 
from the bottom up—from energy storage devices to sensors and conversion devices where the 
prediction of ion mobility in solids is necessary. The discovery of materials from the bottom up 
will accelerate the development of new functional materials, which requires the deep 
understanding of features that enable tuning ion mobility. 
A fundamental question in the identification of new SEs is ‘what chemical, mechanical, 
and/or structural features promote high ion mobility?’38–41 Here we hypothesize that distortions of 
a solid’s crystal structure are one such feature. These distortions include tilting/rotations of a 
crystal’s polyhedral building blocks (octahedra, tetrahedra, etc.), variations in the length of the 
bonds that comprise these units, and a lowering of the crystalline (space group) symmetry, such as 
a distortion from cubic to orthorhombic symmetry. 
The AP family of compounds presents an ideal venue to explore the impact of lattice 
distortions on ion mobility.64 The degree of lattice distortion in the APs can be systematically tuned 
via atom substitution,159,160 yet the relative simplicity of the structure allows for a comprehensive 
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characterization of ion mobility. Moreover, since the extent of lattice distortions present in a 
compound can correlate with its thermodynamic stability, the APs also present a vehicle for 
probing how changes to stability impact the rates of ion migration. 
The degree of lattice distortion in the APs can be controlled through isoelectronic 
composition variation.159 The degree of distortion in APs (X3AB formula unit) is described by the 
Goldschmidt tolerance factor, t:160 𝑡 = (𝑅X + 𝑅B)/√2(𝑅X + 𝑅A), where RX refers to the atomic 
radius of the cation (X), RB refers to the radius of the framework halogen (B), and RA is the same 
quantity for the chalcogenide ion (A) at the octahedron center. When t ~ 1 the ions fill space nearly 
perfectly, resulting in a highly symmetric structure with a cubic (or nearly-cubic) unit cell. To date, 
the APs that have been examined as SEs generally fall into this category.64,65 
Lattice distortions in the AP structure emerge for compositions comprised of ions having 
with mis-matched sizes. For example, in LOC, chalcogens such as S and Se can be substituted for 
oxygen, while halogens such as F, Br, and I can replace Cl. These compounds exhibit a greater 
mismatch in atomic sizes, characterized by a decrease in the tolerance factor, t < 1, and an increase 
in lattice distortions. These distortions manifest as tilting of the cation octahedra, variations in the 
bond lengths of the octahedra, and deviations from cubic symmetry, Figure 4.1.159,161,162 APs with 
tolerance factors close to unity crystallize with in the cubic Pm-3m space group. By analogy with 
the regular perovskites, in the APs as t decreases lower-symmetry space groups are expected to 
successively emerge (orthorhombic Pnma, hexagonal P63cm, and cubic Ia-3).163,164 Moreover, t 
has also been correlated with thermodynamic stability, with smaller t values typically indicating a 
greater tendency for decomposition.165–167 
Here, we systematically probe the connection between ionic mobility, thermodynamic 
stability, and symmetry-lowering lattice distortions across a series of 36 model APs. The degree 
of lattice distortion, quantified by the tolerance factor, 𝑡 , is varied via isovalent composition 
variations involving the cation (X = Li, Na, or K) and anion sublattices (A = O, S, or Se, and B = 
F, Cl, Br, or I). DFT calculations were used to evaluate energetically preferred structures, energy 
barriers for all relevant ion migration pathways (assuming both vacancy and interstitial 
mechanisms), thermodynamic stability at zero Kelvin by the concept of convex hull (i.e., 
decomposition energies), stabilization temperature at which AP becomes stable with respect to 
chalcogenide and halide by predicting Gibbs free energy within QHA, and properties of AP 
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compounds. We also characterized the difference in mobilities between Li, Na, and K in solids by 
comparing APs with the same anions [e.g., between LOC, NOC, and K3OCl (KOC)]. This 
comparison is confined within the same structural/chemical/mechanical system with the same 
degree of lattice distortions (i.e., similar t factors).  
Our calculations reveal that ‘distortion tuning’ can provide a pathway to higher ionic 
mobility. More specifically, a strong correlation is observed between the degree of lattice distortion 
and the minimum energy barrier for percolating ion migration: compounds with the largest lattice 
distortions exhibit the lowest migration barriers, independent of the migration mechanism. The 
energetic spread between the largest and smallest migration barriers for a given compound 
increases with the extent of distortion. Thus, lattice distortions slow migration along some 
pathways, while speeding up others. Fast pathways result from a combination of channel widening 
and destabilization of the potential energy surface. At the same time, larger distortions also 
correlate with diminished thermodynamic stability. Therefore, realizing high ionic mobility in this 
class of conductors requires balancing a tradeoff with stability. 
 
Figure 4.1 Classification scheme for Li- and Na-based AP SEs based on their degree of lattice distortion. Compounds 
in Group 1 have a high tolerance factor, exhibit highly ordered octahedra, and adopt the cubic Pm-3m structure. 
Groups 2 and 3 have quasi-orthorhombic structures, and are characterized by successively smaller tolerance factors 
and increasingly larger distortions to the Li/Na-octahedra. Three representative structures (Li3OBr, Li3SI, and 
Li3SeCl) illustrate the increasing degree of distortion from Group 1 to Group 3.  
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Although thermodynamically unstable at zero Kelvin, most of APs indeed can be stabilized 
by thermal effects at elevated temperatures. We found a linear correlation that compounds with 
greater distortions have higher stabilization temperatures. The comparison between stabilization 
temperatures and long-range percolating barriers indicates that Li3SeF, Na3SeF, Na3SBr, Na3SF, 
K3SeF and K3SBr are ‘Goldilocks’ materials that satisfy relatively low stabilization temperatures 
as well as low limiting barriers. The predicted melting temperatures confirm that stabilization 
temperatures of these compounds (except K3SBr) are upper limits of actual values. Also, we expect 
that AP compounds with stabilization temperatures about 1000 K could be realized. In addition, 
AP compounds are predicted to be stable against metal anodes, so AP SEs are advantageous to use 
the metal anode. The voltage limitations by the chemical stability window are in a range of 1.9 ~ 
2.9 V for Li APs, 1.6 ~ 1.9 V for Na APs, and 1.2 ~ 1.4 V for K APs. 
Contrary to expectations based on ionic radii, generally larger alkali ion has lower 
percolating barriers than smaller one in the AP lattice. The result reveals that ‘packing fraction’, 
‘frequency’ of low-energy optical phonon, ‘polarizability’, and ‘Bader charge’ characterize the 
difference in ion mobilities between alkali ions. It implies that larger alkali ions transport through 
flexible and wider channels with larger vibration amplitudes and weaker electrostatic attractions 
to anions. We believe that our findings will elaborate design principles for superionic solid 
conductors. 
4.2 Methodology 
4.2.1 First-principles Calculations 
Density functional theory. DFT calculations were performed with the Vienna ab initio 
Simulation Package (VASP).134 The Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE)110 exchange-correlation 
functional was used in combination with the projector augmented wave (PAW) method.135,136 The 
following valence electron configurations were adopted: 2s1 for Li, 3s1 for Na, 3s23p64s1 for K, 
2s22p4 for O, 2s22p5 for F, 3s23p4 for S, 3s23p5 for Cl, 4s24p4 for Se, 4s24p5 for Br and 5s25p5 for 
I. The plane-wave basis included functions with kinetic energies up to 450 eV for Li and Na 
compounds, and up to 500 eV for K compounds (K APs require higher cutoff energy to obtain 
accurate elastic properties). The energy cutoff was increased to 520 eV and 1s22s1 for Li and 2p63s1 
for Na valence electrons were considered when chemical stability window calculations were 
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performed, the same to the Materials Project database. The Brillouin zone was sampled with a Γ-
centered k-point mesh, and sampling was performed on grids ranging from 8 × 8 × 8 for the 
smallest computational cells (alkali-metal halides) to 2 × 2 × 2 for the largest systems (quasi-cubic 
systems with space group Ia-3, containing 80 atoms per cell). These sampling densities yielded 
energy convergence to within 1 – 2 meV/atom. The energy criterion for convergence of the self-
consistency loop was set to 10-5 eV, and the force criterion for the relaxation of geometric degrees 
of freedom (ion positions and cell geometry) was 0.01 eV/Å. 
Phonon calculations. Phonon properties require higher DFT accuracy than usual 
calculations. The plane-wave basis included functions with kinetic energies up to 600 eV for Li 
and Na compounds and 700 eV for K compounds. The Brillouin zone was sampled on an 8 × 8 × 
8 grid for alkali halides (2 atoms), a 6 × 6 × 6 grid for alkali chalcogenides (3 atoms) and cubic 
APs (5 atoms), and a 4 × 4 × 3 grid for quasi-orthorhombic APs (20 atoms), with a Γ-centered k-
point mesh. These k-point sampling densities yielded energy convergence to within 1 meV/atom. 
Our tests showed that K APs require finer k-point meshes to achieve accurate elastic constants: a 
15 × 15 × 15 grid for cubic K APs and a 6 × 6 × 4 grid for quasi-orthorhombic APs were used 
when calculating elastic constants. The energy criterion for convergence of the self-consistency 
loop was set to 10-7 eV. The projection operators are evaluated in reciprocal space (LREAL tag in 
VASP) and an additional support grid for the evaluation of the augmentation charges was used 
(ADDGRID tag in VASP) to calculate very accurate forces enough to obtain smooth free energy 
data as a function of volume.  
Hellman-Feynman forces were calculated using enlarged supercells based on a 3 × 3 × 3 
replication with a single k-point (the Γ-point) for Li and Na cubic APs (135 atoms), Li and Na 
chalcogenides (324 atoms), and Li and Na halides (216 atoms), a 2 × 2 × 1 replication with a Γ-
centered 1 × 1 × 2 k-point mesh for Li and Na quasi-orthorhombic APs (80 atoms), a 3 × 3 × 3 
replication with a Γ-centered 2 × 2 × 2 k-point mesh for K cubic APs (135 atoms), a 2 × 2 × 1 
replication with a Γ-centered 2 × 2 × 2 k-point mesh for K quasi-orthorhombic APs (80 atoms), 
and a 2 × 2 × 2 replication with a Γ-centered 4 × 4 × 4 k-point mesh for K chalcogenides (96 
atoms) and K halides (64 atoms). These k-point sampling densities yielded energy convergence to 
within 1 – 2 meV/atom. Note that smaller replications were used for K chalcogenides and halides 
due to their larger unit cell sizes than those of Li and Na analogues, and K compounds requires 
denser k-point meshes to achieve accurate free energies. The atomic displacements of 0.03, 0.05, 
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and 0.20 Å were used for APs, chalcogenides, and halides, respectively. Born effective charges 
and static dielectric constants, required to include the non-analytic term in the dynamical matrix, 
were calculated by the Hessian matrix from the density functional perturbation theory, as 
implemented in VASP. 
Migration energy barrier. The nudged elastic band (NEB) method168,169 was used to 
evaluate energy barriers for cation migration via vacancy and interstitial ‘dumbbell’ mechanisms. 
NEB calculations were performed on enlarged supercells based on a 3 × 3 × 3 replication (135 
atoms) of the unit cell for the cubic Pm-3m phase, and a 2 × 2 × 1 replication (80 atoms) for the 
quasi-orthorhombic phase, for Li and Na APs. Larger replications were used for K APs due to a 
relaxation issue: a 4 × 4 × 4 replication (320 atoms) of the unit cell for cubic Pm-3m compounds, 
and a 3 × 3 × 2 replication (360 atoms) for quasi-orthorhombic (Pnma) compounds (the valence 
electron configuration of K is reduced to 3p64s1). K-point sampling was performed at the Γ-point 
for cubic supercells, and with a Γ-centered 1 × 1 × 2 k-point mesh for the quasi-orthorhombic 
systems (only the Γ-point was used for supercells of K APs due to their large sizes). Three 
intermediate NEB images were used, and the force convergence criterions for defect-structure 
relaxations and NEB calculations were set to lower than 0.02 and 0.04 eV/Å, respectively. It was 
assumed that the interstitial dumbbells do not rotate during migration, as the barrier for rotation 
has been reported to be more than twice that for translation.66 
4.2.2 Thermodynamic Properties 
Thermodynamic stability. The thermodynamic stability of the AP phases was assessed 
using the convex hull concept.170 The energy relative to the convex hull, EH, was calculated as:  𝐸H = 𝐸AP − {𝐸Chalcogenide + 𝐸Halide}/𝑁, (4.1) 
where EAP is the total energy per formula unit (f.u.) of the X3AB AP phase, and EChalcogenide & 
EHalide represent, respectively, the total energies (per f.u.) of the appropriate chalcogenide or halide 
end members. (For example, in the case of LOC, these end members would be Li2O and LiCl.) N 
= 5 is the number of atoms per f.u. for the APs. A negative value for EH indicates that a given AP 
is thermodynamically stable with respect to decomposition into a mixture of the end members; 
conversely, a positive EH indicates a metastable (50 meV > EH  > 0),171 or unstable phase (EH > 50 
meV). 
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Stability at finite temperature. The stabilization temperature is a point at which the free 
energy of an unstable compound at zero Kelvin (e.g., AP compounds) becomes lower than the sum 
of free energies of competing phases (e.g., corresponding chalcogenide and halide, into which 
unstable APs are prone to decompose)56,66, i.e.,  ∆𝐺 ≤ 𝐺67 − {𝐺!lm"noK/piq/ + 𝐺-m"iq/}. (4.2) 
The competing phases are chosen from the fact that unstable APs are prone to decompose into 
corresponding chalcogenide and halide. Because the calculation is based on solid phases, ∆𝐺 is 
evaluated up to the predicted melting temperature of APs. Then, the stabilization temperature was 
found by extrapolating last three data points of ∆𝐺 graph as a function of temperature until ∆𝐺 
becomes zero. 
Chemical stability window. The chemical stability window of APs (i.e., stable voltage 
range with respect to a metal anode) was investigated by following the method for the grand 
potential phase diagram with the Materials Project database (pymatgen code).37,133,172,173 The 
decomposition energy of a given phase into the phase equilibria in a contact with Li, Na, or K 
metal reservoir at an applied voltage 𝜙 (at zero Kelvin without vibrational contributions and the 
pV term)133 can be expressed as36 𝐸5,oS/p(𝜙) = 𝐸7lmr/	/sji"iHtim(𝜙) − [𝐸AP + ∆𝑛u ∙ 𝜇M(𝜙)], (4.3) 
where 𝐸7lmr/	/sji"iHtim(𝜙) is the sum of total energies of phases at the equilibrium, 𝐸AP the total 
energy of AP, ∆nM is the change in the number of atom M = Li, Na, or K metal (denoting 
reduction/oxidation when ∆nM is positive/negative), and µM is the chemical potential of M 
described as36  𝜇M(𝜙) = 𝜇M3 − 𝑧𝑒𝜙, (4.4) 
where 𝜇M3  is the chemical potential of M without external potential, z is the charge number of M 
(+1 for alkali metals), and e is the electron charge. The window is the range where APs are not 
reduced nor oxidized.36 
Melting temperature. The Lindemann’s law treats melting as a vibrational instability, 
expressed as 𝑇v = 𝑐〈𝑀〉𝑇5$𝑑$, where c is a constant, 〈𝑀〉 is the average atomic mass, TD is the 
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Debye temperature, and 𝑑  is a characteristic length ( 𝑑w = 𝑉x  is the average volume per 
atom).174,175 The Debye temperature is calculated by elastic properties as176,177 
𝑇5 = 2𝜋ℏ𝑘E 3𝑛4𝜋 𝑁6𝜌𝑀 %/w 𝑣v, (4.5) 
𝑣v = °13 2𝑣zw + 1𝑣?w±Q%/w , (4.6) 𝑣? = [(𝐵 + 4𝑆/3)/𝜌]%/$, (4.7) 𝑣z = (𝑆/𝜌)%/$, (4.8) 
where n is the number of atoms in a unit cell, NA is the Avogadro’s number, 𝜌 is the density, M is 
the molecular weight, 𝑣v  is the average sound velocity, 𝑣?  and 𝑣z  are the longitudinal and 
transverse mode velocities, and B and S are the bulk and shear moduli. The Voigt178 and Reuss179 
formulas estimate theoretical maximum and the minimum values of the moduli, respectively, using 
the stiffness tensor Cij.180 We used the Voigt equations 𝐵 = [(𝐶%% + 𝐶$$ + 𝐶ww) + 2(𝐶%$ + 𝐶%w + 𝐶$w)]/9, (4.9) 𝑆 = [(𝐶%% + 𝐶$$ + 𝐶ww) − (𝐶%$ + 𝐶%w + 𝐶$w) + 3(𝐶{{ + 𝐶|| + 𝐶}})]/15, (4.10) 
from the fact that predicted Voigt bulk moduli are almost the same to the values obtained by the 
Murnaghan EOS fitting (see Table 4.1). DFT calculations were used to obtain elastic properties. 
Table 4.1 Predicted bulk and shear moduli of anti-perovskite compounds using the Voigt equations. Values in 
parentheses are the bulk moduli using the Murnaghan EOS. 
Li APs 
Moduli (GPa)  
Na APs 
Moduli (GPa)  
K APs 
Moduli (GPa) 
Bulk Shear Bulk Shear  Bulk Shear 
Li3OF 58.3 (59.7) 42.2  Na3OF 37.2 (36.8) 24.4  K3OF 25.9 (24.0) 9.8 
Li3OCl 52.6 (52.9) 39.7  Na3OCl 30.2 (32.4) 21.9  K3OCl 19.5 (20.6) 10.5 
Li3OBr 49.3 (48.6) 37.3  Na3OBr 29.1 (31.2) 21.2  K3OBr 20.5 (19.7) 12.9 
Li3OI 44.0 (43.4) 33.0  Na3OI 27.3 (28.9) 19.8  K3OI 17.5 (18.7) 11.9 
Li3SF 42.2 (43.2) 32.4  Na3SF 30.6 (31.8) 20.1  K3SF 20.1 (20.7) 11.8 
Li3SCl 29.4 (29.7) 18.6  Na3SCl 21.5 (21.6) 11.5  K3SCl 13.5 (14.0) 6.4 
Li3SBr 29.0 (28.8) 17.9  Na3SBr 20.8 (21.0) 11.1  K3SBr 13.6 (13.6) 5.8 
Li3SI 27.4 (27.7) 17.1  Na3SI 19.8 (20.0) 10.5  K3SI 13.2 (12.9) 6.0 
Li3SeF 46.4 (47.5) 36.1  Na3SeF 34.4 (34.2) 24.8  K3SeF 17.5 (19.1) 11.0 
Li3SeCl 25.2 (25.4) 15.6  Na3SeCl 18.5 (18.3) 9.3  K3SeCl 12.2 (12.1) 5.3 
Li3SeBr 24.4 (24.7) 14.6  Na3SeBr 18.0 (18.3) 9.1  K3SeBr 12.4 (12.0) 5.2 
Li3SeI 23.6 (24.0) 14.3  Na3SeI 17.4 (17.6) 8.8  K3SeI 11.6 (11.4) 5.3 
       
 
Group 3.  
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The finite differences were used for stiffness tensor calculations to include cell distortions as well 
as ionic contributions, as implemented in VASP. The constant c in the Lindemann’s relation was 
empirically estimated using reported melting temperatures of previously synthesized APs: the c 
value for Li APs was obtained by averaging empirical c values of LOC and LOB,5 and the same 
method was used for Na APs using empirical c values of NOC, NOB, and NOI.6 Note that the 
maximum difference between the empirical c values of these 5 APs is only 8.5%. 
4.3 Results and Discussion 
4.3.1 Structure 
LOC, LOB, and their Na and K analogues have been synthesized previously.64,65,181–183 
These compounds adopt a cubic structure with space group Pm-3m (KOC undergoes the phase 
transformation between low-T orthorhombic and high-T cubic at 364 K). Isoelectronic 
composition variation on the cation (X = Li, Na, or K) and anion sublattices (A = O, S, or Se, and 
B = F, Cl, Br, or I) results in 28 additional (hypothetical) AP compositions. The ion substitution 
results in a change to the tolerance factor, and potentially convert the cubic Pm-3m structure 
(generally present for 0.9 < t < 1.0) into one of three other structure types: orthorhombic (Pnma, 
for tolerance factors roughly between 0.75 and 0.9), hexagonal (P63cm, t ≲ 0.75), and cubic (Ia-3,  
for tolerance factors beyond the hexagonal regime).163,164 Initial structures adopting the 4 structure 
types were generated for each of the 24 possible compositions. These structures were based on the 
following prototypes: Li3OCl64 (Pm-3m), CaTiO3184 (Pnma), HoMnO3185 (P63cm), and ScFeO3186 
(Ia-3). All structures were fully relaxed, with the resulting energy-volume data fit to the 
Murnaghan EOS.132 
In addition to deviations from cubic symmetry, additional distortions in the perovskite can 
occur via perturbations to the octahedral building blocks. These include: octahedron tilting, 
displacement of the octahedron’s central ion, and distortion of the octahedron shape, resulting in 
deviations to the octahedron’s bond lengths and angles.159,161,162 These distortions can occur 
independently or simultaneously.161 For example, a previous DFT study predicted that LOC (t = 
0.84)187 should undergo a minor orthorhombic distortion at T = 0 K.86 However, the tilting angle 
(< 2°) and the energy difference (0.2 meV/atom) relative to the cubic (Pm-3m) system were 
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extremely small. Thus, the predicted structure is approximately cubic, as observed experimentally 
at ambient conditions.64  
Table 4.2 lists the tolerance factors of all 36 compounds examined. The tolerance factors 
were evaluated using the reported ionic radii.187 The tolerance factor approaches unity upon 
substitution of larger halogen ions and smaller chalcogen ions. Conversely, t is generally smallest 
for substitutions of large chalcogens and small halogens, e.g., Li3SeCl (t = 0.66). In the case of the 
initially orthorhombic and cubic (Ia-3) cells, upon relaxation the lattice vectors of these systems 
exhibit slight distortions from their original orthogonal orientations (deviations are less than 0.1° 
and 5.3°, respectively); thus, we refer to these structures as ‘quasi-orthorhombic’ and ‘quasi-
cubic.’ No distortions to the lattice vector angles were observed in the hexagonal structures. 
Surprisingly, during relaxation of the F-containing compounds Li3SF, Li3SeF, Na3SF, Na3SeF, 
K3SF and K3SeF, the chalcogen and halogen ions interchanged positions via rearrangement of the 
Li-ion sublattice. This rearrangement positions F at the center of the Li octahedra, and increases 
the tolerance factor significantly.  
The calculations predict that the quasi-orthorhombic structures are generally the lowest in 
energy. For a few compositions the energy of the quasi-orthorhombic structure is nearly identical 
to (< 5 meV/atom difference) that of the cubic (Pm-3m) or quasi-cubic (Ia-3) variants. These cases 
include LOC, LOB, NOC, NOB, NOI, K3OBr (KOB), and K3OI (KOI) which, based on 
Table 4.2 Calculated limiting barriers (meV) along preferred pathways for vacancy/dumbbell migrations. The 
tolerance factor (t) and Group are also given for each compound. 
Li-based 
Compounds 𝒕	(Group) Barrier  Na-based Compounds 𝒕 (Group) Barrier  K-based Compounds 𝒕	(Group) Barrier 
Li3OF 0.68 (3) 129/24  Na3OF 0.69 (3) 201/50  K3OF 0.69 (3) 134/32 
Li3OCl 0.84 (1) 325/138  Na3OCl 0.83 (1) 240/101  K3OCl 0.81 (2) 214/81 
Li3OBr 0.89 (1) 370/167  Na3OBr 0.87 (1) 355/125  K3OBr 0.85(1) 203/87 
Li3OI 0.97 (1) 297/225  Na3OI 0.94 (1) 426/165  K3OI 0.91 (1) 355/122 
Li3SF 0.88 (2) 109/60  Na3SF 0.86 (2) 166/79  K3SF 0.84 (2) 198/45 
Li3SCl 0.70 (3) 115/34  Na3SCl 0.70 (3) 112/36  K3SCl 0.70 (3) 59/35 
Li3SBr 0.74 (2) 191/64  Na3SBr 0.74 (2) 184/52  K3SBr 0.73 (2) 144/81 
Li3SI 0.81 (2) 270/114  Na3SI 0.80 (2) 270/99  K3SI 0.79 (2) 220/70 
Li3SeF 0.93 (1) 138/68  Na3SeF 0.90 (1) 202/76  K3SeF 0.88 (2) 203/70 
Li3SeCl 0.66 (3) 100/48  Na3SeCl 0.67 (3) 95/68  K3SeCl 0.67 (3) 76/69 
Li3SeBr 0.70 (3) 122/42  Na3SeBr 0.70 (3) 111/30  K3SeBr 0.70 (3) 71/36 
Li3SeI 0.76 (2) 201/70  Na3SeI 0.76 (2) 205/72  K3SeI 0.75 (2) 186/60 
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experiments, crystallize in the Pm-3m structure.64,65,181,182 Given the computational and 
experimental preference for the Pm-3m and quasi-orthorhombic structures, these two systems were 
adopted for subsequent calculations of migration barriers. The structural parameters for all low-
energy structures are listed in Table 4.3. 
The AP examined here were further classified into three groups based on their tolerance 
factor and the degree of octahedral distortions. Figure 4.1 illustrates this classification. ‘Group 1’ 
includes cubic Pm-3m compounds having well-ordered octahedra and tolerance factors t ≥ 0.83. 
This behavior is similar to that of the cubic perovskite oxides, whose tolerance factors typically 
fall between 0.9 and 1.0.161 As the tolerance factor decreases, mismatch in atomic radii leads to 
moderate distortions via tilting of the octahedra, and a change in symmetry to quasi-orthorhombic, 
‘Group 2’. Here, 0.73 ≤ t ≤ 0.81, and the degree of octahedron tilting (11.5 – 21.7°) increases with 
decreasing t. Finally, in ‘Group 3’, t ≤ 0.70, and the system remains quasi-orthorhombic. These 
systems have significant distortions to the octahedra, including tilting (21.0 – 29.0°) and X–A–X 
bond angle distortions (7.3 – 12.9°). 
4.3.2 Ion Transport 
Migration pathway. Under equilibrium conditions, the formation energies of charge 
carriers (vacancies or interstitials) can impact mobility and conductivity. Earlier studies have 
shown that these formation energies can be high.66,69,71,72 However, experiments have shown that 
the concentrations of these species in the AP ion conductors can be controlled during synthesis by 
employing non-stoichiometric ratios of the precursors. For example, 6.66% Li vacancies were 
achieved in Li2.8OCl0.8 by depleting the amount of LiCl during synthesis.64 The ‘baked in’ nature 
of these concentrations suggests that migration energies, and not the activation energies, are of 
paramount importance in understanding ionic mobility in the APs. This observation motivates our 
emphasis on migration barriers. (In addition, we found that the formation energy of neutral cation 
vacancies is not strongly correlated with the tolerance, and that the presence of a defect increases 
the magnitude of local distortions.)  
The simplicity of the AP structure allows for a comprehensive sampling of the activation 
energies and minimum energy pathways associated with ion migration. NEB calculations were 
used to evaluate these pathways for both the vacancy and interstitial dumbbell mechanisms. The 
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elementary migration events that comprise these two mechanisms involve ion hopping along the 
12 edges of the Li/Na octahedra. Due to the high symmetry of the cubic AP, the 12 pathways in 
Table 4.3 Structural parameters for the anti-perovskites X3AB (X = Li, Na or K, A = O, S or Se and B = F, Cl, Br or 
I). Values in parentheses represent previous experiment data.64,65,181–183 
Compound Symmetry 𝒂 (Å) 𝒃 (Å) 𝒄 (Å) 𝜶 (˚) 𝜷 (˚) 𝜸 (˚) 
Li3OF Quasi-orthorhombic 5.038 5.112 7.178 89.999 89.999 89.999 
Li3OCl Cubic 3.900 (3.91)      
Li3OBr Cubic 3.989 (4.02)      
Li3OI Cubic 4.161      
Li3SF Quasi-orthorhombic 5.571 5.527 7.849 89.998 90.000 89.992 
Li3SCl Quasi-orthorhombic 6.276 6.321 8.932 89.994 90.008 89.991 
Li3SBr Quasi-orthorhombic 6.440 6.499 9.191 89.998 90.004 90.010 
Li3SI Quasi-orthorhombic 6.689 6.684 9.458 90.000 90.000 90.000 
Li3SeF Cubic 4.011      
Li3SeCl Quasi-orthorhombic 6.453 6.485 9.160 90.000 89.998 90.004 
Li3SeBr Quasi-orthorhombic 6.651 6.677 9.464 89.999 90.014 90.000 
Li3SeI Quasi-orthorhombic 6.908 6.906 9.781 89.998 90.000 90.001 
Na3OF Quasi-orthorhombic 5.844 6.044 8.286 89.999 89.999 89.999 
Na3OCl Cubic 4.549 (4.491)      
Na3OBr Cubic 4.618 (4.564)      
Na3OI Cubic 4.746 (4.707)      
Na3SF Quasi-orthorhombic 6.312 6.269 8.918 89.998 90.002 90.001 
Na3SCl Quasi-orthorhombic 7.045 7.157 10.013 90.002 89.999 89.995 
Na3SBr Quasi-orthorhombic 7.190 7.345 10.264 90.024 90.067 89.993 
Na3SI Quasi-orthorhombic 7.442 7.492 10.548 90.000 90.000 90.000 
Na3SeF Cubic  4.509      
Na3SeCl Quasi-orthorhombic 7.180 7.342 10.179 90.008 89.998 89.998 
Na3SeBr Quasi-orthorhombic 7.414 7.510 10.525 90.007 90.004 90.009 
Na3SeI Quasi-orthorhombic 7.625 7.744 10.852 90.000 90.000 90.000 
K3OF Quasi-orthorhombic 6.801 6.985 9.683 90.000 90.000 90.000 
K3OCl Quasi-orthorhombic 7.411 (7.239) 7.282 (7.239) 10.346 (10.277) 89.998 (90.000) 89.999 (90.000) 90.088 (90.000) 
K3OBr Cubic 5.270 (5.213)      
K3OI Cubic 5.374 (5.283)      
K3SF Quasi-orthorhombic 7.094 7.544 10.202 90.000 90.000 90.000 
K3SCl Quasi-orthorhombic 7.984 8.153 11.317 90.003 90.000 89.996 
K3SBr Quasi-orthorhombic 8.070 8.408 11.557 90.013 90.057 89.996 
K3SI Quasi-orthorhombic 8.321 8.574 11.872 89.971 90.000 89.987 
K3SeF Quasi-orthorhombic 7.369 7.365 10.418 90.000 90.000 90.000 
K3SeCl Quasi-orthorhombic 8.077 8.375 11.397 90.003 90.003 90.013 
K3SeBr Quasi-orthorhombic 8.339 8.520 11.822 89.995 89.997 90.010 
K3SeI Quasi-orthorhombic 8.546 8.794 12.115 89.971 89.947 90.011 
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this system are degenerate; it is therefore sufficient to evaluate a single path for each of the two 
mechanisms. In contrast, in the lower-symmetry quasi-orthorhombic systems the presence of 
lattice distortions implies that all 12 elementary migration paths are distinct. These quasi-
orthorhombic compounds contain four distinct octahedra per unit cell. Nevertheless, these 
octahedra exhibit very similar structures – the maximum structural deviations between octahedra 
are in all cases less than 2.4%: X–A bond lengths (< 0.2% deviation), X–A–X bond angles (< 
1.3%), distances between alkali-metal ions (dX-X < 1.0%), and distances between alkali-metal ions 
and framework anions (dX-B < 2.4%). Due to the near-equivalence of the octahedra, it is sufficient 
to map out migration mechanisms along the 12 pathways that orbit a single octahedron. This 
assertion was tested by calculating all 48 barriers for the vacancy mechanism in Li3SI, the AP 
having the largest structural deviations between octahedra. As expected, the differences between 
elementary barriers on distinct octahedra were found to be small, less than 1.4%. 
Figure 4.2 shows the connectivity between octahedra in a representative Group 3 distorted 
AP structure, Li3SeCl (t = 0.66). Mobile cations are located at the octahedron vertices, which are 
shared by adjacent octahedra. The cations in each octahedron are labeled 1 through 6; equivalent 
labels are shown at the shared vertices for selected ions. Using this labeling scheme, a percolating 
 
Figure 4.2 Connectivity between octahedra in distorted APs. Atomic sites of mobile ions are numbered; identical sites 
in different octahedra adopt the same number. (Selected shared vertex sites are indicated with an equals sign.) Arrows 
illustrate an example of a migration pathway resulting in long-range ion transport. 
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pathway (i.e., one which allows for macroscopic ion migration) can be identified by the numerical 
sequence of sites visited during the migration process. For example, the arrows in Figure 4.2 depict 
a pathway that starts at the bottom of the bottom-left octahedron and terminates at the top edge of 
the top-left octahedron: 1 à 6 à 4 (= 1) à 6 à 4 (= 1).  
We aim to find low-energy migration pathways that contribute to long-range (percolating) 
ion transport. These pathways were identified by combining multiple elementary migration events. 
Here, an elementary migration event corresponds to the hop of a vacancy or an interstitial dumbbell 
to an adjacent octahedral site along an octahedron edge. The following procedure was employed 
to find percolating pathways: (1) One of the six cation sites on an octahedron is selected as the 
initial position for a vacancy or interstitial. (2) The defect migrates to an adjacent site along the 
path having the lowest barrier. (3) At the new site, the barriers for the non-reversing paths are 
compared to those for the discarded paths from the previous step(s). If all barriers out of the current 
site are larger than the smallest of the previously-discarded barriers, then the search reverts to the 
previous site and migrates along the discarded pathway with the smallest barrier. Alternatively, 
the defect continues along the path having the lowest barrier. (4) Step 3 is repeated until a pathway 
is identified that does not contain closed loops or revisit sites. The pathway should terminate at a 
site that is crystallographically-equivalent to the initial site. (5) Return to step 1; repeat the process 
for all possible initial locations of the mobile species. Stitching together multiple elementary 
migration events will yield a percolating pathway with multiple maxima. The procedure described 
above identifies the percolating pathway having the smallest maximum migration barrier. We refer 
to this pathway as the preferred pathway and its associated barrier as the limiting barrier.   
Percolating barrier. Table 4.2 lists the limiting barriers of preferred pathways for all 36 
AP candidates. The limiting barriers fall within 59 – 426 meV for the vacancy mechanism, and 
within 24 – 165 meV for the interstitial dumbbell. The relatively lower barriers observed for the 
interstitial mechanism are consistent with prior reports on selected AP SE.66 Importantly, the range 
of limiting barriers for all-but-one of the compounds fall below the ~400 meV threshold estimated 
assuming a SE with 10 µm thickness and C/2 rate.45 Other reports have suggested activation 
energies in the range of 200 – 300 meV as being desirable for a viable SE;188 all but five of the 
APs considered here – all operating via vacancy migration – satisfy this criterion. Moreover, a 
significant fraction of the APs exhibit migration barriers that are smaller than or comparable to 
those reported in the literature for state-of-the-art solid electrolytes: Li10GeP2S12 (250 meV), 
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Li7La3Zr2O12 (310 meV), Li6PS5Cl (110 meV) and Li2S-P2S5 glass (390 meV).19,21,189,190 (These 
literature values may, in some cases, refer to activation energies, which can include contributions 
from formation energies and from defects such as grain boundaries. Consequently, direct 
comparisons with the migration energies reported in the present study should be undertaken with 
care.) In total, high ionic conductivity could be possible in these APs if they could be synthesized 
in a form having high carrier concentrations. Nevertheless, it should be emphasized that a complete 
assessment of the viability of a SE should include factors beyond intrinsic (bulk) migration 
energies. For example, recent studies have highlighted contributions from grain boundaries82,191 
and electrolyte/electrode interfaces53 in the performance of solid electrolytes. 
Can the size of an AP’s limiting barrier be related to a fundamental property?  Figure 4.3 
probes the connection between barrier size and the magnitude of the lattice distortion by plotting 
the limiting barrier as a function of the tolerance factor; the barriers and t values for all compounds 
are summarized in Table 4.2. These data show that the barrier size exhibits a strong linear 
correlation with the tolerance factor, independent of the migration mechanism (vacancy or 
dumbbell): larger tolerance factors, indicative of limited distortions, yield higher migration 
barriers, while smaller values of t (greater distortion) yield lower barriers. Thus, ionic mobility can 
be maximized by ‘distortion tuning’: substitution of larger chalcogen and smaller halogen ions 
within the AP structure results in lower limiting barriers. Interestingly, the F-centered compounds 
do not follow this trend; they have lower barriers than other compounds with similar t.  
 
Figure 4.3 Correlation between the tolerance factor and limiting barriers of (a) vacancy and (b) dumbbell mechanisms. 
The linear fitting is implemented excluding the ‘F-centered’ compounds (unfilled shapes). 
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 An earlier study found that substitution of larger, more polarizable chalcogen anions in 
Li10±1GeP2X12 (via the substitutions X = O à S à Se) lowered activation energies by increasing 
the width of the cation migration channel.46 This trend is also present in our data, and will be 
described in more detail below. In yet another example, increasing the polarizability (and size) of 
the halogen anions in the argyrodites Li6PS5X via the substitutions X = Cl à Br à I resulted in 
decreasing lattice stiffness, which in turn yielded lower activation energies.44 This trend is absent 
in the AP systems studied here: activation energies increase with increasing polarizability of the 
framework halogen anion. This discrepancy could result from a larger impact from distortion-
related effects, which could overshadow effects arising from differences in the size and 
polarizability of the halogens.  
Figure 4.4 plots the distribution of the energy barriers for all elementary migration paths 
as a function of the degree of lattice distortion, as measured by the tolerance factor. The barriers 
are obtained by averaging forward and backward hops. As described above, in the cubic Pm-3m 
systems all elementary paths are equivalent, and are therefore described by a single barrier. This 
degeneracy is broken in the non-cubic compounds, resulting in a widening distribution of energy 
barriers with increasing distortions, or equivalently, decreasing t. Taking vacancy migration as an 
 
Figure 4.4 Dispersion of elementary migration barriers as a function of the tolerance factor. The lattice distortion 
breaks the degeneracy between elementary barriers, resulting in a wider distribution with greater distortions. The 
smallest barriers become lower linearly while the largest barriers increase exponentially with smaller tolerance factor. 
The preferred pathway can be established by connecting low elementary barriers. ‘F-centered’ compounds are not 
included. 
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example, compounds with moderate tolerance factors, t ~ 0.8, exhibit a relatively narrow range 
(<100 meV) of barrier energies. This range increases rapidly with decreasing t, reaching a spread 
of ~900 meV for compounds having the smallest tolerance factors. Our results generalize the 
findings of an earlier study on Li3OCl0.5Br0.5, which found that Cl–Br substitutional disorder 
results in a spectrum of activation barriers.66 In addition, the largest and smallest barriers vary 
distinctly with respect to t: the smallest barriers shrink in roughly linear proportion to t, while the 
largest barriers grow super-linearly. Thus, an increase in lattice distortion facilitates migration 
along some elementary pathways, while slowing others. If these lower-barrier hops can be 
connected in a percolating network, then ionic mobility can increase.  
4.3.3 Thermodynamic Stability 
Stability at zero Kelvin. While our emphasis thus far has been on clarifying the connection 
between lattice distortions and ionic mobility, the linkage between mobility and thermodynamic 
stability is also of fundamental interest. Moreover, the observation that several of the compounds 
examined exhibit low limiting barriers raises the question: can these materials be made? To 
answer, the thermodynamic stability of the APs was assessed using the convex hull concept.170 
More specifically, the decomposition energy, Ed, of each AP at zero Kelvin was calculated 
assuming decomposition into a two-component mixture of alkali chalcogenides and halides. Per 
literature convention,171 the APs were grouped into three categories based on their decomposition 
energies: (i.) Stable, Ed < 0, (ii.) Metastable, Ed within 0 – 50 meV/atom, and (iii.) unstable, Ed > 
50 meV/atom. 
Figure 4.5 plots the decomposition energy for each AP as a function of its tolerance factor 
(Ed are listed in Table 4.4). As expected, the data show a rough correlation between stability and 
t: compounds having larger lattice distortions (smaller t) tend to be less stable.165–167 We recall 
from the preceding discussion that larger limiting barriers correlate with larger t; thus, a tradeoff 
exists between ionic mobility and stability: increasing the degree of lattice distortion enhances 
mobility, but comes at a cost to stability. While it is unlikely a compound such as Li3SeCl with a 
very low limiting barrier (48 meV) would be stable (Ed = 73 meV/atom), compounds that balance 
stability with the barrier height could be promising. Na3SI represents one such ‘Goldilocks’ 
material: it possesses both a moderate decomposition energy of 27 meV/atom and small limiting 
barrier heights of 99 and 270 meV for the interstitial and vacancy mechanisms, respectively, Table 
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4.2. Notably, Ed for Na3SI is similar to that of Li3OBr (22 meV/atom), a compound which has been 
experimentally synthesized, yet whose barriers are up to 100 meV larger. Consequently, Na3SI is 
proposed as a target for experimental study. We note that the structure of Na3SI is similar to that 
of the anti-perovskite mixed conductor β-Ag3SI.192 
Thermal stabilization. Previous studies showed that LOC unstable at zero Kelvin can 
becomes stable at elevated temperatures around 500 K.81,86 Indeed, most of unstable APs also can 
 
Figure 4.5 Correlation between the tolerance factor and the energy relative to convex hull (equivalent to the 
decomposition energy) of APs. The linear fitting is implemented excluding ‘F-centered’ compounds (unfilled shapes). 
Table 4.4 Calculated decomposition energies, Ed, of the APs at zero Kelvin. Positive values imply that decomposition 
into a mixture of chalcogenide and halide is favored. Values in parentheses represent previous DFT predictions.56 
Li-based 
Compounds 𝑬d (meV/atom)  Na-based Compounds 𝑬d (meV/atom)  K-based Compounds 𝑬d (meV/atom) 
Li3OF 55.1  Na3OF 55.6  K3OF 30.1 
Li3OCl 11.1 (13.9)  Na3OCl 0.2  K3OCl -1.7 
Li3OBr 21.9 (25.8)  Na3OBr -23.9  K3OBr -17.1 
Li3OI 87.0  Na3OI -18.7  K3OI -38.0 
Li3SF 67.6  Na3SF 44.9  K3SF 27.3 
Li3SCl 67.7  Na3SCl 63.6  K3SCl 57.7 
Li3SBr 56.7  Na3SBr 49.7  K3SBr 51.4 
Li3SI 44.1  Na3SI 27.1  K3SI 33.2 
Li3SeF 57.5  Na3SeF 28.9  K3SeF 18.4 
Li3SeCl 73.1  Na3SeCl 68.9  K3SeCl 59.4 
Li3SeBr 64.3  Na3SeBr 60.2  K3SeBr 57.9 
Li3SeI 51.6  Na3SeI 41.4  K3SeI 45.3 
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be stabilized by thermal effects at elevated temperatures. Predicted stabilization temperatures of 
APs are listed in Table 4.5. The predicted stabilization temperature of LOC is 500 K, very close 
to the previous predictions (480 and 532 K).81,86 However, the stabilization temperature of Li3SI 
(1121 K) does not agree with a previous prediction (520 K).81 We believe that the difference arises 
from different lattice structures: the previous report treated Li3SI with the cubic Pm-3m symmetry, 
whereas our study adopted the lower-energy structure with the quasi-orthorhombic structure with 
lattice distortions (i.e., broken symmetry with octahedra tilting). The stabilization temperature of 
LOB and LOI could not be predicted since the ∆G plot is almost flat with respect to the change in 
temperature.  
Figure 4.6 shows the strong linear correlation between the stabilization temperature and 
the tolerance factor. It implies that higher instability induced by greater lattice distortions increases 
the stabilization temperature. Although located in a different t factor range from normal APs, F-
centered compounds (having F anion at octahedron center) also show the same trend. We expect 
that compounds with lower stabilization temperatures would be easier to be meta-stabilized at low 
temperatures, because metastable solid phases may be achieved by controlled rapid cooling to 
room temperature.64,81,193,194 Stabilized phases at high temperatures might be kinetically retained 
as metastable phases at lower temperatures.88 
Table 4.5 Predicted stabilization and melting temperatures of AP compounds (Ts and Tm, respectively). Values in 
parentheses are melting temperatures of corresponding alkali chalcogenide and halide, respectively.303 Values in italics 
indicate the stabilization temperatures are guaranteed as its upper limit of actual values. Values with asterisk are 
experimental melting temperatures of existing APs.64,65 Na3OB and K3OB (B = Cl, Br, I) are stable at zero Kelvin. 
See main discussions regarding stabilization temperatures of Li3OB (B = Br, I). 
Li APs Ts (K) Tm (K)  Na APs Ts (K) Tm (K)  K APs Ts (K) Tm (K) 
Li3OF 2827 460 (1711, 1121)  Na3OF 2441 450 (1407, 1269)  K3OF 2917 284 (1013, 1131) 
Li3OCl 500 555* (1711, 883)  Na3OCl 0 528* (1407, 1075)  K3OCl 0 364 (1013, 1044) 
Li3OBr - 553* (1711, 823)  Na3OBr 0 528* (1407, 1020)  K3OBr 0 463 (1013, 1007) 
Li3OI - 561 (1711, 742)  Na3OI 0 513* (1407, 934)  K3OI 0 451 (1013, 954) 
Li3SF 1928 461 (1645, 1121)  Na3SF 1139 447 (1445, 1269)  K3SF 1335 397 (1221, 1131) 
Li3SCl 2595 391 (1645, 883)  Na3SCl 2169 368 (1445, 1075)  K3SCl 2668 291 (1221, 1044) 
Li3SBr 1535 410 (1645, 823)  Na3SBr 1037 383 (1445, 1020)  K3SBr 1191 285 (1221, 1007) 
Li3SI 1121 431 (1645, 742)  Na3SI 576 393 (1445, 934)  K3SI 831 315 (1221, 954) 
Li3SeF 997 548 (1575, 1121)  Na3SeF 688 570 (1148, 1269)  K3SeF 733 381 (1073, 1131) 
Li3SeCl 3099 355 (1575, 883)  Na3SeCl 2477 319 (1148, 1075)  K3SeCl 2718 254 (1073, 1044) 
Li3SeBr 2287 367 (1575, 823)  Na3SeBr 1891 338 (1148, 1020)  K3SeBr 2396 275 (1073, 1007) 
Li3SeI 1641 398 (1575, 742)  Na3SeI 946 360 (1148, 934)  K3SeI 1162 302 (1073, 954) 
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A previous study on the thermodynamic stability of (anti-)perovskite crystals gives a clue 
to estimate the threshold limit for a realizable stabilization temperature. Schmidt et al. suggested 
that among (anti-)perovskite compounds in the Materials Project database with an ICSD number, 
41% of them are metastable and 63% of metastable phases have a distance to convex hull below 
50 meV/atom (i.e., Ed ≤ 50 meV/atom).195 It implies that compounds with Ed < 50 meV/atom have 
a high chance to be synthesized. Figure 4.7 shows the stabilization temperature as a function of 
the decomposition energy Ed. The stabilization temperature increases slowly when Ed < 50 
 
Figure 4.7 Correlation between the tolerance factor and the stabilization temperature of APs. The linear fitting is 
implemented excluding ‘F-centered’ compounds (unfilled shapes) and also compounds stable at zero Kelvin. 
 
Figure 4.6 Stabilization temperatures of AP compounds as a function of the decomposition energy at zero Kelvin. 
Unfilled shapes denote ‘F-centered’ compounds. The dashed curve is a guide. 
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meV/atom, and APs with Ed = 40 ~ 50 meV/atom have stabilization temperatures about 1000 K. 
Therefore, we assume that the threshold limit of realizable stabilization temperatures is about 1000 
K. Thermal effects at this temperature can overcome 50 meV/atom with a ∆S = 5 J/mol∙K (actual 
order of magnitude between thermodynamically competing phases).88 However, the stabilization 
temperature increases rapidly with larger Ed. It indicates that the synthesis probability decreases 
significantly with Ed > 50 meV/atom. This is coincident to the previous result that the number of 
metastable compounds with Ed > 50 meV/atom reduces rapidly.195 
Chemical stability window. Most of APs are not stable at 0 K as shown in Figure 4.5. Thus, 
the decomposition of AP into chalcogenide and halide is assumed to be kinetically suppressed 
within the chemical stability window.66 Figure 4.8 shows the stable voltage range relative to 
chemical reduction/oxidation reactions. The result agrees with a previous study that LOC is 
thermodynamically stable against Li metal in a range of voltage between 0 – 3 V.34 Also, 
experiments using a Li-LOC-Li symmetric cell and SEM images reported that LOC is compatible 
with a Li-metal anode.67,68 All AP compounds are stable at 0 V, implying no reduction against the 
direct contact to aa metal anode. Therefore, AP system is advantageous to use a metal anode and 
build all-solid-state batteries with high energy densities, whereas most of SEs, including 
Li10GeP2S12, Li6PS5Cl, Li0.34La0.51TiO2.94, and Li1.3Al0.3Ti1.7(PO4)3, are inherently unstable against 
a Li-metal anode.36 Viable voltage ranges are 1.9 – 2.9 V for Li APs, 1.1 – 1.9 V for Na APs, and 
1.1 – 1.4 V for K APs; the range is lower with larger alkali cation.  
Potential compounds for SE. The predicted stabilization temperatures were compared to 
the limiting barriers of vacancy and dumbbell to discover promising APs for SEs with low 
percolating barriers as well as low instabilities (Figure 4.9). It shows that compounds with low 
 
Figure 4.8 Chemical stability window of AP compounds. All APs are stable against metal anode without applied 
potential. Values on bars are viable voltages as SEs. 
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percolating barriers have high stabilization temperatures (i.e., mobility/stability tradeoff). Li3SeF, 
Na3SeF, and K3SeF have vacancy and dumbbell limiting barriers (138 and 68 meV of Li3SeF, 202 
and 76 meV of Na3SeF, and 203 and 70 meV of K3SeF) lower than LOC, NOC, and KOC, 
respectively, and they also have moderate stabilization temperatures (997, 688, and 733 K of 
Li3SeF, Na3SeF, and K3SeF, respectively). Na3SBr, Na3SF, and K3SBr have even lower vacancy 
and dumbbell limiting barriers (184 and 52 meV of Na3SBr, 166 and 79 meV of Na3SF, and 144 
and 81 meV of K3SBr) which come at a cost to relatively higher stabilization temperatures (1037, 
1139, and 1191 K, respectively) than Na3SeF and K3SeF. Having stabilization temperatures near 
or lower than the assumed realizable stabilization temperature of 1000 K, aforementioned APs 
Li3SeF, Na3SeF, Na3SBr, Na3SF, K3SeF, and K3SBr might be synthesized at elevated 
temperatures. Therefore, we suggest Li3SeF, Na3SeF, Na3SBr, Na3SF, K3SeF, and K3SBr as 
potential SE materials. They will be stable with a metal anode, and viable voltages will be 1.89 V 
for Li3SeF, 1.55 V for Na3SeF, Na3SBr, and Na3SF, and 1.3 – 1.4 V for K3SeF and K3SBr. As 
mentioned, Na3SI is recommended as a starting point for synthesis efforts because it has the lowest 
stabilization temperature (576 K) close to that of already synthesized LOC (500 K).  
The predicted stabilization temperature of AP is guaranteed as a high limit of its actual 
value if it is higher than the melting temperature of AP and also lower than the melting 
temperatures of corresponding chalcogenide and halide end members. (Predicted melting 
 
Figure 4.9 Comparison between the stabilization temperature and the limiting barrier of APs for (a) vacancy and (b) 
dumbbell mechanisms. APs suggested as promising SEs are labelled. Unfilled shapes denote ‘F-centered’ compounds. 
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temperatures of APs are listed in Table 4.5) This is because the free energy of an AP at liquid 
phase above its melting temperature decreases faster than that at solid phase below the melting 
temperature, whereas there is no change in the decrease in free energies of end members since they 
remain as solids. Thus, the decrease in ∆𝐺 becomes steeper at temperatures above AP’s melting 
point and the stabilization temperature becomes lower. It implies that actual stabilization 
temperatures of suggested potential compounds Li3SeF, Na3SeF, Na3SBr, Na3SF, and K3SeF 
(except K3SBr) can be lower than predicted values. Also, the actual stabilization temperatures can 
be further lower if quasi-orthorhombic APs undergo a phase transition like KOC (orthorhombic 𝛼-KOC undergoes a phase transition to cubic 𝛽-KOC at 364 K)183 because high-temperature 
phases have lower free energies than low-temperature phases at temperatures above the transition 
temperature. 
4.3.4 Mechanisms for Increasing Mobility  
Figure 4.10 illustrates the mechanisms underlying the connections between distortions and 
the migration barrier. The migration barrier for an ion hop, Eb, is defined as the difference in energy 
between the transition state (TS) and the equilibrium state (ES): Eb = ETS - EES. Thus, Eb can be 
impacted by changes to TS, to ES, or to both. The grey dashed curve in Figure 4.10 illustrates 
these energy levels on a model potential energy surface (PES) from an AP having limited lattice 
distortions (t ~ 1).  Previously, it was shown (Figures 4.5 and 4.6) that larger lattice distortions 
 
Figure 4.10 Cartoon depicting the effects of lattice distortions on the energy barrier for ion migration in APs. Grey 
dashed curve: energy profile for migration in an undistorted system. Blue dashed curve: energy profile for a system 
with reduced thermodynamic stability arising from lattice distortions. Red curve: profile accounting for the combined 
effects of reduced stability and widening of the migration pathway. 
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correlate with reduced thermodynamic stability. The impact of reduced stability on the PES is 
shown by the blue dashed curve in Figure 4.10. In this case the PES is shifted towards higher 
energies.  
Concomitantly, these same lattice distortions can result in path widening at the transition 
state, offsetting the increase in energy to ETS arising from lowered stability (red curve in Figure 
4.10). For example, earlier studies have shown that increasing the width of the cation migration 
channel can lower Eb by lowering ETS.46,64 Figure 4.11 shows the correlation between Eb for 
elementary hops and the width of the ion migration channel for the vacancy mechanism, 
 
Figure 4.11 Correlation between path width and elementary barrier energies for vacancy migration in the distorted 
(a-h) lithium and (i-p) sodium APs. r values represent Pearson correlation coefficients. 
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respectively. These data show that in most compounds a wider channel width results in smaller Eb. 
Although not presented, K-APs show the same trend. This correlation is much weaker for the 
interstitial mechanism, most likely because the path-widening effects are subsumed within the 
formation enthalpy of the interstitial. Thus, lattice distortions can influence ETS (and thus Eb) for 
the vacancy mechanism by introducing migration pathways with wider channels. In total, the 
combined effects of lower stability and path widening result in a smaller net migration barrier for 
a subset of the available migration pathways.  
4.3.5 Characterizing Difference in Mobilities between Alkali Ions 
Although Na and K chemistry seems to be very similar to Li, sometimes Li battery 
technologies cannot be directly applicable to Na and K batteries.196 There is a number of studies 
that compared different behaviors of Li, Na, and K ions in battery materials. Previous DFT studies 
regarding alkali ions in graphite predicted that 1) Li and K-ion intercalation is energetically 
favorable whereas Na ion is not, 2) K-ion migration via vacancy mechanism is even better than Li 
ion, and 3) preferred stacking sequences of alkali ions are different according to intercalation 
stages.197–199 Co-intercalation of both alkali ions and ether molecules in the form of solvated ions 
into graphite was observed when using an ether-based electrolyte.200 This is because larger cation 
ion size leads to wider interlayer distance of  graphite and reducing repulsion between negatively 
charged graphite layers in the discharged states, which results in increasing in stability and higher 
alkali-ion storage potential.200 Intercalation experiments of alkali ions into KxVPO4F electrode 
show that a K-cell has distinct voltage plateaus due to the high K+/vacancy ordering resulting from 
strong interactions between K ions, whereas voltage plateaus of Li and Na-cells are less obvious.201  
Contrary to expectations based on ionic radii, K ion have faster diffusion than Li and Na 
ions in liquid organic electrolytes and a molecular ionic solid M6[Rh4Zn4O (L-cysteinate)12] 
•nH2O.202–205 Comparing APs with the same anions (e.g., between Li3OCl, Na3OCl, and K3OCl) 
leads to the clear investigation of the difference in diffusive behavior between alkali cations in 
solids: the comparison is confined within the same structural/chemical/mechanical system. Also, 
it allows to reveal important factors for fast ion mobility vailed behind the effect of lattice 
distortion, since APs with the same anions have almost the same degree of lattice distortions (i.e., 
similar t factors). Figure 12(a) indicates that roughly limiting barriers of larger alkali cation are 
lower than those of smaller one. We found that four lattice/electronic characteristics are 
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responsible for the difference in mobility between alkali cation in AP lattice: packing fraction, 
lattice dynamics, polarizability, and Bader charge.  
A wider space will provide better lattice environment for transports of mobile ions.38,46 
Packing fraction is a simple but intuitive indicator showing how much free space is available for 
diffusive motion of ions. The packing fraction was evaluated using the iterative method with ionic 
radii of elements.39 Figure 12(b) shows that packing fractions of K APs are the smallest while 
those of Li APs are the largest. Thus, K ions are much freer than Li and Na ions to migrate in the 
lattice. The difference becomes more apparent with the packing fraction excluding cations because 
of the difference in ionic radii. It implies that larger cation has a significantly wider free space 
around vacancy sites than smaller cation to migrate in. Therefore, K ions are less hindered by space 
and may have lower limiting barriers. It is also notable that compounds with smaller halogen 
anions (except F-centered APs) have lower packing fractions and thus have lower limiting barriers. 
 
Figure 4.12 Comparison of (a) limiting barriers of vacancy and dumbbell, (b) packing fractions with and without 
cation, and (c) LEO frequencies between Li, Na, and K APs with the same anions. 
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 Lattice dynamics has been suggested as a factor that can control the ion mobility. The 
activation energy of self-diffusion behavior in bcc metals is correlated with the longitudinal-
acoustic 2/3<111> phonon frequency (the largest diffusivity with the strongest softening).206 Low-
energy optical phonons (LEO, transverse-optical phonon with the lowest frequency) enhance the 
phonon amplitude and assist the jump of mobile ions; the activation energies of binary and ternary 
ion conductors are proportional to the square of the LEO frequency.42 A recent study discussed 
that low vibration frequencies of Li ion enhance the ion mobility.43 Figure 12(c) shows that K APs 
have lower LEO frequencies than Li and Na APs. It implies that K ions have greater amplitudes 
than other ions, resulting in lower percolating barriers. Therefore, our result also suggests that ion 
mobility is correlated with lattice dynamics. 
Polarizability affects to the softness of lattice and electron clouds. The electronic 
polarizabilities 𝛼µ  of AP compounds were calculated by the Clausius-Mossotti relation using 
predicted electronic dielectric constants 𝜖,207 
𝛼µ = 34𝜋 𝜖 − 1𝜖 + 2𝑣xz , (4.11) 
where 𝑣xz  is the volume per atom. It was shown that the increase in polarizability results in 
decreasing lattice stiffness and in turn yields lower activation energies.44 Our result shows that AP 
compounds with larger cation have higher polarizability, Figure 13(a). Thus, the increase in 
polarizability leads to reduced limiting barriers, a good agreement to the previous report.44 Our 
previous report presumed that the lattice distortion effect is greater than the effect arising from the 
polarizability because APs with larger halogen anion have lower degree of distortion and higher 
limiting barrier, but also higher polarizability.208 Here, the comparison between APs with 
controlled degree of distortions suggests that the polarizability effect indeed exists in the AP 
system. Therefore, we confirm that the polarizability is one of the descriptors for ion mobility and 
not negligible, but the distortion effect is greater than the polarizability effect.  
High polarizabilities also indicate the readiness of electron-cloud distortion. The 
polarizability of alkali ion was estimated by averaging reported values in chalcogenide and halide 
(e.g., averaging 𝛼K of K2O and KCl to estimate 𝛼K of K3OCl), and polarizabilities of anions were 
adopted from chalcogenides and halides (e.g., 𝛼O and 𝛼Cl of K3OCl from those of K2O and KCl, 
respectively).209,210 Figure 13(b) shows that the polarizability of K ion is several times larger than 
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those of other cations. Thus, K ions are flexible to move through narrow channels made by adjacent 
anions and less affected by repulsive forces, whereas Li ions are close to rigid spheres more likely 
to be interfered by anions and difficult to pass nearby. It is also remarkable that polarizabilities of 
an anion in different compounds are not the same, i.e., anion polarizability is higher in APs with 
 
Figure 4.13 Comparison of (a-c) polarizabilities and (d-e) Bader charges between Li, Na, and K AP with the same 
anions. 
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larger cation, Figure 13(c). It implies that anions in K APs are also soft enough to allow K ions to 
pass nearby readily, whereas the same anions in Li and Na APs are less generous in their cations.   
The Bader charge defines individual atoms in crystal or molecule, and is useful to 
approximate the total electronic charge of an atom.211,212 We used the Bader-charge analysis code 
along with obtained electron densities to evaluate actual charges of ions.212–215 The Bader charge 
was averaged over the same species in the lattice. Figure 13(d) shows that the Bader charge of Li 
ion is less than 0.15, which means that its net charge is higher than +0.85 (fully ionized when the 
Bader charge is 0 for cations and 8 for anions). Similarly, net charges of Na and K are about +0.8 
and +0.5 ~ +0.75, respectively. It indicates that larger cations are less charged, thus they will be 
less attracted by anions and can have higher mobilities than smaller cations. The charges of 
chalcogen and halogen anions in Li APs are about -1.65 and -0.9, whereas those in K APs are also 
less charged (in a range of -0.9 ~ -1.4 and -0.5 ~ -0.85, respectively) to make a charge balance with 
less-charged K ions in the lattice, Figure 13(e). Consequently, the electrostatic attraction between 
cation and anions in K APs are much weaker than those of Li and Na APs, and therefore K ions 
are less affected by the electrostatic attraction and can have higher mobility than smaller cations. 
Note that lower net charges increase the ionic radius of cation but also decrease ionic radii of 
anions, thus the effect of net charge on ionic radii and spatial aspects will be cancelled out. 
This conclusion is similar to other studies that K ions feel less drag forces than Li and Na 
ions: due to weaker Lewis acidity in organic liquid electrolytes, solvated K ions have smaller 
Stokes radius than solvated Li and Na ions.202,204 Weaker Lewis acids are less likely to accept an 
electron pair from a Lewis base and form a Lewis addict (combined product of acid and base).216 
Also, hydrated K ions have smaller hydration radius than hydrated Li and Na in a molecular ionic 
solid.205 Thus, K ions have higher mobility resulting from weaker drag forces, whereas Li and Na 
ions confront with higher barriers. Similarly, K ions in AP system do not encounter severe drag 
force by the electrostatic attraction and can have higher diffusivity than Li and Na ions. 
Previous studies suggested the bonding nature as one of key factors for superionic 
conductors. A coexistence of ionic and covalent bonds can contribute to the ion diffusion when 
the bonds prefer different lattice configurations; the bonding fluctuation changes a local lattice 
configuration (e.g., between octahedral and tetrahedral configurations in AgI) accompanied by 
diffusive motions of ions,217–219 helps mobile ions being relatively unconstrained via a mobile 
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transition zone,220 and provides temporary metastable sites by perturbing the Coulomb potential.221 
The Bader charge analysis in this work also suggests the importance of the bonding nature. The 
reduction in net charges of ions indicates that bonds in K APs are less ionic than those in Li and 
Na APs (covalency effect),222 and the weaker ionicity in K APs helps K ions less constrained by 
the electrostatic attraction and suppresses corrugations of the potential energy surface. It agrees 
with a previous machine learning study that lower ionicity is preferred for superionic conductors.39 
4.4 Conclusions 
The design of new SEs will be aided by an understanding of the elementary chemical and 
structural features that control ionic mobility. The present study demonstrates that lattice 
distortions are one such feature. The connection between ionic mobility and lattice distortions was 
assessed across a series of 36 model anti-perovskite solid electrolytes. The degree of these 
distortions, quantified by the tolerance factor, t, was systematically varied through a sequence of 
isovalent substitution. DFT calculations were used to evaluate the energy barriers for all relevant 
ion migration pathways of vacancy and interstitial mechanisms, thermodynamic stabilities, and 
properties of AP compounds. 
These calculations reveal a strong correlation between the magnitude of lattice distortion 
and the limiting barrier for percolating ion migration: compounds with larger distortions exhibit 
smaller migration barriers. Consistent with earlier studies, the energetic spread between the largest 
and smallest migration barriers for a given compound was found to increase with the extent 
distortion. Hence, lattice distortions slow migration along some pathways, while speeding up 
others. In the case of the APs, these lower-barrier hops can be assembled into a percolating 
network. In addition, a higher degree of lattice distortion also correlates with diminished 
thermodynamic stability. The decomposition energies of APs increase with lattice distortions, thus 
realizing those compounds having the highest ionic mobility in this class of conductors will require 
balancing a tradeoff with stability. 
Although most of APs are prone to decompose at zero Kelvin, they could be stabilized at 
elevated temperatures by thermal effects. We found a linear correlation that larger lattice 
distortions induce higher stabilization temperatures due to lower stability. The comparison 
between the stabilization temperature with long-range percolating barriers suggests that Li3SeF, 
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Na3SeF, Na3SBr, Na3SF, K3SeF, and K3SBr are ‘Goldilocks’ materials that balance ion mobility 
and stability, i.e., low percolating barriers (138 ~ 203 meV and 52 ~ 81 meV for vacancy and 
interstitial dumbbell mechanisms) with relatively low stabilization temperatures (688 ~ 1191 K). 
Therefore, we suggest Li3SeF, Na3SeF, Na3SBr, Na3SF, K3SeF, and K3SBr as potential materials 
for SEs of monovalent-ion batteries. They are predicted to be stable with a metal anode, and viable 
voltages will be 1.89 V for Li3SeF, 1.55 V for Na3SeF, Na3SBr, and Na3SF, and 1.3 – 1.4 V for 
K3SeF and K3SBr. Their fast pathways result from a combination of channel widening and 
destabilization of the equilibrium configuration. 
While the APs represent a specific model system, we anticipate that the trends described 
here can be generalized to other classes of crystalline solid electrolytes. The present results teach 
us that perturbations to ion-packing, introduced via isovalent substitution, leads to lattice 
distortions and symmetry-breaking. These effects remove the degeneracy of the migration barriers 
in the non-distorted materials, and can open up ion-migration channels with potentially lower 
barriers. In principle, this concept could be applied to any crystalline system. Of course, this 
strategy has some boundaries of applicability, as very large ionic size mismatches could induce 
transformations to other crystal structures.  
Comparisons between APs with the same anions (having similar lattice distortions) enables 
to investigate the difference in diffusive behavior between Li, Na, and K ions in solids. Contrary 
to expectations based on ionic radii, generally larger alkali ion has higher mobility than smaller 
one in the AP lattice. We found four lattice/electronic characteristics responsible for the trend: an 
AP compound with larger alkali ion has 1) a lower packing fraction that leads to wider free space 
for cations to move through, 2) greater vibration amplitudes (smaller low-energy optical phonon 
frequency) that facilitate migrations of cations, 3) higher polarizabilities that lead to softer lattice 
stiffness and flexible electron clouds of ions, and 4) much weaker electrostatic attraction between 
ions due to lower net charges (covalency effect) according to the Bader charge. Our finding implies 
that ‘packing fraction’, ‘frequency’ of low-energy optical phonon, ‘polarizability’, and ‘Bader 
charge’ are descriptors that characterize the difference in mobilities between alkali ions in solids.  
In total, by clarifying the connections between lattice distortions, mobility, and stability 
and the origin of the difference in mobilities between alkali ions in solid, this work will aid in the 
design of optimal solid electrolytes. 
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Chapter 5 Evaluating Descriptors for Ion Mobility in Solids via Machine Learning 
 
5.1 Introduction 
It is desirable to understand important features that describe a high ion mobility in solids 
for the systematic design of SEs. ML can provide new insights to the design principles for SEs 
since it can find complicated relations between features and a target property.223 ML has been used 
in a wide range of research fields, including the field of materials science for property predictions 
and the discovery of materials.195,223,232,224–231 ML was also used to perform a material screening 
to discover new superionic conductors.39,233–236 Especially, Jalem et al. showed that large cell 
volume, strong polyanion covalency, and minimized local lattice distortion around Li pathways 
can decrease migration barriers in the taborite system.235 Also, Sendek et al. suggested following 
features as effective properties to classify superionic conductors: long distance between Li and 
anions, short distance between Li ions, weak ionicity of pathways, low coordination between 
anions, and high coordination number between Li ions.39 
Using ML approaches with a large number of ion-migration data, this study aims to 
systematically understand chemical, physical, and/or structural features that describe the ion 
transport through a lattice, their relative importance, and how they promote a high ion mobility. 
As shown in Chapter 4, DFT simulations predicted energy barriers of over 300 elementary paths 
of ion migration via vacancy and interstitial dumbbell mechanisms, using 36 model AP compounds 
(X3AB, where X = Li, Na, or K, A = O, S, or Se, and B = F, Cl, Br, or I). We will perform a ML 
analysis on the elementary paths (target value = energy barrier) with descriptors that contain the 
information about migration environments of elementary paths as well as properties of compounds, 
which leads to detail investigations on defect migrations in the lattice structure. 
Descriptors are collected based on low-energy structures and their properties predicted in 
previous DFT calculations, and ML analysis is performed on vacancy and interstitial dumbbell 
mechanisms separately. Before ML model training is implemented, redundant features are reduced 
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by the Pearson correlation analysis. This step makes ML models simpler and decreases the risk of 
overfitting. The best ML model is selected by optimizing 18 different ML algorithms (9 linear, 3 
support vector, and 6 tree-based regression algorithms) using the stratified 10-fold cross-validation 
on the training set (80% of entire data set) and comparing their prediction performance on the test 
set (the rest 20% of entire data set). Using the best model, feature subsets are evaluated to 
determine the most predictive features to describe ion migrations. Finally, relative importance of 
features in the best subset and their influence on ion transport are also analyzed. 
The result reveals that lattice properties have the greatest influence in defect migrations 
regardless of mechanisms. The path distance (29%) and bottleneck-related features (path width by 
the first closest ion 23%; total path width 17%; packing fraction without cation 9%) appear as the 
most important features for vacancy, accounting for 78% of the total importance. A simplified ML 
model with an aggressive feature filtering also show that the path distance (42%) and total path 
width (28%) appear as top 2 features, which further supports our analysis. The elementary 
migration barrier decreases with a shorter path distance and wider bottleneck for migration, thus 
decreasing the distance between mobile cations and keeping framework ions away from paths will 
be helpful for the lattice design with a high vacancy mobility. 
Similar to vacancy, bottleneck-related features also appear for interstitial dumbbell, 
occupying a 73% importance (total path width 40%; cation – framework anion distance 19%; 
packing fraction without cation 14%). However, the path distance is not shown as an important 
factor for dumbbell because of the concerted motion of three cations that shortens the effective 
migration distance than the linear distance between cation sites. Rather than modulating electronic 
or chemical properties, therefore, tuning lattice structure will be the most effective scheme to 
improve ion mobility. In total, this stochastic study gives a thorough analysis of ion migration with 
comprehensive features including detail environments of elementary paths as well as compound 
properties, and will aid in the systematic design of SEs for SSBs. 
5.2 Methodology 
The entire process performed to select the ML model and find the best descriptive features 
is shown in Figure 5.1. We performed the ‘feature filtering’ to reduce redundant descriptors and 
the ‘model selection’ to choose an algorithm that derives the best model for our data. Then, the 
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most predictive feature subset was found by the ‘wrapper’ method that iteratively evaluates the 
performance of descriptor subsets.237 The scikit-learn ML package with the Python programming 
language was adopted to implement ML modeling.238  
5.2.1 Feature Filtering 
The filtering is a feature selection method to reduce the dimension of feature space by 
eliminating redundant descriptors. It helps to reduce a computational burden and the risk of 
overfitting. The relations between descriptors were assessed by the Pearson correlation239 
𝜌2,~ = 𝑐𝑜𝑣(X, Y)𝜎2𝜎~ , 	(5.1) 
where cov(X,Y) is the covariance of features X and Y and 𝜎2	ot	~ is the standard deviation of the 
feature X or Y. The coefficient measures the degree of a linear correlation between X and Y in a 
range of -1 ≤ 𝜌 ≤ 1, where 0 means no correlation and ±1 means a perfect positive/negative 
correlation. Descriptors that show a nearly perfect correlation to the other feature (|𝜌| ≥ 0.94) were 
filtered to minimize the risk that important descriptors might be ruled out unintentionally. 
Although having a high correlation, descriptors were not eliminated when their physical meanings 
are not directly related; for example, one of descriptors ‘volume per atom’ and ‘polarizability’ was 
not filtered despite of a high correlation between them (𝜌 = 0.97). 
 
Figure 5.1 Entire process to find useful features to describe ion migration barriers. 7 redundant features were reduced 
by the filtering, and the rest 38 features were used to optimize ML algorithms and select the best model. The most 
predictable feature subset was found by the wrapper method which iteratively evaluates different feature subsets. 
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5.2.2 Model Selection 
We evaluated 18 algorithms to find the best model, including 9 linear regressors, 3 support 
vector regressors (SVR), and 6 tree-based regressors. The ridge240 and LASSO241 linear regressions 
regularize the error function (sum of squared errors) by adding a penalty (L2 or L1 norm), so that 
they can shrink coefficients and prevent overfitting (single hyperparameter that controls the 
magnitude of the regularization). The elastic net uses both L1 and L2 norms with an additional 
hyperparameter that controls the ratio between contributions of two penalties.242 This algorithm 
performs better than LASSO when some features are correlated.242 The Bayesian ridge regression 
is a sequential learning process by updating a probability of model coefficients (in terms of prior 
and posterior), which inherently includes the regularization term (L2 norm) like the ridge 
regression.243 The Bayesian automatic relevance determination (ARD) regression is a modified 
version of the Bayesian ridge regression to assign separated regularization hyperparameters to 
model coefficients, which is effective when data contains irrelevant features.244 The regularization 
hyperparameter(s) in the Bayesian models are optimized automatically during the fitting. The 
Huber regression is basically the same to the ridge regression, but it uses an absolute error for 
outliers so that a model is less sensitive to them (an additional hyperparameter controlling a 
threshold to decide outliers).245 The passive-aggressive regression (PAR) is a margin-based online 
(iteratively updating) regression algorithm using the hinge loss (allowing errors when they are 
within a margin, otherwise the linear L1 error is used), which is suitable for large-scale data (two 
hyperparameters for regularization and the magnitude of margin).246 The random sample 
consensus (RANSAC) is an iterative algorithm to find inlier samples that will be used to train the 
final model (a hyperparameter controls the ratio of random subsamples to total samples). The 
RANSAC was implemented with the ridge and LASSO regressors (namely RANSAC + Ridge and 
RANSAC + LASSO, respectively). 
SVR is a regression version of the support vector machine (SVM) classifier that uses a 
separating hyperplane with a soft margin allowing some extent of misclassification.243 The epsilon-
SVR determines support vectors (i.e., misclassified samples) using the margin area and minimizes 
the regularized hinge loss with the support vectors (hyperparameters 𝐶 and 𝜖 for regularization 
and the magnitude of margin, respectively).243,247,248 The linear-SVR is the same to the epsilon-
SVR but uses a different solver suitable for large-scale data.249 The nu-SVR replaces the 
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hyperparameter 𝜖 by 𝜈 that controls the number of support vectors (ratio of data outside the margin 
to entire data).243,248,250 
The decision tree regression (DTR) constructs decision criteria (e.g., 𝑥% ≥ 𝜃%, 𝑥$ < 𝜃$, 𝑥$ 
≥ 𝜃w, etc., where 𝑥 are features and 𝜃 are feature values for thresholds) so that samples are divided 
into leaves of a tree-like structure.243,251 A fully-grown (over-complex) decision tree is likely to 
suffer from overfitting, so adjusting a decision tree (i.e., ‘pruning’) can improve the predictive 
accuracy.252 The adjustable hyperparameters are (1) the minimum number of samples to split, (2) 
the minimum number of samples at a leaf, (3) the maximum depth of the tree, and (4) the maximum 
number of features considered at each split. The random forest regression (RFR) averages tree 
models trained with random samples, a technique called ‘bootstrap aggregating (bagging)’ that 
improves the prediction (an additional hyperparameter controlling the number of tree models).253–
255 The extremely randomized tree regression (ERTR) is similar to RFR, but further randomizes 
each tree model by arbitrarily selecting cut-point choices.256 The boosting is a technique that 
multiple weak learners (models slightly better than random) built by a sequence learning can 
perform better than any single model.243 The ‘adaptive boosting (adaboost)’ algorithm gives 
greater weights to training samples with higher errors shown in a previous weak model.257,258 We 
implemented adaboost algorithm with RFR and ERTR as weak models (namely adaboost + RFR 
and adaboost + ERTR, respectively). The gradient boosting regression tree (GBRT) successively 
fits a new model to residual errors (difference between data and prediction) shown in a previous 
step, and adds the predicted residuals to the previous prediction.259 
The dataset was randomly divided into training and test sets. The training set comprised 
80% of the dataset and the remaining 20% was used as test data. It was confirmed that these two 
sets have a similar distribution of elementary barriers: the mean and standard deviation of the 
training set was 262 meV and 136 meV, respectively, while for the test set the mean and standard 
deviation are 268 meV and 145 meV, respectively. (For comparison, the mean and deviation of 
the entire data are 262 meV and 138 meV). The hyperparameter optimization of a regression 
algorithm was done by a grid search with the stratified 10-fold cross-validation (CV). We divided 
the training samples into 10 validation sets evenly so that the maximum difference between the 
mean target values of validation sets is less than 10% of the mean target value of the entire training 
set. A literature showed that 10-fold is a reasonable choice, a stratification is generally a better 
scheme than a regular CV for both bias and variance, and the stratified 10-fold CV may be better 
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than the more expensive leave-one-out CV for the model optimization.260 The test set was not 
involved in the model optimization process, but was used to estimate the prediction power of the 
optimized model of each algorithm after training. The algorithm that shows the best performance 
(i.e., the smallest error) was selected to perform the evaluation of feature subsets. 
5.2.3 Feature Subset Evaluation 
The wrapper method is to find the best subset of features for ML models.237 Thus, like 
filtering, it is also one of the feature selection methods. However, unlike filtering, it involves an 
iterative search with a ML algorithm by selecting a subset and learning the model repeatedly. Thus, 
it requires a significant computation time, especially when there is a substantially large number of 
descriptors. Here, 38 descriptors (number of features after filtering) can make a computationally 
burdensome number of subsets, ∑ k38𝑛 mw&)%  = about 275 billion cases. Thus, we made subsets with 
the number of descriptors up to 8 and larger than 32 (over 65 million subsets) and evaluated them 
using the selected model to find the most predictive features for ion migration. We found that this 
approach is sufficient to investigate important features (see results and discussions). 
5.2.4 Feature Importance and Influence on Barriers 
The most important part in ML studies is to analyze results from the optimized model to 
study the importance of features and how they affect to the target property. This is rather 
straightforward for linear regression models, whereas black box models like neural networks, 
SVM, tree models, etc. are not directly interpretable.259 
The relative importance of features was analyzed by the mean decrease impurity (MDI) 
for tree-based algorithms, which is defined as the total decrease in impurity (classification) or 
variance (regression) contributed by a certain feature as251 𝑀𝐷𝐼(𝑥) = B 𝑛(𝑣𝑎𝑟((𝑥) − {𝑛𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝑥) + 𝑛𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝑥)}( , 	(5.2) 
where the sum is over nodes i divided by a feature x, n is the number of samples in a node i and its 
left and right leaves (denoted as subscriptions LL and RL, respectively), and var is the variance of 
target values of samples in the node and leaves. It measures how much a feature contributes to 
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minimize the variance of samples at nodes throughout the tree model (greater contribution with 
larger MDI). 
The influence of features was analyzed using the individual conditional expectation (ICE) 
plot, which is inspired by Friedman’s partial dependence plot (PDP).259,261 PDP shows the average 
partial relationship and helps understanding marginal effects of features in black box models, but 
it may obfuscate the complexity of the modeled relationship.259,261 In contrast, the ICE plot can 
suggest the variation in the fitted values by plotting estimated conditional expectation curves of all 
training samples.261 The conditional expectation curve of each training sample is derived by 
predicting target values using the trained ML model as a function of a chosen feature while fixing 
values of all other features (the number of curves is the same to that of samples). Also, the predicted 
value at the minimum value of the chosen feature is anchored at zero for all conditional expectation 
curves (i.e., the centered ICE plot), so that the variation in the target becomes apparent with the 
increase in the chosen feature. The center curve can be derived by averaging expectation curves. 
The PDPbox package was adopted to implement the ICE analysis.262 
5.3 Results and Discussion 
5.3.1 Data for Analysis 
Migration data. The energy barriers of elementary paths in 36 model APs (X3AB, where 
X = Li, Na, or K, A = O, S, or Se, and B = F, Cl, Br, or I) were adopted from DFT calculations in 
Chapter 4. The AP lattice has a cation sublattice by vertex-sharing octahedra, thus cation defects 
can migrate via octahedron edges. APs with a high-symmetry cubic system have one distinct 
elementary path, whereas those with a lower-symmetry orthorhombic system have 12 paths (i.e., 
the number of edges). The number of samples is 322 and 281 for vacancy and interstitial dumbbell, 
respectively. The data is large enough to satisfy the rule of thumb that the number of samples needs 
to exceed five times of the number of descriptors to avoid the ‘curse of dimensionality’ (i.e., 
overfitting) and achieve reliable models.263,264 Also, this large data contains not only energetically 
preferred (low barrier) but also undesirable (high barrier) paths, which can improve the reliability 
of our ML model. 
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Descriptors. We collected 45 descriptors that may describe the ion mobility as listed in 
Table 5.1. Descriptors can be categorized by ‘lattice’, ‘mechanical’, ‘electronic’, ‘chemical’, or 
‘compound species’ properties. The descriptors were collected based on DFT calculations in 
Chapter 4; available properties were adopted directly from the previous study, otherwise predicted 
low-energy structures of APs were used to obtain descriptors with methods discussed in the 
following paragraphs.  
 The properties of species (i.e., cation, octahedral anion, or framework anion) include ionic 
radius,187 atomic mass,265 Pauling electronegativity,266,267 polarizability, Bader charge, and Born 
effective charge. The Bader charge, which identifies individual atoms and estimates its actual net 
charge, was predicted using the Bader Charge Analysis code with previous DFT electron density 
Table 5.1 List of descriptors (abbreviations in parentheses) and its category. ‘Filter’ reduces the redundant descriptors 
denoted in the table (e.g., Vocta was reduced into Va). 
Descriptor Category Filter  Descriptor Category Filter 
Volume per atom (Va) Lattice   Ionic radius (rC) Cation ENC 
Octahedron volume (Vocta) Lattice Va  Atomic mass (mC) Cation ENC 
Mass density (𝜌m) Lattice   Electronegativity (ENC) Cation  
Packing fraction (PF) Lattice   Ion polarizability (𝛼!) Cation ENC 
Packing fraction without cation (PFC) Lattice   Bader charge (BCC) Cation  
Tolerance factor (t) Lattice   Born effective charge (BECC) Cation  
Channel size (Df) Lattice   Ionic radius (rO) Octahedral anion  
Coordination number of cation (CNC) Lattice   Atomic mass (mO) Octahedral anion  
Path distance (CCD) Lattice   Electronegativity (ENO) Octahedral anion rO 
Cation – octahedral anion distance (COD) Lattice   Ion polarizability (𝛼") Octahedral anion rO 
Cation – framework anion distance (CFD) Lattice   Bader charge (BCO) Octahedral anion  
Distance between anion (AAD) Lattice   Born effective charge (BECO) Octahedral anion  
Path width by the first closest ion (PWc) Lattice   Ionic radius (rF) Framework anion  
Path width by the second closest ion (PW2c) Lattice   Atomic mass (mF) Framework anion  
Total path width (PW) Lattice   Electronegativity (ENF) Framework anion  
Phonon frequency (𝜔LEO) Lattice   Ion polarizability (𝛼#) Framework anion  
Bulk modulus (B) Mechanical   Bader charge (BCF) Framework anion  
Band gap (Eg) Electronic   Born effective charge (BECF) Framework anion  
Electronic dielectric constant (𝜀$) Electronic   Ionicity between cation and  chalcogen anion (IC-Ch) Chemical  
Ionic dielectric constant (𝜀%) Electronic   Ionicity between cation and  halogen anion (IC-H) Chemical  
Total dielectric constant (𝜀) Electronic 𝜀%  Ionicity between anions (ICh-H) Chemical  
Polarizability (𝛼.) Electronic   Decomposition energy (Ed) Chemical  
    Defect formation energy (Ef) Chemical  
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calculations.211–214 Since two cation sites involve in a path (i.e., end points of a path), the Bader 
charge and the Born effective charge of a sample (i.e., each elementary path) were estimated by 
averaging the values of two cations involved. The Bader and Born effective charges of octahedral 
and framework anions were evaluated by averaging the values of the same anions in a unit cell. 
The packing fraction (PF), which represents the ratio of an occupied volume to the total 
volume, was obtained by the iterative method.39 The packing fraction without cation (PFC) 
measures the occupied volume only by anions. The tolerance factor, which measures the degree of 
lattice distortions of (anti)perovskite structure,160 is calculated by 𝑡 = (𝑅X + 𝑅B)/√2(𝑅X + 𝑅A), 
where RX, RB, and RA are the atomic radii of cation (X site), anion at the octahedron center (A site), 
and anion at the cubic framework (B site). The lattice structure tends to be cubic when t ~ 1, but it 
becomes orthorhombic as the degree of lattice distortion increases with smaller t (usually when t 
< 0.83). The channel size (i.e., the largest diameter of sphere that can pass freely through the anion 
sublattice) was claimed to be an important factor for ion mobility within a series of LGPS family.46 
It was calculated by the Zeo++ code.268 The coordination number of cation was calculated by 
counting the number of neighbor ions which have the distance to the cation shorter than 1.2 times 
of the sum of their ionic radii. The coordination numbers of two cations were averaged since two 
cation sites involve in a path (the same as for the Bader charge). 
Distance-based descriptors were discussed in a previous ML study, but their importance 
may vary.39 We included the distances between cations (CCD, i.e., linear path distance), between 
cation and octahedral/framework anions (COD/CFD, respectively), and between anions (AAD). 
COD and CFD were evaluated by finding the closest anion for each cation and the distance 
between them, and then averaging the distances of two cations involved in the path (the same as 
for the Bader charge). AAD was obtained by finding the closest neighbor anion for each anion and 
the distance between them, and then averaging the distances over all anions. The path width was 
evaluated by identifying ions close to the path and measuring the perpendicular distance from the 
path to the surface of ion (see Ref.39 for the detailed explanation). We listed three path widths, 
including the path width by the closest ion (PWc), the path width by the second-closest ion (PW2c), 
and the total path width (PW) by the sum of PWc and PW2c. The lattice dynamics (i.e., phonon 
frequencies) are also shown to be of importance for ion mobility in literature.42,43,206 We employed 
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the frequency of lowest-energy optical phonon (𝜔LEO ) to account for the effect of lattice 
dynamics.42 
The total dielectric constant (𝜀) was obtained by the sum of electronic (𝜀) and ionic (𝜀() 
contributions. A compound with a high polarizability would have a high ion mobility due to the 
lattice softening effect.44 The polarizability of compound was calculated by the Clausius-Mossotti 
relation as207  
𝛼µ = 34𝜋 𝜀 − 1𝜀 + 2 𝑣atom, (5.3) 
where 𝑣atom is the lattice volume per atom. The bond ionicities between cation and chalcogen anion 
(IC-Ch), between cation and halogen anion (IC-H), and between chalcogen and halogen anions (ICh-
H) were calculated by the difference in electronegativities between species.39 The energy above the 
convex hull (i.e., decomposition energy) was added in the list to include an aspect that most of 
superionic conductors are not stable at zero Kelvin.48 The formation energies of neutral vacancy 
and interstitial dumbbell are calculated by269 
𝐸f = 𝐸AP_defect − 𝐸AP_pristine +B𝑛(𝜇((   , (5.4) 
where 𝐸AP_defect and 𝐸AP_pristine are the total energies of the AP supercell with and without a cation 
defect, i is the defect species (Li, Na, or K), and 𝑛( and 𝜇( are the number of the defect cation (-1 
for vacancy and +1 for interstitial dumbbell) and its chemical potential. The defect formation 
energy for a certain elementary path is assigned by averaging the formation energies of two defects 
involved in the path (i.e., defects at end points of the path). 
5.3.2 Implementation of Machine Learning 
Feature filtering. Figure 5.2 shows the Pearson correlation analysis for the vacancy 
mechanism. There is no individual feature that shows a high linear correlation with the elementary 
barrier (at most 0.34 of the path distance, CCD). It confirms that a single feature cannot represent 
ion migration in solids. ML analysis can help to find complicated correlations between many 
features and elementary barriers. This conclusion is the same for the interstitial dumbbell 
mechanism (at most 0.14 of the phonon frequency, 𝜔LEO). 
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Seven features were reduced based on the analysis (Table 5.1). The octahedron volume 
(Vocta) is highly correlated to the cell volume (Va) with 𝜌 = 0.98, indicating that one of these 
volumetric features is redundant. Thus, Vocta was reduced since Va is more general than Vocta. The 
total dielectric constant (𝜀) is strongly correlated to the ionic dielectric constant (𝜀() with 𝜌 = 0.99, 
since the ionic contribution to the total dielectric constant is usually much larger than the electronic 
contribution (𝜀). So, 𝜀 was reduced to 𝜀(  because 𝜀 contains 𝜀, whereas 𝜀(  has an independent 
meaning from 𝜀. The electronegativity of cation (ENC) has high correlations to ionic radius (rC), 
atomic mass (mC), and polarizability (𝛼!) of cation with 𝜌 ≤ -0.98 because they can be classified 
by the type of species. Thus, rC, mC, and 𝛼!  were reduced to ENC. Also, the ionic radius of 
octahedral anion (rO) has high correlations to electronegativity (ENO), and polarizability (𝛼c) of 
octahedral anion with |𝜌| ≥ 0.94, so ENO and 𝛼c were reduced to rO. The filtering implies that 
reduced features are also important if a reducing feature is proved to be influential in the target 
property. The correlation analysis result for the interstitial dumbbell is similar to the vacancy 
result, thus we used the same features for the dumbbell mechanism.  
 
Figure 5.2 Pearson correlation analysis among descriptors and vacancy elementary barriers. +1/-1 value indicates 
perfect positive/negative linear correlation, whereas no correlation is expected when the coefficient is close to 0. 
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Model selection. Figure 5.3 compares the performance between ML models with different 
algorithms, optimized with 38 features after filtering. The ‘adaboost + ERTR’ algorithm shows 
the best predictability for vacancy barriers with 72 meV root mean squared error (RMSE). RFR 
performs the best for dumbbell barriers (58 meV RMSE), but it shows a bad prediction for vacancy 
barriers (113 meV RMSE, more than 1.5 times larger than ‘adaboost + ERTR’). Also, all the tree-
based algorithms except DTR show similar prediction powers for dumbbell barriers; the largest 
difference between RMSEs of these five models is less than 1.6 meV. Therefore, we selected the 
‘adaboost + ERTR’ algorithm to evaluate feature subsets for both vacancy and dumbbell 
mechanisms. 
Figure 5.4 presents the training and test results for vacancy and dumbbell barriers with the 
‘adaboost + ERTR’ algorithm. Figures 5.4(a) and 5.4(b) show that the ML models perfectly predict 
DFT calculations of the training set for vacancy and dumbbell, indicating that the learning process 
was performed appropriately. Most of data points in Figures 5.4(c) are well aligned on the guide 
line, implying a good predictability of the ML model for vacancy (72 meV RMSE). A large portion 
of the error comes from 5 data points with barriers larger than 550 meV; 64% of the sum of squared 
error (SSE) is originated from these 5 samples (among 64 test samples). This is because of a 
relatively small number of training data with very large barriers over 550 meV [4.4% of the 
 
Figure 5.3 Comparison between ML models optimized with 38 features after filtering: (a) vacancy and (b) interstitial 
dumbbell mechanisms. The test set is used to obtain RMSEs. A red bar indicates the best model. 
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training set, Figure 5.4(a)]. The ML model for dumbbell also shows a reasonable predictability, 
Figure 5.4(d). As the same to vacancy, a large portion of RMSE (58 meV) comes from 12 data 
points with barriers larger than 150 meV; 79% of SSE is originated from these 12 samples (among 
56 test samples). Only 10.0% of the training data have barriers over 150 meV, Figure 5.4(b).   
Feature subset evaluation. Figure 5.5 presents the effect of the number of features on the 
predictability of the ML model. The result with the vacancy barriers shows that RMSE reduces 
and converges as increasing the number of features from 1 to 8 features. However, RMSE with 33 
features is higher than that with 8 features and the error increases with a greater number of features 
over 33 (like a U-shape). We believe that RMSE will not show a meaningful decrease as increasing 
 
Figure 5.4 Training results of the ‘adaboost + ERTR’ model with 38 features after filtering using the training data set 
of (a) vacancy and (b) dumbbell mechanisms. The performance of the model is presented by predicting the test data 
set of (c) vacancy and (d) dumbbell mechanisms. The black line is a guideline for the perfect prediction. 
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the number of features more than 8. The same trend is also observed in dumbbell barriers, and 
RMSE fluctuates when the number of features exceeds 5. Although not severe in our results, this 
U-shape is a well-known overfitting trend.243 It implies that the predictability of a model becomes 
maximized with an optimal number of features. Therefore, the 8-feature subset for vacancy and 
the 5-feature subset for dumbbell are the optimal choices for the predictability as well as a 
computational efficiency. (Features in these subsets will be discussed in the next section.)  
Comparing to Figure 5.4(c) with the full number of features (72 meV RMSE), Figure 5.6(a) 
with the optimal features subset of vacancy shows that the test samples distribute more closely to 
the guideline with lower RMSE of 58 meV. This is the same for dumbbell with the optimal feature 
subset that RMSE reduces from 58 [Figure 5.4(d)] to 45 meV [Figure 5.6(b)]. This result verifies 
that the optimal feature subset predicts and describes ion migrations through elementary paths 
better than subsets with larger or smaller number of features.  
5.3.3 Interpretation of Results 
Features for vacancy migration. Figure 5.7 presents the most predictive features (i.e., 
selected feature subset) and relative importance of features (in percentage) for ion migration. 
Figure 5.7(a) suggests that lattice properties have the strongest impact to the vacancy migration, 
 
Figure 5.5 Comparison between the ‘adaboost + ERTR’ models with different numbers of features: (a) vacancy and 
(b) interstitial dumbbell mechanisms. Each bar represents the lowest RMSE with a certain number of features. The 
red bar indicates the optimal number of features. 
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occupying 78% of the total importance. Especially, the path distance and path widths are the most 
important features describing the vacancy migration. Figure 5.8 shows the ICE plots for the top 
three features for vacancy (other features do not show clear ICE trends).  
The path distance (CCD) has the largest importance of 29%, and its ICE plot shows that 
the elementary barrier of vacancy increases with a greater CCD [Figure 5.8(a)]. A longer CCD 
means that the transition state on a migration path is farther from a local minimum on the potential 
energy surface (PES; i.e., an equilibrium site of mobile ion), which increases the energy barrier. 
Therefore, a short migration path is favorable to increase ion mobility. The increase in the energy 
barrier along the center line of the ICE plot (from left to the right end) is over 300 meV, which is 
twice the increase in the barrier owing to the path widths [Figures 5.8(b) and 5.8(c)]. It shows the 
largest impact of the CCD on the barrier comparing to other features, agreeing with the largest 
importance among features. Therefore, the most effective scheme in the lattice design is to 
decrease the distance between cation sites. This result is analogous to a previous ML study that 
the average of distances between mobile ions is an effective feature to classify superionic 
conductors.39  
The path width by the first closest ion (PWc; 23%) and the total path width (PW; 17%) 
appear to be the second and the third important features, respectively. The ICE plots show that the 
 
Figure 5.6 Performance of the ‘adaboost + ERTR’ model by predicting the test data set with the best feature set: (a) 
vacancy (8-feature subset) and (b) dumbbell (5-feature subset) mechanisms. The black line is a guideline for the 
perfect prediction. 
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energy barrier of elementary path decreases with wider path widths [Figures 5.8(b) and 5.8(c)]. It 
suggests that a lattice needs to have a wide migration window for a high ion mobility, thus 
framework species should be far from migration paths. This result supports our previous analysis 
that wide migration channels suppress the corrugation of PES and decrease barriers.208 The barrier 
does not change with PWc when PWc is too small, in the left area of Figure 5.8(b). The PWc value 
in this area is negative, indicating that the linear migration path is interfered by the closest ion. It 
may imply the channel-widening will be effective when the interference becomes less than 0.2 Å. 
Also, the decrease in the barrier is negligible when PWc becomes too wide [in the right area of 
Figure 5.8(b)], thus the optimized PWc will be about 0.6 Å. It is also possible that PW might have 
the optimized value when it becomes wider than the upper bound in Figure 5.8(c).  
The Pearson linear correlation between PWc and PW is high, 𝜌 = 0.83; this is reasonable 
because PW includes PWc. The packing fraction without cation (PFC) is ranked at the fourth place 
with a 9% importance, and has a high correlation to PW with 𝜌 = -0.87. Therefore, the elementary 
barrier will decrease with smaller PFC (i.e., barrier ∝ 1/PW ∝ PFC). Although not shown in the 
best feature subset of vacancy, PW2c and Di could also be considered as meaningful factors for 
 
Figure 5.7 Most predictive features and their relative importance (in percentage): (a) vacancy and (b) interstitial 
dumbbell mechanisms. The importance was evaluated by the mean decrease impurity method. 
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vacancy since they indicate the free space for mobile cations to move in a lattice structure. They 
have high linear correlations to PW with 𝜌  = 0.86 and 0.85, respectively, implying that the 
elementary barrier will decrease with larger PW2c and Di. These features (PW, PWc, PW2c, PFC, 
and Di) can be combined into one descriptor (e.g., PW) by the feature filtering with a moderate 
 
Figure 5.8 ICE plots of top three features for vacancy: (a) path distance, (b) path width by the first closest ion, and 
(c) total path width. The center curve (yellow) shows the trend of migration barrier with the increase in the feature 
(i.e., from left to the right). Mean and standard deviation (𝜎) of features are denoted in parentheses in x-axis. 
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threshold (e.g., |𝜌| ≥ 0.80), which will be a sole feature that represents the bottleneck area for the 
vacancy migration.  
There are additional four features that have minor effects on vacancy. The ionicity between 
cation and chalcogen anion (IC-Ch) has an 8% importance. A weak ionicity reduces net charges of 
ions due to the covalency effect and mitigates the electrostatic attraction between cations and 
chalcogen anions.222,270 Thus, cations will migrate through paths more easily. This interpretation 
agrees with a previous ML study that a weak ionicity of pathway can help breaking and reforming 
of cation bonds with low energies.39 The ionic radius of framework (rF) shows a 7% importance. 
We presume that this feature indicates the effect of halogen anion based on literature that larger 
halogen anion can reduce energy barriers and increase ionic conductivities, especially due to the 
polarizability.44,271–275 (rF correlates to the polarizability 𝛼; with a non-negligible coefficient, 𝜌 = 
0.72.) Phonon frequency (𝜔LEO) and mass density (𝜌m) have very weak influence on elementary 
barriers (4 and 3% importance, respectively). 
From these lessons learnt, we tested a simplified ML model by using 20 features filtered 
with |𝜌| ≥ 0.80 and the ‘adaboost + ERTR’ algorithm. The best feature subset of the simplified 
model presents CCD (42%), PW (28%), and rF (11%) as top 3 features occupying 80% of the total 
importance. (This best subset has 7 features, and other 4 features have contributions equal to or 
less than 6% each.) By the feature filtering, CCD includes distance-based features (COD, AAD, 
and CFD) and PW including PWc, PW2c, PFC, PF, and Di represents the bottleneck area as 
discussed. Therefore, this result further supports our analysis that lattice properties, especially 
distances between species and bottleneck area, are the most influential in the vacancy mobility. 
Features for interstitial dumbbell migration. Figure 5.7(b) suggests that lattice properties 
also have the strongest impact to the interstitial dumbbell migration: PW, cation – framework anion 
distance (CFD), and PFC occupy 73% of the total importance. The defect formation energy (Ef) 
accounts for a 21% importance and ranks at the second place. Note that features of dumbbell do 
not show clear ICE trends. 
PW and PFC, shown in the best feature set of vacancy, also appear as important features 
for interstitial dumbbell. PW is the most important feature with a 40% importance, which is the 
same degree of importance as for the path widths (PWc and PW) of vacancy, and PFC is ranked at 
the fourth place with a 14% importance. As shown in the vacancy case, wider PW and lower PFC 
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will reduce the elementary barriers of dumbbell. CFD occupies 19% of the total importance (third 
rank) and has linear correlations to PW and Di with Pearson coefficients 𝜌 = 0.64 and 0.73, 
respectively. It implies that CFD is related to the bottleneck area for the dumbbell migration. Thus, 
we believe that longer distance between cation and framework anion will make wider space and 
reduce the elementary barrier of interstitial dumbbell. 
The path distance (CCD), shown as the most important feature for vacancy, does not appear 
as an important feature to describe the dumbbell migration. This may be because the concerted 
motion of three cations associated with the dumbbell migration makes an effective migration 
distance much shorter than the linear distance between cation sites.66 Thus, the migration distance 
is not significant to describe the energy barrier of interstitial dumbbell. 
The energetic stability of equilibrium and transition states (ES and TS, respectively) affect 
to the energy barrier (Eb = ETS – EES), see Chapter 4. Higher Ef indicates that the ES of dumbbell 
is less stable (i.e., higher EES). Also, a previous study showed with vacancies in Li3OCl AP that 
TSs do not change much with a large change in the stability of defect.71 Thus, we presume that ETS 
of dumbbell is not affected by the change in EES. Therefore, the elementary barrier of dumbbell 
might decrease with the increase in Ef. The atomic mass of octahedral anion (mO) has a very weak 
influence on elementary barriers (6% importance). 
In total, ML analysis revealed that lattice properties have the greatest influence in defect 
migrations. The path distance and bottleneck-related features appear as the most important features 
for vacancy, accounting for 78% of the total importance. For interstitial dumbbell, bottleneck-
related features occupy a 73% importance, and the defect formation energy is also shown with a 
21% importance. Regardless of migration mechanisms, therefore, tuning lattice structure will be 
the most effective scheme to improve ion mobility. 
5.4 Conclusions 
It is desirable to understand important features that describe a high ion mobility in solids 
for the systematic design of SEs. This study implemented a comprehensive ML analysis on 
elementary migration paths to systematically understand chemical, physical, and/or structural 
features that describe the ion transport through a lattice, their relative importance, and how they 
promote a high ion mobility. Previous DFT calculations were adopted to collect descriptors as well 
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as a large number of ion-migration data over 300 elementary barriers via vacancy and interstitial 
dumbbell mechanisms, based on 36 model APs X3AB. The descriptors contain the information 
about migration environments of elementary paths as well as properties of compounds. 
The ML process was performed in the order of the ‘feature filtering’, ‘model selection’, 
and ‘feature subset evaluation’. The filtering reduced initially 45 descriptors to 38 features by 
eliminating reductant descriptors using a very high Pearson linear correlation of |𝜌| ≥ 0.94. The 
optimized ML model with the ‘adaboost + ERTR’ algorithm presents the best predictability for 
our data. The feature subsets with different numbers of features were evaluated using the best ML 
model. We found that the 8-feature subset for vacancy and the 5-feature subset for dumbbell are 
the optimal choices for the predictability, which reduce prediction errors than the full-feature 
models. Finally, the relative importance of these features and their influence in ion migration were 
analyzed by combining MDI, ICE plot, and Pearson linear correlation. 
Our ML analysis revealed that lattice properties have the greatest influence in defect 
migrations regardless of mechanisms. The path distance and bottleneck-related features appeared 
as the most important features for vacancy, accounting for 78% of the total importance. The path 
distance (CCD) has the largest importance of 29%, and three bottleneck-related features occupy a 
49% importance (path width by the first closest ion, PWc 23%; total path width, PW 17%; packing 
fraction without cation, PFC 9%). Since bottleneck-related features are closely related, we also 
built a simplified ML model using a moderate filtering threshold (|𝜌| ≥ 0.80) that leads to 20 
features for the optimization of the ML algorithm. This model again showed that CCD (42%) and 
PW (28%) appear as top 2 features, which further supports our analysis that lattice properties are 
the most influential in the vacancy migration. The elementary migration barrier decreases with a 
shorter path distance and wider bottleneck for migration, thus decreasing the distance between 
mobile cations and keeping framework ions away from paths will be helpful for the lattice design 
with a high vacancy mobility. For interstitial dumbbell, bottleneck-related features occupy a 73% 
importance (PW 40%; cation – framework anion distance, CFD 19%; PFC 14%). PW and PFC, 
shown as important features for vacancy, also appeared in the feature subset of dumbbell. 
In total, this stochastic study gives a thorough analysis of ion migration with 
comprehensive features including detail environments of elementary paths as well as compound 
properties, and will aid in the systematic design of solid electrolytes for solid-state batteries. 
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Chapter 6 Potential Solid Electrolytes for Multivalent Ions Based on the Anti-perovskite 
Structure 
 
6.1 Introduction 
Thus far, many inorganic solids with high Li-ion conductivities at room temperature (R.T.) 
have been suggested as SEs, including Li2.9PO3.3N0.46,23 75Li2S•25P2S5 (LPS glass),24 
Li7La3Zr2O12,19 Li6PS5Br,20 Li10GeP2S12,21 and Li9.54Si1.74P1.44S11.7Cl0.3..22 These findings open the 
possibility to realize SSBs using a Li-metal anode. Also, there are various Na and K-ion conductors 
like Na3PS4 (glass-ceramic),28 Na10SnP2S12,29 Na11Sn2PS12,30 NaCB11H12,32 K-𝛽"-Al2O3 (beta-
alumina; also conducting Na, Ag, Li, and Rb ions),276,277 and K2Fe4O7.278 In contrast, a limited 
number of fast MV-ion conductors at R.T. has been reported. Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) 
were shown as host materials for solid Mg conductors.279 Authors inserted Mg(OPhCF3)2 and 
Mg(TFSI)2 salts into Mg2(dobdc) and Mg2(dobpdc) MOFs and presented Mg-ion conductivities 
up to 10-4 S/cm at R.T. (activation energy Ea = 110 ~ 190 meV). A chalcogenide spinel MgSc2Se4 
presents a high Mg-ion conductivity of ~10-5 S/cm at R.T. (Ea = 370 meV), which was the first 
demonstration of fast Mg-ion conduction in a close-packed framework.40 In addition, solid 
polymer electrolytes were suggested as Ca-ion conductors, e.g., a solid network by cross-linking 
between PTHF and Epoxy and containing Ca(NO3)2 with ionic conductivities up to 10-4 S/cm at 
R.T. (Ea = 310 meV; transference number = 0.359).280,281 Therefore, the discovery of MV SEs 
remains an important pursuit to advance the prospects for MV SSBs. 
Previous literature showed that most alkaline earth metals, 3d transition metals, and 
lanthanides can reside in the AP lattice cage.282,283,292–296,284–291 These AP materials have small 
anions B, C, N, or O at the center of octahedra (A site) to maintain high tolerance factors, and a 
number of anions can occupy the B site. They exhibit a wide range of electronic, magnetic, and 
thermal properties, and have been exploited in applications ranging from thermoelectrics, memory 
devices, sensors, and optical devices.283,284 Here, we focus on Mg and Ca-containing AP to 
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investigate the possibility to use them as SEs of MV SSEs. Mg2+ and Ca2+ cations can occupy the 
X site of the AP structure (i.e., at vertices of X6A octahedra), then A3- and B3- pnictogen anions 
(elements in Group 15) form the bcc framework and make the charge balance in the X3AB formula. 
Among many possible combinations, we selected ten Mg/Ca APs not presenting a metallic 
behavior: Mg3NB, Ca3NB, Ca3PSb, and Ca3AsSb (where B = P, As, Sb, or Bi).293–296 
First-principles calculations were used to evaluate suitability for SE applications by 
predicting equilibrium structures, band gaps, elastic moduli, percolating migration barriers, defect 
formation energies, thermodynamic stability, and chemical stability window under applied 
potential. All compounds are predicted to be thermodynamically stable, which agrees to the fact 
that six of them have been synthesized. Thus, it is expected that not-yet-synthesized compounds 
Mg3NP, Mg3NBi, Ca3PSb, and Ca3AsSb are also synthesizable. Ca and Mg APs follow a similar 
trend to that observed in monovalent APs, where lattice distortions decrease the energy barriers 
for percolating ion migration. These MV APs are predicted to have high defect formation energies, 
implying that defect concentrations need to be frozen in during synthesis. 
We found that Mg3NAs, Ca3NAs, and Ca3PSb are potential candidates of SEs for MV 
SSBs. Mg3NAs and Ca3NAs have low percolating barriers of about 500 meV for vacancy and less 
than 200 meV for interstitial dumbbell migration mechanisms. Ca3NAs was shown as an electronic 
insulator,293 and Mg3NAs having much larger band gap than Ca3NAs would also have an insulating 
behavior. Ca3PSb has even lower vacancy limiting barrier 433 meV with the same band gap as 
Ca3NAs, which come at a cost to diminished chemical stability window. These compounds are 
stable against the respective metal anode and predicted to have moderate oxidative stability up to 
1.2, 1.7, and 1.4 V, respectively, implying that coating materials may be needed to prevent 
oxidation by the cathode and increase the operating voltage. In total, this work will aid in the 
advance of Mg and Ca MV SSBs with metal anodes. 
6.2 Methodology 
6.2.1 First-principles Calculations 
DFT calculations were implemented with the Vienna ab initio Simulation Package 
(VASP).134 The Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE)110 exchange-correlation functional was used in 
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combination with the projector augmented wave (PAW) method.135,136 The valence electron 
configurations were: 2s22p63s2 for Mg, 3s23p64s2 for Ca, 2s22p3 for N, 3s23p3 for P, 4s24p3 for As, 
4d105s25p3 for Sb, and 5d106s26p3 for Bi. The plane-wave basis included functions with kinetic 
energies equal or higher than 550 eV for Mg compounds and 450 eV for Ca compounds. This 
cutoff energy is set to 520 eV for all compounds during calculations for phase diagram and 
chemical stability, the same to the Materials Project database. The Brillouin zone was sampled on 
an 8 × 8 × 8 grid for Mg APs with a cubic lattice (5 atoms), a 6 × 6 × 6 grid for Ca APs with a 
cubic lattice (5 atoms), and a 3 × 3 × 3 grid for all APs with an orthorhombic lattice (20 atoms), a 
21 × 21 × 13 grid for Mg metal (2 atoms), a 2 × 2 × 2 grid for Mg3Z2 (Z = N, P, or As; 80 atoms), 
a 8 × 8 × 6 grid for Mg3M2 (M = Sb or Bi; 5 atoms), a 8 × 8 × 8 grid for Ca metal (4 atoms), a 8 × 
8 × 2 grid for Ca2N (9 atoms), a 6 × 6 × 6 grid for CaZ (Z = P or As; 12 atoms), and a 6 × 6 × 2 
grid for Ca2M (M = Sb or Bi; 12 atoms). A Γ-centered k-point mesh was used. These cutoff 
energies and k-point sampling densities yielded energy convergence to within 2 meV/atom. The 
energy criterion for convergence of the self-consistency loop was set to 10-5 eV, and the force 
criterion for the relaxation of geometric degrees of freedom (ion positions and cell geometry) was 
0.01 eV/Å. The equilibrium volume was found by fitting energy data as a function of volume to 
the Murnaghan EOS.132 The non-self-consistent GW (G0W0) method with the HSE06112,113 hybrid 
functional was used to calculate band gaps, which works well in a practical manner.116,117,121  
The energy barrier of ion migration was evaluated by the nudged elastic band (NEB) 
method.168,169 NEB calculations were performed on enlarged supercells based on a 3 × 3 × 3 
replication (135 atoms) of the unit cell for cubic (Pm-3m) compounds and a 2 × 2 × 2 replication 
(160 atoms) for orthorhombic (Pnma) compounds. The Brillouin zone was sampled on a 2 × 2 × 2 
grid for a cubic supercell and a 2 × 2 × 1 grid for an orthorhombic supercell, with a Γ-centered k-
point mesh. These k-point sampling densities yielded energy convergence for supercells to within 
1 meV/atom. The force convergence criterion for NEB calculations was set to 0.04 eV/Å with 
three intermediate images. 
Bulk and shear moduli were calculated by the Voigt equations using the stiffness tensor 
Cij.178 We found that the predicted bulk moduli by the Voigt formula are almost the same to the 
values obtained by the Murnaghan EOS fitting (see Table 6.2). The finite differences were used 
for the stiffness tensor calculation to include the ionic contribution as well as cell distortions, as 
implemented in VASP. Finer DFT settings were used to predict accurate elastic properties: (1) The 
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cutoff energies are increased to 800 eV for Mg3NB (B = P, As, Sb, or Bi), 700 eV for Ca3NB (B 
= P, As, Sb, or Bi), and 600 eV for Ca3PSb and Ca3AsSb, (2) the Brillouin zone was sampled on 
an 11 × 11 × 11 grid for Mg APs with a cubic lattice (5 atoms), a 8 × 8 × 8 grid for Ca APs with a 
cubic lattice, and a 4 × 4 × 4 grid for all compounds with an orthorhombic lattice, with a Γ-centered 
k-point mesh, (3) the energy criterion for convergence of the self-consistency loop was set to 10-7 
eV, and (4) an additional support grid for the evaluation of the augmentation charges was used 
(ADDGRID tag in VASP). 
6.2.2 Defect Formation Energy 
The formation energy of defect X is calculated by69,71 𝐸(𝑋) = 𝐸:(𝑋) − [𝐸:(Defect-free) ± 𝐸], (6.1) 
where 𝐸:(𝑋) and 𝐸:(Defect-free) are the energies of the defective and pristine supercells and 𝐸 
is the energy of a formula unit (f.u.) X added (+) to or extracted (−) from the supercell. The 
formation energy is per defect pair. The size of supercell is the same as for NEB calculations. 
6.2.3 Thermodynamic Stability 
The phase diagram and chemical stability window of APs (i.e., stable potential range with 
respect to a metal anode) were analyzed by the Materials Project database and pymatgen 
code.37,133,172,173 The phase diagram was constructed by comparing zero Kelvin DFT energies of 
compounds.172 The chemical stability window is the potential range where reductive nor oxidative 
reaction does not occur in a contact with a metal.36 A compound is stable with a metal anode if no 
reaction occurs at 0 V, and the oxidation limit is the highest viable voltage without additional 
treatments. The chemical stability window was analyzed by following the method using the grand 
potential phase diagram.133 The decomposition energy of a given phase into the phase equilibria 
in a contact with a Mg or Ca metal reservoir at an applied voltage 𝜙 (at zero Kelvin without 
vibrational contributions and the pV term)133 can be expressed as36 𝐸5,oS/p(𝜙) = ¿𝐸9sji"iHtij(𝜙) − [𝐸AP + ∆𝑛u𝜇M(𝜙)]À/𝑁, (6.2) 
where N is the total number of atoms involved in the balanced equation, 𝐸9sji"iHtij(𝜙) is the sum 
of total energies of all phases at the equilibrium, 𝐸AP is the total energy of AP, ∆𝑛u is the change 
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in the number of atom M = Mg or Ca metal (reduction/oxidation when ∆𝑛u is positive/negative), 
and 𝜇M(𝜙) is the chemical potential of M under an external potential described as36 𝜇M(𝜙) = 𝜇M3 − 𝑧𝑒𝜙, (6.3) 
where 𝜇M3  is the chemical potential of M without an external potential, z is the charge number of 
M (+2 for alkaline earth metals), and e is the elementary charge. 
6.3 Results and Discussion 
6.3.1 Structure 
Four Mg and six Ca APs will be considered: Mg3NB, Ca3NB, Ca3PSb, and Ca3AsSb (where 
B = P, As, Sb, or Bi).293–296 First, we predicted ground-state structures of compounds whose 
experimental data are available; i.e., Mg3NB (B = As or Sb)294 and Ca3NB (B = P, As, Sb, or 
Bi).293,297 The atomic configuration of Ca3NAs was used an initial guess of the orthorhombic 
structure of Ca3NP since only the lattice parameter of Ca3NP is known. Other four compounds 
have the cubic symmetry. The tolerance factor and predicted lattice parameters are listed in Table 
6.1. (Ionic radii of elements were cited from ref.298, and the ionic radius of Bi3- anion was assumed 
as 2.48 Å based on the bond lengths of Mg pnictogenides.) The predicted structures are very close 
to experiments. Especially, the octahedron tilting angle of Ca3NAs is nearly the same to the 
experiment (8.7°).297 The predicted tilting angle of Ca3NP is 12.7°, larger than that of Ca3NAs due 
to its smaller tolerance factor (i.e., greater lattice distortion).   
Table 6.1 Tolerance factor (t), structure symmetry, and lattice parameters of Mg and Ca APs. Values in parentheses 
are experiment data.293,294 
Compound t Symmetry 𝒂 (Å) 𝒃 (Å) 𝒄 (Å) 
Mg3NP 0.823 Orthorhombic 5.936 5.929 8.382 
Mg3NAs 0.851 Cubic 4.242 (4.217)   
Mg3NSb 0.916 Cubic 4.378 (4.352)   
Mg3NBi 0.925 Cubic 4.437   
Ca3NP 0.812 Orthorhombic 6.742 (6.709) 6.627 (6.658) 9.433 (9.452) 
Ca 3NAs 0.837 Orthorhombic 6.733 (6.725) 6.728 (6.720) 9.550 (9.534) 
Ca 3NSb 0.896 Cubic 4.863 (4.854)   
Ca 3NBi 0.904 Cubic 4.908 (4.888)   
Ca 3PSb 0.780 Orthorhombic 7.434 7.813 10.599 
Ca 3AsSb 0.757 Orthorhombic 7.526 7.983 10.711 
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Previous DFT studies simulated the rest of compounds Mg3NB (B = P or Bi)295 and Ca3ASb 
(A = P or As)296 using the cubic symmetry. However, the orthorhombic symmetry is a preferred 
structure for APs with lattice distortions (see Chapter 4), and the other DFT study showed that 
Mg3NP can have an orthorhombic unit cell.299 Therefore, we tested cubic and orthorhombic 
symmetries to determine the equilibrium structures by comparing ground-state energies between 
symmetries. The structure of Ca3NAs was used as an initial guess of their orthorhombic structures. 
The result shows that Mg3NBi has the cubic structure, which agrees with its highest tolerance 
factor among Mg APs in this study. Mg3NP has an orthorhombic structure with a mild octahedra 
tilting (10.3°), which is 15.4 meV/atom more stable than the cubic phase (at zero Kelvin without 
zero-point energy). Ca3ASb (A = P or As) also have orthorhombic structures with tilting angles 
(18.3° and 21.4°, respectively) larger than those of Mg3NP and Ca3NP due to smaller tolerance 
factors. The orthorhombic structures of Ca3ASb (A = P or As) are more stable than cubic phases 
by 106.0 and 161.8 meV/atom, respectively.  
Similar to cubic monovalent APs (t > 0.83), Mg and Ca APs with t > 0.84 have the non-
distorted cubic AP symmetry. Otherwise, APs have orthorhombic structures with octahedra tilting, 
but no variation in the bond lengths/angles of octahedra was found (i.e., intact octahedron shape = 
moderate distortions). This also agrees with the criterion of moderate distortions for monovalent 
APs (0.72 < t < 0.83) that all Mg and Ca APs in this study have tolerance factors larger than 0.75. 
6.3.2 Properties 
Thermodynamic stability. The phase diagrams (Figure 6.1) show that all Mg and Ca APs 
are stable at zero Kelvin. It agrees with the fact that Mg3NB (B = As or Sb) and Ca3NB (B = P, 
As, Sb, or Bi) were already synthesized (Table 6.2).293,294 Therefore, it is expected that other four 
not-yet-synthesized MV APs compounds are also synthesizable. Mg3NB (B = P or Bi) may be 
synthesized by the synthesis method used for Mg3NB (B = As or Sb), e.g., the reaction of pnictogen 
and Mg3N2 at 800 °C releasing 0.5 mol N2 gas per mol.294 Although Ca3NB (B = P, As, Sb, or Bi) 
were also synthesized using pnictogen and Ca3N2 at 1000 °C,293 Ca3ASb (A = P or As) would need 
to be prepared using a different reaction path because As nor P will not be released in a form of 
gas. We presume that Ca2Sb and CaZ (Z = P or As) may undergo a stoichiometric reaction without 
extra products based on the exothermic reaction energies at zero Kelvin: -126.1 and -109.9 
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meV/atom for Ca3PSb and Ca3AsSb, respectively. Note that all Mg and Ca APs will be sensitive 
to air.293,294  
 
Figure 6.1 Ternary phase diagrams including (a-d) Mg and (e-j) Ca APs. 
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Percolating barrier. Figure 6.2 presents the distribution of energy barriers and limiting 
barriers (listed in Table 6.2). An elementary barrier of a cubic AP is equivalent to the limiting 
barrier. An AP compound with lattice distortions shows the spectrum of barriers; the low limit of 
the spectrum decreases linearly and the high limit increases exponentially with smaller tolerance 
factor, similar to monovalent APs, and limiting barriers can be made by connecting low-barrier 
Table 6.2 Summary of predicted properties of Mg and Ca AP compounds. Bulk modulus in parentheses is a value 
predicted by the Murnaghan EOS fitting. 
Compounds t Thermodynamic stability 
Limiting barrier (meV) Chemical 
stability 
window (V) 
Band gap 
(eV) 
Modulus (GPa) 
Vacancy Dumbbell Bulk Shear 
Mg3NP 0.823 Stable 517 162 0.01 ~ 0.52 2.79 90.5 (89.1) 69.6 
Mg3NAs 0.851 Stable (Synthesized)294 519 195 -0.41 ~ 1.18 2.68 87.9 (84.9) 71.7 
Mg3NSb 0.916 Stable (Synthesized)294 759 246 0.02 ~ 0.78 1.78 80.3 (78.2) 62.1 
Mg3NBi 0.925 Stable 723 706 0.02 ~ 0.39 1.59 74.3 (72.1) 55.5 
Ca3NP 0.812 Stable (Synthesized)293 446 132 -2.22 ~ 0.92 2.68 62.0 (62.5) 42.6 
Ca3NAs 0.837 Stable (Synthesized)293 508 171 -0.38 ~ 1.68 2.14 60.0 (60.9) 45.7 
Ca3NSb 0.896 Stable (Synthesized)293 865 233 -0.57 ~ 1.85 1.70 57.8 (57.9) 49.5 
Ca3NBi 0.904 Stable (Synthesized)293 900 247 -0.56 ~ 1.71 1.65 54.1 (54.1) 47.0 
Ca3PSb 0.780 Stable 433 206 -1.99 ~ 1.41 2.14 39.8 (40.1) 21.1 
Ca3AsSb 0.757 Stable 373 321 0.64 ~ 1.33 2.00 36.9 (36.8) 18.0 
  
 
Figure 6.2 Dispersion of elementary migration barriers as a function of the tolerance factor (t) for vacancy and 
interstitial dumbbell migration mechanisms. APs in the area of limited distortions have a distinct energy barrier, 
equivalent to the limiting barrier. The spectrum of barriers appears with lattice distortions, and an unfilled shape 
denotes the position of limiting barrier in the spectrum. Black solid line and curve are guides for linear decrease and 
exponential increase in barriers with smaller tolerance factor. 
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paths. Therefore, the limiting barrier decreases linearly with greater lattice distortions. Note that 
the dumbbell limiting barriers of Ca3PSb and Ca3AsSb increase even with low tolerance factors 
because no low-energy barrier is available owing to unstable defect sites (not all 12 paths are 
available).  
Many Mg and Ca APs have vacancy limiting barriers lower than 525 meV, which is 
required to satisfy C/2 rate.45 The limiting barrier can even lower than 200 meV with the dumbbell 
mechanism, surpassing activation energies of state-of-the-art MV SEs MgSc2Se4 (370 meV) and 
PEGDA-Ca polymer (250 meV).40,280 Also, the limiting barrier can be further reduced in 
compositions having greater lattice distortions or that employ complex anions (paddle-wheel 
effect).194 
Defect formation energy. Previous studies suggested that the formation energies of defects 
in Li3OCl are very high (at least 0.93 eV, Table 6.3), so no enough defect concentration can be 
secured at a thermodynamic equilibrium.66,69,71,72 Therefore, defects need to be frozen into the 
lattice during synthesis, e.g., LiCl deficient samples (Li3-xOClx) and Sr2+ doping in Na APs.64,65 
Here, we study the formation energies of various defects in Mg and Ca APs; the following 
paragraph will describe the types of defects.  
Table 6.3 Formation energies of six different defects in Mg and Ca APs (also Li3OCl for comparison). Values marked 
by an asterisk indicate the defect with the smallest formation energy for an AP. 
Compounds t 
Defect formation energy (eV per defect pair) 
Vacancy Interstitial Frenkel AP Schottky XxAy Schottky XxBy Schottky 
Li3OCl 0.823 3.98 3.17 1.59 69 1.44 69 1.56 69 0.93 * 69 
Mg3NP 0.823 3.46 * 4.53 4.33 8.53 9.09 8.26 
Mg3NAs 0.851 2.84 * 4.57 4.22 7.34 7.91 7.04 
Mg3NSb 0.916 2.57 * 4.45 5.05 7.08 6.63 7.77 
Mg3NBi 0.925 2.14 * 4.44 4.87 6.17 5.16 7.07 
Ca3NP 0.812 3.89 3.36 * 4.35 8.97 6.61 3.93 
Ca3NAs 0.837 3.30 3.20 * 4.14 8.46 6.02 3.93 
Ca3NSb 0.896 3.31 * 3.65 5.44 8.70 5.88 9.70 
Ca3NBi 0.904 5.53 8.45 5.54 6.70 3.13 * 3.87 
Ca3PSb 0.780 4.20 1.53 * 3.23 8.98 7.73 6.57 
Ca3AsSb 0.757 3.91 1.20 * 2.73 8.28 3.56 6.09 
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The cation vacancy or interstitial dumbbell is a simple point defect by removing or adding 
a Mg/Ca atom in a supercell. The Frenkel defect is a pair of point defects that an atom dislocates 
from its normal site to an interstitial site, thus making both a vacancy and an interstitial defects.122 
A Mg/Ca atom at a site is removed and an interstitial dumbbell is made at the other site in a AP 
supercell. The Schottky defect is a pair of vacancies by completely removing a pair of cation and 
anion in a stoichiometry, e.g., removing a f.u. of X3AB, XxAy, or XxBy from a supercell.122 Mg3A2 
(A = N) and Mg3B2 (B = P, As, Sb, or Bi) were used for Mg APs, which are two end members of 
convex hull along the tie line in the phase diagram. Since only Ca3N2 appears in the ICSD database, 
Ca2N, CaP, CaAs, Ca2Sb, and Ca2Bi were used for XxAy and XxBy depending on the composition 
of Ca APs.  
The formation energies of various defects in MV APs are listed in Table 6.3. The vacancy 
or interstitial defect has the smallest formation energy in most of Mg and Ca APs. All Mg and Ca 
APs have significantly large formation energies of defects; the smallest formation energies are in 
a range of 1.2 ~ 3.5 eV. Therefore, the concentration of defects in Mg and Ca APs would be 
significantly low at an equilibrium, and thus defects should be introduced during the synthesis.  
Chemical stability window. Figure 6.3 shows the stable range of Mg and Ca APs with 
respect to a metal anode as a function of the applied external potential (ranges also listed in Table 
 
Figure 6.3 Chemical stability window of Mg and Ca APs. All compounds except Ca3AsSb are stable against metal 
anode without applied potential. The oxidation limit in the right-end of window is the highest viable voltage without 
interface treatments. 
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2). The reduction limits (left-end of window) of Mg APs are at most 0.02 V; thus, they are virtually 
stable with Mg metal. All Ca APs except Ca3AsSb are also stable with Ca metal. Therefore, Mg 
and Ca APs are advantageous to use a metal anode. The oxidation limits of Mg APs are in a range 
of 0.39 ~ 1.18 V and those of Ca APs are between 0.92 ~ 1.85 V, so Ca APs usually have wider 
viable voltage ranges than Mg APs. However, the highest voltage limit is not high, i.e., 1.18 V of 
Mg3NAs and 1.85 V of Ca3NSb, thus coating at cathode interfaces between these APs and a metal 
anode would be needed for cells working at voltages over APs’ oxidation limits.  
Other properties. The predicted band gaps of Mg and Ca APs are in a range of 1.65 ~ 2.79 
eV (Table 6.2). A previous study showed that Ca3NBi and Ca3NSb have a semi-conducting 
behavior whereas Ca3NAs and Ca3NP are insulators.293 It agrees with our predictions that the band 
gap decreases with larger anion. So, Ca3NBi and Ca3NSb are not good candidates for SEs, and we 
presume that Mg3NBi and Mg3NSb having similar band gaps are also semi-conductors. Mg3NAs 
and Mg3NP are expected to have an insulating behavior since they have larger band gaps than 
Ca3NP.  
The predicted bulk and shear moduli of Mg and Ca APs are listed in Table 2. Mg APs have 
very large moduli at least 74 GPa of bulk and 55 GPa of shear moduli. Ca3NB (B = P, As, Sb, or 
Bi) also have large moduli over 54 GPa of bulk and 47 GPa of shear moduli, and Ca3ASb (A = P 
or As) have 18 and 21 GPa of shear moduli, respectively. A previous study suggested that the 
dendrite initiation may be suppressed if a SE has at least 1.8 times larger shear modulus than a 
metal anode (assuming that the Poisson’s ratio is 0.33).14 All Mg and Ca APs have at least 2.5 
times larger shear moduli than Mg or Ca metal (shear moduli of Mg and Ca metals are 17 and 7.4 
GPa, respectively),300,301 thus may prevent the dendrite formation. However, the dendrite might 
still penetrate by several mechanisms, e.g., grain boundary softening.302  
6.3.3 Potential Multivalent Anti-perovskites for Solid Electrolytes 
The predicted properties of Mg and Ca APs were compared to find candidates for MV-ion 
conducting SEs. Among Mg APs, Mg3NAs has lower limiting barriers than Mg3NSb and Mg3NBi. 
Mg3NAs has similar limiting barriers, band gap, and moduli to Mg3NP, but also have more than 
twice wider stable voltage range than Mg3NP. Therefore, Mg3NAs is anticipated to be a potential 
candidate for a SE. Also, Ca3NAs would be a SE candidate because of its lower limiting barriers 
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than Ca3NSb and Ca3NBi and much wider stable voltage limit than Ca3NP. Both Mg3NAs and 
Ca3NAs are believed to have electron-insulating behaviors as discussed. Although having a lower 
voltage limit than Ca3NAs, Ca3PSb has a lower vacancy limiting barrier, which will be 
advantageous for high cation mobilities if vacancies are dominant over interstitial dumbbells. Also, 
Ca3PSb has the same band gap as Ca3NAs, implying that it might be an electronic insulator. 
Therefore, we suggest Mg3NAs, Ca3NAs, and Ca3PSb as potential candidates for SEs of MV SSBs. 
Inspired by Ca3PSb, we also simulated the structures and stabilities of Mg3ASb (A = P or 
As). Similar to Ca versions, they are also predicted to have orthorhombic structures (lattice 
parameters 𝑎, 𝑏, and 𝑐 are 6.950, 6.862, and 9.906 Å for Mg3PSb and 7.059, 6.966, and 10.239 Å 
for Mg3AsSb). However, they are not stable at zero Kelvin and prone to decompose into Mg3P2 + 
Mg3Sb2 and Mg3As2 + Mg3Sb2 with -34.6 and -49.6 meV/atom exothermic reaction energies, 
respectively. Also, they have a narrow chemical stability window with the oxidation potential limit 
up to 0.61 V. Therefore, they will not be good SE candidates. 
6.4 Conclusions 
Although in the early stage of development, MV SSBs are expected as future technologies 
for high volumetric capacities without safety concerns. The present study has investigated ten Mg 
and Ca AP compounds Mg3NB, Ca3NB, Ca3PSb, and Ca3AsSb (where B = P, As, Sb, or Bi) to 
discover potential MV SEs. In particular, ground-state structures, thermodynamic stability, long-
range percolating barrier, defect formation energy, chemical stability window, band gap, and 
elastic moduli were predicted by first-principles calculations at the atomic scale. 
All compounds were predicted to be stable at zero Kelvin (without zero-point energy). It 
shows a good agreement to the previous experiments that Mg3NB (where B = As or Sb) and Ca3NB 
(where B = P, As, Sb, or Bi) have been synthesized. Therefore, other four compounds are also 
expected to be synthesizable. Mg and Ca APs have similar tolerance factor regimes for the degree 
of lattice distortions as monovalent APs, and follow the trend that the limiting barrier decreases 
with larger distortions (smaller tolerance factor, t). The formation energies of defects are very high, 
so defects need to be introduced in the lattice during synthesis. The predicted moduli indicate that 
these compounds have at least 2.5 times stiffer shear moduli than Mg or Ca metal, satisfying 
Monroe and Newman’s dendrite-suppression criterion. 
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We suggest Mg3NAs, Ca3NAs, and Ca3PSb as potential candidates for SEs of MV SSBs. 
These compounds have limiting barriers close or lower than 500 meV for vacancy and 200 meV 
for interstitial dumbbell migration mechanisms. Ca3NAs is shown as an electronic insulator and 
Mg3NAs and Ca3PSb are predicted to have the same or larger band gaps than Ca3NAs, thus they 
would also have insulating behaviors. They are stable in a contact with a metal anode and the 
oxidation limits are 1.2, 1.7, and 1.4 V, respectively, thus treatments like coating at a cathode 
interface would be needed for cells with these APs to operate at voltages over the limits. In total, 
we screened Mg and Ca APs to discover potential MV-ion conducting SEs, which will aid in the 
advance of Mg and Ca SSBs with metal anodes. 
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Chapter 7 Conclusions and Next Steps 
 
Improvements in battery technologies are driven by emerging applications such as electric 
vehicles. For these applications it is desirable to increase energy density and minimize safety 
concerns. SSBs using a SE with a metal anode have the potential to achieve both of these goals. 
Key properties of SEs that promote the viability of SSB are fast ion conduction and good stability 
and wettability at interfaces between a SE and the electrodes. As a step towards understanding 
these properties, this dissertation has focused on the following topics: (1) phenomena at anode/SE 
interfaces, (2) mechanisms associated with fast ion transport in inorganic solids, and (3) the 
discovery of potential monovalent and MV-ion conducting SEs. The AP compound Li3OCl (LOC) 
was adopted as a model SE by virtue of its high ionic conductivity and its reported compatibility 
with Li metal. The simple crystal structure LOC (and for all anti-perovskites) enables a 
comprehensive characterization of its properties using computationally-expensive electronic-
structure calculations (DFT). Monovalent and MV analogues of LOC, as well as those based on 
isovalent-anion substitutions, were also explored to screen for potential new SEs and to inform a 
machine learning study of the features that most strongly impact ion mobility in these compounds. 
Chapter 3 examined the thermodynamic properties and electronic structure of interfaces 
between Li metal and LOC in detail. The wetting of LOC by Li was found to change dramatically 
as a function of interfacial composition. The oxygen-terminated Li/LOC interface is the most 
thermodynamically stable and the most strongly adherent with Li. This strong interaction results 
in a low contact angle and good wettability for Li. However, this strong interfacial interaction 
significantly narrows the electrochemical window of LOC in the interfacial region by shifting both 
the CBM and VBM. This suggests a tradeoff between strong interfacial bonding/wettability and 
electrochemical stability. Nevertheless, the CBM in LOC remains ~1 V more negative than the 
Li/Li+ redox potential, suggesting that LOC remains stable against reduction by the anode. In 
future studies this approach could be used to investigate oxidative stability at interfaces with 
cathode materials. 
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Chapter 4 described the atomic-scale connections between ionic mobility, thermodynamic 
stability, and symmetry-lowering lattice distortions across a series of 36 model APs. The degree 
of lattice distortion, quantified by the tolerance factor, 𝑡, was varied via isovalent composition 
variations, i.e., X3AB (X = Li, Na, or K, A = O, S, or Se, and B = F, Cl, Br, or I). Our calculations 
show a strong correlation, wherein compounds with larger distortions exhibit migration barriers 
that are smaller for some pathways. The energetic spread between migration barriers due to 
symmetry-lowering lattice distortions slows migration along some pathways, while speeding up 
others. In the case of the APs, these lower-barrier hops can be assembled into a percolating 
network. At the same time, a higher degree of lattice distortion also correlates with diminished 
thermodynamic stability. Thus, realizing those compounds having the highest ionic mobility in 
this class of conductors will require balancing a tradeoff with stability. An analysis of the thermal 
stabilization of AP compounds suggests that Li3SeF, Na3SeF, Na3SBr, Na3SF, K3SeF, and K3SBr 
are promising materials that balance high ion mobility with stability at moderate temperatures. 
These materials are also predicted to be stable against alkali metal anodes, and thus can potentially 
be considered as candidates for SSBs that use a metal anode. 
The present results teach us that perturbations (or intentional frustrations) to ion-packing, 
introduced via isovalent substitution, leads to lattice distortions and symmetry-breaking. These 
effects remove the degeneracy of the migration barriers in the non-distorted materials, and can 
open up ion-migration channels with potentially lower barriers. In principle, this concept could be 
applied to additional crystalline materials beyond the anti-perovskites examined here. The 
investigation of this approach to other classes of fast ion conductors is a potential next step. 
A comparison between the mobility of three alkali metal ions (Li, Na, and K) in the anti-
perovskite structure was performed. Contrary to expectations based on ionic radii, larger alkali ion 
generally has higher mobility than smaller one in the AP lattice. The observed differences in 
mobility can be explained by 4 factors: an AP compound with larger alkali ion has 1) a lower 
packing fraction that leads to wider free space for cations to move through, 2) greater vibration 
amplitudes (smaller low-energy optical phonon frequency) that facilitate migrations of cations, 3) 
higher polarizabilities that lead to softer lattice stiffness and flexible electron clouds of ions, and 
4) much weaker electrostatic attraction between ions due to lower net charges (covalency effect) 
according to the Bader charge. 
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Using data from DFT simulations, Chapter 5 used ML to uncover the relative importance 
of features that promote ion migration in anti-perovskites. The ML analysis revealed that lattice 
properties have the greatest influence on ion mobility regardless of mechanism. The path distance 
and bottleneck-geometry are the most important features for vacancy migration, together 
accounting for 78% of the total importance. The path distance, CCD, has the largest importance 
(29%) of any single feature, while three bottleneck-related features occupy a total of 49% 
importance (distance to the nearest anion from migration path, PWc 23%; total path width, PW 
17%; packing fraction without cation, PFC 9%). Since bottleneck-related features are closely 
related, a simplified ML model was built using a moderate filtering threshold (|𝜌| ≥ 0.80) that 
leads to 20 features for the optimization of the ML algorithm. This model again showed that CCD 
(42%) and PW (28%) appear as top 2 features, which further supports our analysis that lattice 
properties are the most influential in the vacancy migration. The elementary migration barrier 
decreases with a shorter path distance and wider bottleneck for migration, thus decreasing the 
distance between mobile cations and keeping framework ions away from paths will be helpful for 
achieving high vacancy mobility. For migration of interstitials, bottleneck-related features occupy 
73% importance (PW 40%; cation – framework anion distance, CFD 19%; PFC 14%). PW and 
PFC, important features for vacancies, also appear in the feature subset of dumbbell. This ML 
analysis could be generalized by including migration data from other types of solid materials and 
to systems involving transport of MV ions. 
Finally, the study was extended to MV-ion containing APs as potential SEs (Chapter 6). 
Ten non-metallic Mg and Ca AP compounds were examined: Mg3NB, Ca3NB, Ca3PSb, and 
Ca3AsSb (where B = P, As, Sb, or Bi). All compounds were predicted to be stable at zero Kelvin 
and stiff enough to satisfy Monroe and Newman’s dendrite-suppression criterion. The results 
suggest Mg3NAs, Ca3NAs, and Ca3PSb are the most promising potential MV SE candidates. These 
compounds have limiting barriers close or lower than 500 meV for vacancy migration which would 
allow operation at C/2. The limiting barrier can even lower than 200 meV assuming an interstitial 
dumbbell mechanism, surpassing activation energies of state-of-the-art MV SEs MgSc2Se4 (370 
meV) and PEGDA-Ca polymer (250 meV). These materials are stable in a contact with their 
respective Mg or Ca anode, and are stable against oxidation for voltages ranging from 1.2 to 1.7 
V. Thus, interfacial coatings may be needed for these APs to operate with high voltage cathodes. 
A preliminary analysis suggests that the formation energies for defects is high, so high carrier 
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concentrations may need to be introduced in the lattice during synthesis or via doping.  
Experimental studies of these materials are called for to validate the present ion mobility 
predictions.  
In total, this study investigated solid electrolyte interfacial phenomena, revealed factors 
that describe ion migrations in solids, and identified new materials for monovalent- and MV-ion 
conducting SEs. This work will aid in the systematic design of optimal SEs and accelerate the 
commercialization of safe, energy dense, and longer-lasting SSBs. 
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